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Deans didn't tell students until fall

Long range
report cites
support
limitations

Theme living
was proposed last winter

by Jon Marcus

Editor
Bates must continue efforts to
expand sources of financial aid, so
as not to “lose our capacity to
diversify the student body in socio¬
economic and ethnic ways.”
This was one of the conclusions
released this week as part of a
report of the college’s Long Range
Planning Committee. The 25-page
study, which took 10 months to
complete, was presented to the
faculty at their regular meeting on
Monday.
Also recommended by the
group were such things as a limit to
the size of enrollment at the college
to current levels, though they did
cite “a number of areas in which
individual departments, commit¬
tees and administrative offices feel
a need for expansion.”
A high priority for the future,
according to the report, is im¬
provement of academic and ad¬
ministrative computing capacities.
New space and utilization of ex¬
isting space were also major con(Gontinued on page 16)
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Senior Chris Cannon is framed in white after the year’s first snow¬
fall. Student/Hall.

Faculty recommends
sex discrimination clause
by Brian McGrory
and Mitch Overbye

Staff Reporters
For the fourth straight year the
faculty has voted to recommend to
the Board of Trustees that they
modify the Bates antidiscrimina¬
tion statement by adding the
phrase “sexual preference” —
although this year, in a change that
may prove significant, that phrase
was altered to the word “homosex¬
uality.”
According to members of the
faculty, the trustees turned down

the recommendation last year
because the phrase is not required
by law and was considered am¬
biguous, therefore leaving the col¬
lege open to lawsuits.
History Instructor Steven
Hochstadt, one of seven faculty
members who signed a proposal to
bring the recommendation before
the faculty meeting again, said, “I
hope that they act positively now
that we have changed the terms.
“Many other colleges have such
a phrase,” Hochstadt continued.
“They use the term ‘sexual
preference’ or ‘sexual orientation.”

Although the trustees have
previously rejected the recommen¬
dation, they issued statements last
year deploring any discrimination
against homosexuals or any
harassment of homosexuals.
According to Hochstadt and
other faculty members, the in¬
cidents of harassment and the con¬
troversy surrounding the Gay at
Bates luncheon seminars of two
years ago, demonstrate the need
for the inclusion of the phrase in
the antidiscrimination statement.
At the Gay at Bates seminars,
(Continued on page 2)

The Bates Student has learned
that the concept of theme living
was originally discussed by the
Office of the Dean in January,
eight months before the idea was
brought before students or facul¬
tyDean of the College James W.
Carignan told the Long Range
Planning Committee in late
January that “the next five years
should see the development of
thematic housing, probably begin¬
ning with language houses.”
The idea was first proposed to
students and faculty by Assistant
Professor of Rhetoric Robert
Branham at the Sugarloaf Con¬
ference on Sept. 13. He had also
been mentioned in the deans sum¬
mer newsletter in late August.
Carignan said Monday that he
had discussed the idea of theme
living last winter, but said of the
lack of solicitation of student in¬
put, “during Short Term you don’t
really have students here in regular
ways. It was during the summer
months that the issue was joined
by this office.”
The dean added that “no con¬
crete thinking occurred until after
students had been involved in the
(discussion) process at Sugarloaf.
“If you’re trying to suggest that
we purposefully hid the idea from
students and faculty, you’re
wrong,” Carignan added, saying
proposals like that of the freshman
center had been talked about by
the deans for a year and a half
before being officially proposed.
“There are lots of ideas that float
around.”
Carignan said Branham’s
presentation of the theme house
idea in his Sugarloaf position
paper did not involve prior discus¬
sion with the deans. “I did not
solicit it,” he said, “and it was not
solicited by this office.”
In an unrelated development,
the faculty Residential Life Com¬
mittee agreed Nov. 19 to in¬
vestigate the theme living idea
through a series of forums held in
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college dorms.
Meanwhile, the phrase “theme
housing” in the original proposal
has been changed to “theme
living.” “That change in phrase is
not an accidental change in
phrase,” Carignan said. “We’re
talking about residential grouping
in a thematic context,” not
necessarily involving houses, but
entailing the use of residential
areas in close proximity.
The dean’s office, Carignan
said, hopes to make a decision on
theme living “by the end of
January.”

A dean’s
battle for
theme houses
by Brian McGrory

Features Editor
Like an athlete stubbornly com¬
peting after his playing days have
passed, Associate Dean F. Celeste
Branham’s crusade for theme
houses should long ago have
ended.
“We are not going to implement
theme houses if people don’t take
them seriously,” she said. In the
same bream Branham also
remarked, “we really think they
could work here if students wanted
them to work here.”
So the dean continues to wage
war against the impossible, trying

News analysis
to convince students that the
theme houses concept is not a
foolish idea. “We’ve only heard
from a small number of students,”
she said, admitting that if the issue
were put to a campus-wide vote to¬
day, 80 percent of the college’s
residents would turn it down.
Asked if she feels she has pushed
the idea too far —as it has become
apparent that students just don’t
want anything to do with theme
houses —Branham replied that
“pushing is an attempt on our part
to give substance to the idea.”
The theme house concept was
originally proposed by Branham’s
husband, Rhetoric Professor
Robert Branham, at the annual
Sugarloaf conference in early
September. Since that time the Of¬
fice of the Dean has taken the in¬
itiative in promoting it. “This of¬
fice decided to give body to the
idea of theme houses,” Dean
Branham said.
“We want more campus-wide
discussion on the issue,” Branham
continued. She paused and said, “I
don’t know if we are going to let
the idea of theme living go.”
She pointed out that she is will¬
ing to adapt to student wishes. As
an example she uses the name
change: from theme houses to
theme living. “We listen to
students,” she said. “Calling it
theme living doesn’t necessarily
entail a house. The name change
(Continued on page 16)
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Bates Briefs
Francis on “Nova”
ASSISTANT BIOLOGY PRO¬
students at Bates —but 20 percent
FESSOR LISBETH FRANCIS of the students at Bates were not
appeared on PBS-TV’s Nova Nov.
apathetic. People felt a lot of sen¬
22 in the opening segment of a pro¬
sitivity.” Over $330 was raised in
gram hosted by award-winning the effort.
essayist and chancellor of the
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
STUDENTS IN MAINE ARE
Center Lewis Thomas. Francis
MORE CONCERNED with
discussed her studies on aggression
career and academic interests than
among sea anemones along the
issues of world importance, accor¬
Alaska, Washington, California
ding to an article in The Maine
and Mexico coasts. Her research
Sunday Telegram last week. The
had been funded by the National
story, which quoted Bates students
Geographic Society. Lewis’ pro¬
and administrators along with
gram, titled “Notes of a Biology
students at Bowdoin, the Universi¬
Watcher,” covered some of the
ty of Maine at Farmington and the
means organisms use to preserve
University of Maine at Augusta
their distinctiveness.
found “student attitudes and
SEVERAL PLASTIC MAIL¬ lifestyles so altered from past years
BOX WINDOWS were broken that only the brick dormitories and
over the Thanksgiving vacation, gnarled campus trees seemed un¬
prompting investigations by local changed.” One Bates student said
police and federal postal “there is an incredible amount of
authorities. Bates Security Chief work to do. My parents always
Stanley Piawlock said that the said this would be the best time of
broken windows were discovered my life. If this is the best, I’d hate
the day after Thanksgiving by Post to see what lies ahead.” Assistant
Mistress Joline Froton and that Dean James Reese explained
they had not been broken by 5 pm,
students are “blitzed” by media
two days earlier. Mail taken from reports of job scarcity and “there is
the boxes was torn and thrown no optimistic discussion of what
away, Piawlock said, adding that the world will be like 10 or 20 years
the destroyed mail has been com¬
from now.”
pounded by the Lewiston Police
Department for fingerprinting.
SIX NEW COURSES WERE
Piawlock speculated that the ADDED to the college curriculum
boxes may have been broken into at Monday’s faculty meeting, and
between 5 and 6 pm Nov. 25, when one course was dropped. New of¬
the mail area was unlocked, or by ferings include three computer
an individual illicitly owning a set science courses under the
of keys. He also said the boxes Mathematics Departmentwere broken in an apparent search algorithms, data structures and
for money, as several checks were digital design and computer ar¬
among the torn mail.
chitecture. Two English short
OVER 250 BATES students terms, “fiction before the novel,”
participated in a fast to benefit Ox- and an individual study were ap¬
fam, an organization devoted to proved.” The Political Science
teaching underdeveloped nations Department has added a 300-level
to become self-sufficient. Students “Congressional internship” course
agreed to forego food for 24 allowing students to work in local
hours, and Commons donated the offices of the Maine congressional
cost of their meals to Oxfam. The delegation. One 300-level math
fast was held on Nov. 19, the day course, Mathematics 331, was
after the Thanksgiving candle¬ dropped from the curriculum.
light dinner. Fast organizer Sandra
FRENCH
PROFESSOR
McKelvey said she was “very, very RICHARD WILLIAMSON was
pleased with the results.” She add¬ elected chairman of the Auburn
ed that “just about every week The School Committee Monday night.
Student writes about apathy of the Williamson, who is entering his

third two-year term on the com¬
mittee, is the board’s senior
member. He has taught at Bates
since 1975.
THIS YEAR’S GOLDSTON
AWARD went to a proposal from
Susan Raima, health service coor¬
dinator, to bring playwright Wen¬
dy Wasserstein to campus Feb. 3
through 5. Wasserstein will give
lectures, sessions on women in
theater and seminars on play¬
writing, according to James Reese,
coordinator of student activities
and a member of the Goldston
selection committee. A tape of
Wasserstein’s “Uncommon
Women and Others,” recently
aired on local PBS outlet WCBB
Channel 10, will also be brought to
campus for viewing and discus¬
sion, Reese said. He added that
two other programs proposed for
the Goldston award will be
presented despite not receiving the
grant. A Campus Association pro¬
gram on peate and non-violence
will bring Betty Williams to cam¬
pus March 4. Williams won a
Nobel Prize for her non-violent
work in Northern Ireland in the
mid-1970s. Also in March, the
Outing Club will sponsor a pro¬
gram on industrial waste and en¬
vironment, featuring several
Canadian experts and possible
field trips, including one to the
Maine Yankee nuclear reactor in
Wiscasset.
BATES’ DANA SCHOLARS
will hold a faculty appreciation
banquet this year and hope to con¬
tinue the event as an annual occasion. According to Sharon
Saltzgiver, who is helping to coor¬
dinate the planned banquet, “we
decided that Dana scholars should
really just do something to make
the community more aware.”
Saltzgiver and other Dana scholars
drew up a list last week of
“qualities a really good professor
should have,” including organiza¬
tion, presentation of material, ac¬
cessibility, “easy to talk to, easy to
find —a well-rounded person, not
just buried in their department.”

_Dateline: Lewiston_
Boston company may build here
A BOSTON FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT COMPANY
has announced tentative plans to
build a $12 million computer
facility on outer Lisbon Street near
the Liberty Mutual building in
Lewiston. The Boston firm, accor¬
ding to The Lewiston Sun, is now
considering 22- and 77-acre sites
and may purchase an even larger
parcel. A ground breaking is plan¬
ned for early spring.

A PROPOSED DEVELOP¬
MENT DISTRICT in Lewiston’s
downtown was endorsed Tuesday
night by the City Council. By a
unanimous vote, the board agreed
to create a special tax assessment
for properties in the central
business district, revenues for
which would be used to fund a
self-management plan for the
downtown area. The proposal, in¬
troduced by Lewiston Tomorrow,

Inc., now overseeing the renova¬
tion of the Lisbon Street area.
THE
ANDROSCOGGIN
COUNTY UNITED WAY an¬
nounced this week it is the fastest
growing United Way in the north¬
east. At a meeting Tuesday night,
officers of the organization thank¬
ed the area volunteers who helped
the local chapter raise some
$500,000 this year. Contributions
have increased 11.5 percent.

World News Capsules
Americans told to return from Libya
THE UNITED STATES has
asked its nationals in Libya to
leave that country and will pro¬
bably impose embargoes on Col.
Moamar Qaddafi’s regime. One
official compared the situation to
a potential Iranian hostage-taking
situation. Over 1500 American
citizens remain in Libya, most as
employees of U.S. oil firms.
THE PREMIER OF GREECE
said Tuesday his country has
begun to “disengage” from com¬
mitments as part of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). Andreas Papandreo, a

socialist, said Greece would also
negotiate with the United States on
the status of the four U.S. military
bases in his country. He said the
bases would be allowed to remain
“probably for a few years.”
ON THE FIRST ANNIVER¬
SARY OF HIS DEATH, singer
John Lennon was honored in
ceremonies around the world.
Shot down before his apartment
building last December, Lennon
was remembered at vigils and con¬
certs in Liverpool, New York, San
Francisco, Kansas City and
Madrid. About 100 fans braved

the weather to stage a vigil outside
the Dakota apartment building
where the former Beatle was kill¬
ed.
SECRETARY OF STATE
ALEXANDER HAIG went to the
Capitol Hill this week to urge
House Republicans to support
President Ronald Reagan’s pro¬
posed $12 billion foreign aid
package. Increased military aid to
friendly allies, like Egypt, Israel,
Somalia, the Sudan and the Philip¬
pines was important to US securi¬
ty. A floor vote on the measure is
expected today.
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Faculty recommends
discrimination clause
(Continued from page 1)
which were the earliest public activitis of the now disbanded GayStraight Alliance, five members of
the college community —a .faculty
member, a librarian, xand three
students —announced that they
were gay. At the seminars they
described their reasons for reveal¬
ing their sexual preference, and
their previous reasons for hiding
this fact.
The seminars, which drew large
crowds and were a local media
event, initiated much discussion
and some controversy on the cam¬
pus, and incidents of harassment
followed.

pose discrimination of any form,
including sexual.” According to
Reynolds, however, the college
counsel argument is that a listing
of such a proposed phrase may
open the College up for suits of
discrimination that are openended, and difficult to defend.
“No attempt has been made to
make our stand on this issue in any
way ambiguous,” he, stated. “If
our stand on sexuality is not strong
enough, I would be glad to look at
ways of making it more clear.” He
added however, that the board has
been quite explicite about their
opinion of the proposed set of
words in the past.

“I am hopeful that the faculty
committee will get together with
the trustees, and come back with a
response,” Hochstadt said. “Let us
put ourselves in the forefront of
other colleges in the area by adop¬
ting this addition.”
President T. Hedley Reynolds
remarked that he has often clearly
stated that the college does not
discriminate against either
homosexuality or heterosexuality.
He also noted that the Trustees of
Bates College “deplore, and op-

Following discussion over
possibilities of altering the words
of the proposal, Rachel Olney and
other members of the faculty com¬
mented on the need to further
negotiate with the trustees. “If we
want results,” noted Olney, “then
let’s not give them another nonnegotiable
position — let’s
negotiate.” It was decided that the
matter will be sent back to the
committee, with a suggestion that
the signatories of the proposal be
included in those negotiations.

Weekend dorm
damage may mean fines
Last weekend’s first snow of the
season brought with it a storm of
security problems, as over $450 of
dorm damage
and
several students were injured.
A Smith Hall snowball fight was
escalated Saturday night by several
“Adams third” residents, accor¬
ding to a Smith junior adviser who
asked not to be identified. Four¬
teen windows were broken in
Smith and two persons injured. A
visitor to Smith received lacera¬
tions on the eye and a Smith resi¬
dent cut her foot on the broken
window glass.
Melvin MacKenzie, assistant
director of maintenance,
estimated the cost of replacing the
broken window panes at about
$75. Other damage to Smith incur¬
red over the weekend included the
discharging of a fire extinguisher,
for which residents will be charged
$25. It was unclear whether this in¬
cident was related to the snowball
fight.
Also on Saturday night, a
“British Invasion” keg party in
John Bertram Hall resulted in over
$100 of damage. Damage included
the breaking of a pane of thermal
glass in one of the dorm’s front
doors, a shower spigot, and a
faucet. The thermal door glass will
probably cost over $50 to replace,
according to MacKenzie.
According to Resident Coor¬
dinator John Marder the dorm
House Council called security of¬
ficials for help in closing the party,
scheduled to end at 1 am. Marder
said that there were no disciplinary
problems in ending the party but
that several students were slow to
leave.
He also said a woman’s room in
the dorm was ransacked during the
party, possibly by some local
residents, who left a note and a
phone number on her door.
Marder said the young woman had
been previously harassed by the
local residents.
Other damage to the dorm in¬
cluded electric lines torn out of
place, two holes punched in a wall,
damage done to a fire extinguisher
when it was thrown down a stair-

case and the removal of an exit
sign and two wall tiles. Extra
cleaning, costing $25, was also re¬
quired.
Windows were broken in Went¬
worth Adams Hall Sunday night in
apparent retaliation for Saturday
night’s assault on Smith Hall, and
a door was damaged in Adams,
although it was unclear if this
damage was done when some
students ran through Adams late
Saturday night, one allegedly
wielding a large, rubber-tipped
mallet. The students were allegedly
from Smith Hall.
Other dorms also experienced
an unusual amount of weekend
damage. In Hacker House one
window was broken, while in
Hedge Hall two small window
panes and one large one were
broken, combining for a charge of
over $30, MacKenzie said.
Fire extinguishers were
discharged in both Milliken House
and Rand Hall and the windows to
the Rand gym door were also
broken over the weekend. A win¬
dow was broken in Cheney House,
two screens ripped in Page Hall
and a light cover broken in Roger
Williams Hall as well.
There were also reports of a
fight between townspeople and a
Bates student outside a Wilson
House party held in Chase Hali
Friday night, but Chief of Security
Stanley Piawlock was unable to
comment and no other informa¬
tion was available.
Dean of the College James W.
Carignan said Monday the Smith
incident was under active in¬
vestigation. “We have already
said,” he explained, “that the ap¬
parent game of descending on
Smith and other dorms with
snowballs and breaking windows
seems to have more behind it than
playing games in the snow. It will
result in significant fines upon in¬
dividuals and in the absence of in¬
dividuals to the dorms from which
they are operating.”
Carignan said that in the mon¬
ths of September and October,
dorm damage had dropped one
third over the comparable period
last year.
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Special Report
A student’s found guilt
for fraud; Colby talks
about an honor system;
major report on cheating
released; four or five a
year found guilty at
Bates . . .

Twenty-seven percent of those
polled by Hassett were under 25.
A 1978 Associate Press-Gallup
Youth Survey revealed 66 percent
of those between 16 and 18 admit¬
ted they had cheated on an exam
or test.
“I’ve always suggested that we
start in testing and paper situa¬
tions,” Carignan said. “We ought
not extend this too far” in college
life.

Incidents of injuidicious
behavior are now first reviewed by
the deans who may also rule on
“minor cases of misconduct.”

The Student Conduct Commit¬
tee can rule by hearing or closed
committee session on alleged cases
of misconduct. Witnesses may be
called and both committee
members and the charged student

of it. At its best, there would be a
sense of pride in the responsibility,
in the common recognition of
maintaining a standard of
academic honesty.”

Students now see academic
discipline as imposed from above,
Leamon says. “Out system tends
to be a sort of heirarchical thing.”

by Jon Skillings
Senior Reporter
A student was found guilty by
the Student Conduct Committee
before vacation of fraud in the
misrepresentation of grades he’d
penciled onto his transcript.
Colby College may institute an
honor code before the end of the
year.

Cheating
Does Bates need an honor code?

“Four or five” students a year
are faced with disciplinary action
at Bates as the result of cheating or
fraud.

Does Bates need an honor code?
“I’m not naive enough to believe
that with an honor code there will
be no academic dishonesty or
cheating at this college,” says Dean
of the College James W. Carignan.
“Integrity is the fundamental
essence of what it is to be a stu¬
dent. If they (students) cut cor¬
ners, then in effect they deny their
status as a student.”

Another said “maybe an honor
system would prove we’re actually
mature enough to handle a situa¬
tion like that. It should only be for
exams or papers, though, not
social situations.”

One faculty member who asked
to remain anonymous said she
would not expect students to in¬
itiate or abide by an honor code. “I
had one in college. It just makes
things more comfortable when
you’re sitting in a room taking and
exam and the professor’s not
there. It’s too easy to cheat. It’s
just an unfair temptation.”

Carignan added any honor code
must be worked out by students
themselves.
The honor system proposed at
Colby by that school’s Educational
Policy Committee Subcommittee
on Academic Honesty would first
entail a personal confrontation
between students —the student
who cheated and the student who
caught him or her —then an in¬
vestigation by a board of review
the case for trial and finally, if
warranted, a trial on the alleged in¬
cident.
“It takes a group of students
who are committed to it, who are
willing to thrash it out,” Carignan
said.

“There is,” concluded author
James Hassett, “some evidence
regarding the nationwide
prevalence of cheating on taxes,
speeding, cheating on exams and
extramarital sex.”

“There’s no way you can cheat in
a class,” said one. “If the prof
doesn’t catch you, your friends
will. They won’t tell on you or
anything, but they have to take the
same test and they won’t be too
happy that they’re helping write
yours too.”

One senior who said he had
loaned an underclassman a paper
to hand in for credit (adding the
underclassman had received a bet¬
ter grade than he had originally),
“well, you should report it
anyway. Technically, you’re only
hurting yourself if somebody else
is going to cheat.”
He added, though, that it’s
primarily up to the perpetrator of
the crime to turn him or herself in;
“the responsibility shouldn’t be on
innocent bystanders. If a kid uses
my paper, that’s his crime, not
mine.”

According to a report in
Psychology Today, 67 percent of
Americans have cheated on ex¬
aminations or school assignments.

According to the Psychology
Today report, published in the
magazine’s November edition,
nearly half the respondents would
not report scratching another car
in a parking lot if no one saw them
do it, 26 percent would keep the
change if a clerk made a mistake in
their favor, one out of three would
deceive their best friend “about
something important,” and one
third said their most troubling
moral dilemma involved sex.
More than half the respondents
said they sometimes parked illegal¬
ly, speeded, told white lies,
cheated on exams or took office
supplies and other materials home
from work.
Relatively few respondents
seemed habitual liars or cheaters.

encouraged. “As a faculty
member, I’ve had very few cases of
cheating. There may be situations
which encourage easy cheating,”
such as true or false questions, he
said.
Students seem less than en¬
thusiastic about the idea of an
honor code, and add there’s little
or no cheating at Bates.

Carignan added an honor code
would “not be something that cat¬
ches on immediately. It needs to
grow.
“Even in an honor code, there
will be some dishonor.”

Student suspended
for fraud
Sixty-seven percent of Americans have cheated on
examinations or school assignments
Under one possible alternative,
noted the dean, an honors commit¬
tee of some sort would “get an
agreement from faculty they
would not proctor exams and get
an agreement from students they
would not cheat.

“I can’t speak for the faculty,”
he said, “but they’re not going to
say ‘no,’ in my opinion,” to an
honor code.
Currently, the college handbook
states “intellectual honesty is fun¬
damental to scholarship. Accor¬
dingly, the college views
plagiarism or cheating of any kind
in academic work as among the
most serious offense that a student
can commit.”

may question them. Names of
those charged are not made public,
though charges and decisions are
available.
The committee may rule that a
student be censured, lose the right
to maintain a motor vehicle on
campus, be asked to resign an ex¬
tracurricular position or receive
disciplinary probation, suspension
or dismissal from the college.
“The Student Conduct Commit¬
tee is not a court, but serves as a
jury,” says current chairman
James Leamon, a history pro¬
fessor.
“The system we have now
operates only for those who are
caught by it,” he adds. “With an
honor system, everybody is a part

Leamon says he agrees students
must initiate any new system
“because it’s the students who
would enforce it. No matter how
much encouragement it gets from
the faculty or administration,
unless the students are whole¬
heartedly behind it, it’s going to
fail.”
An honor code, Carignan adds,
would clarify to students the
distinction between honesty and
dishonesty, something “that
makes it easier for students to ex¬
pect their peers to behave as they
have affirmed they are expected to
behave.”
Leamon notes that while “cheat¬
ing on an exam is pretty selfevident,” there is not so much
pressure here that the practice is

A student was suspended for the
second semester and short term for
fraud in the misrepresentation of
grades on
his
academic
transcript.
The unidentified culprit was
found guilty by the Student Con¬
duct Committee meeting just prior
to the Thanksgiving break. It was
the first hearing of the year involv¬
ing a disciplinary matter for the
committee.
According to Dean of the Col¬
lege James W. Carignan and
records made public on Monday,
the student, a sophomore, junior
or senior, falsified his or her
academic transcript “by virtue of
putting two grades on the
cumulative record card not earn¬
ed.” A spokesperson for the com¬
mittee, History Professor James
Leamon, told the faculty Monday
that the grades in question had
been deferred and that the incident
was discovered by the Registrar’s
Office which keeps copies of the
academic record.
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Problem-Solving
Office of the Director
Miller House
Phone: (207) 832-7666

The January Program Bulletin

Professional Career Skills Master Classes for students working on a1 January Project.
The student's project problem is the case to which the principles and practices of the
Master Classes are applied. Instructor: R. Hans Hilgermann, Chicago-based Author,
University/Corporate Policy Analyst, and Program Director.
(He is one of the
country's leading experts on academic/professional reading skills and the design
of problem-solving systems.) As a visiting master, he will conduct Master Classes in:
College and Professional Speed Reading:

The Northwestern University Program

The Professional Manager as Problem-Solver: Policy formulation, proposal
writing, decision-making, "selling an idea", financing a client project,
information management, the consulting career option, avoiding the mistakes
of the young professional.
The Art of Problem-Solving: The philosophy, language, and practice of
effective personal and professional problem-solving by means of mastery of
The Humanistic Model of Problem-Solving by R. Hans Hilgermann.

The Problem-Solving Weekend: Two-day, one night, instruction and practice in problem¬
solving. Participants work on an academic, professional or personal problem of their
choice. Many activities are conducted on the Center's 63 Acre Problem-Solving Road
in Bremen, Maine.

The Problem-Solving Co-operative: Projects of the Co-operative are designed by the
members to create a group problem-solving environment in which members can prepare
themselves for creative professional and managerial careers. Projects include:
Problem-Solving Art Gallery and Workshop, Bookstore/Library, Coffeehouse, Backgammon/
Chess Guild. Members may live in the Miller House as space becomes available.

The Problem-Solving Lecture Series: The Philosophy, Language, and Laws of ProblemSolving; Life Management as a Problem-Solving Skill; Problem-Solving: The
Midwestern and New England Versions; The Aesthetics of Problem-Solving;
Christian Problem-Solving; Getting into the Graduate School and Profession of
Your Choice; Beware of Bankers, Lawyers, and Therapists; Solving Problems
Humanistically in the American Cult of Money.

Visual Arts Internship and Scholarships: A full $950 academic scholarhip for artists
seeking to add a problem-solving competence to his/her work. Will learn Arts
Management practices.

DIRECT ALL INQUIRIES ABOUT ADMISSIONS, REGISTRATION, FEES, AND SCHEDULING TO:

Center for Problem-Solving Education
Waldoboro, Maine
04572
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Basketball team still winless

Criniti leads experienced team
by John Cullen
Staff Reporter
Experience and accurate
shooting should be the two
strongest features on this year’s
men’s basketball team. Although
Bates lacks height and has ques¬
tionable bench strength, the team
looks to be the best Bates team in
the last five years.
Lead by coach George Wigton,
who is in his 17th year as the Bob¬
cats’ head coach, and Captain
Fred Criniti, Bates will aim to sur¬
pass last year’s team record of
12-11.
Three-year lettermen Criniti and
John Kirby will return this year as
the starting-squad. after each turn¬
ed in the best years of their college
careers during the last season. Also
back in the starting five this year
are forward Scott Hyde and center
Rob Dodson. The/other forward
in the starting five will be Herb
Taylor, who lead the team with 16
points in a recent loss to Brandeis.
Although he did not start last year,
he saw a lot of action as the sixth
man for the Bobcats.
Guards Mike Bodozian, Dave
Brenner, Alex Johnson, Tim
Jones, and Bob Mitchell along
with forwards Ben Hughes, Pete
Witson, and Dan Wrenn round
out the team. Sophomore Jones
will probably see the most action
as backup guard as he has the most
varsity experience. Johnson and
Hughes are the only two freshmen
on the varsity squad.
Lack of leadership will not be a
problem this year, as Criniti is a
capable captain. Last year Criniti
lead the team in points per game
(16.7), total points and assists. He
also set team records in both in¬
dividual assists in a game and in a
season leading the team to team
records in both departments. If
Criniti has another outstanding
year equivalent to last year he
could reach the 1000 career points
mark —only nine players hav ever
done that in Bates College history.
The only real concerns Wigton
says he has are a relatively inex¬
perienced bench and a definite
lack of height. The Bobcats have
only two men over 6’5”, and Dod¬
son, at 67”, js the tallest player on
the team. The loss of Buddy
Schultz to graduation will also pre¬
sent a problem for the Bobcats.
Last year Schultz lead the team to
a new field goal percentage record
(.497) with his own record setting
pace (.590).
The favorite for the CBB title
this year is Bowdoin, ranked third
in the state of Maine pre-season

Amherst.

pools. Last week they looked
strong losing by only two points to
Tufts, a top 10 team in ail of division Ill last year. Last year nobody
won the CBB as each team finished
with a 2-2 record. Other top 10
teams in division III which Bates
will be playing this year besides
Tufts are Clark, Trinity and

After losing the first two games
of the season to Thomas (63-60)
and Brandeis (69-63), Bates will try
to get things rolling tomorrow
when they travel to New Hamp¬
shire to play Dartmouth, the only
division 1 team on their schedule.

Bowdoin edges hoopsters
far was Wednesday night’s CBB
game against Bowdoin. Bowdoin
had demolished University of New
England 105-52 two nights before
and was out to continue their win¬
ning streak against the Bobcats.
The game was close from the start
and at the end of the first half the
two teams were tied at 29. Poor
shooting and an inability to come
up with offensive rebounds hurt
Bates but the Bobcats still found
themself in the game, trailing
53-51 with only eight second left.
Bowdoin ruined Bates’ chances
to tie the game by 'blocking the
final shot. Bates played much bet¬
ter in this game then in others
against weaker teams. Fred Criniti
got out of his scoring slump by
leading all scorers with 19 points.
— John Cullen

An unexpected four straight
losses have opened the season for
the Bates hoop team this year.
After opening the season with a
three point loss to Thomas, Bates
faced a usually tough Brandeis
team. Bates lead at the half 28-25
but faded in the second half, losing
69-63. Herb Taylor lead the team
with 16 points followed by John
Kirby with 14 points.
The Bobcats’ next game was
against Suffolk University. Once
again Bates was in the game until
the second half when they were
outscored by nine points and
subsequently lost the game 71-62.
Suffolk’s John McDonough lead
all scorers with 29 points while Kir¬
by was the high scorer for Bates
with 22.
The best game of the season thus

Controversy at Bowdoin meet

Men open winter track season
by Doug Campbell
Staff Reporter
BRUNSWICK-In their open¬
ing meet, the Bates indoor track
team fell to the Bowdoin Polar
Bears by a score of 69-65. It was
as exciting as any athletic event
could be.
Bates trailed Bowdoin through¬
out most of the meet, although a
late rally by the Bobcats brought
them within four points going into
the two relays.
In order to bring back a win,'
Bates had to win both the mile,
and the two-mile relays. In the
mile relay, Bowdoin’s lead runner
dropped out, giving Bates a onepoint lead, the first time that they
held the lead all day.
They didn’t hold it for too long,
though, for in the two-mile relay
the Bates team was disqualified for
false starting. Coach Walt Slovenski immediately entered an official
protest, but to no avail.
Bates got off to a slow', but by
no means bad, start. Bowdoin was
strong in the early events, yet the
Bobcats was able to stay very close

Watt hits her
stride in nationals
by Marjie Needham
Staff Reporter
Bobcat Becca Watt finished
10th overall in the division III
NCAA nationals held in Kenosha,
Wisconsin on Nov. 21st.
Watt, a freshman cross-country
star, ran the 5,000 meter road race
in four inches of snow, ice and
mud in a time of 19:42. This is the
first year NCAA has sponsored
this women’s meet and the Nor¬
theast proved to be the strongest
region. The first runner to cross

Forward Scott Hyde goes in for a layup against Suffolk. The Bobcats
lost the game on Monday and dropped a 53-51 decision to Bowdoin
on Wednesday. Student/Hall.__

the finish line was Westfield State’s
Cindy Sturm. The best team at the
meet was Central College, Iowa.
There were 90 runners for the
Petrifying Springs Park course
and “Coach (Carolyn) Court said
the top 15 finishers would be given
awards, and the top 25 would
make All American,” commented
Watt. “I was, like, ‘dream on,
Coach.’ ” Watt was named first
All American female runner.
Court, who attended the race, said
she felt Watt ran “smart and ag¬
gressively.”

in terms of scoring. In the long
jump, sophomore Paul Slovenski
took second place with a jump of
20’ 63/4”.
In. the 35 pound weight throw,
Steve Ryan took first place with a
throw of 43’ 114”. Ryan’s perfor¬
mance was one of the most ex¬
citing and unexpected of the day.
A newcomer to an event which
takes a long time to learn, Ryan ex¬
ploded on his final throw to cap¬
ture first place by a mere two in¬
ches.
In the high jump, Dan Watson
did quite well and tied for second
with a leap of 6’4”. Bowdoin
posted a'very strong shot puttings
core, yet sophomore John Raitt
was able to pull off a third place
with a toss of 41’ 314”. Raitt is still
in the process of recovering from a
knee injury that he sustained dur¬
ing football season, and probably
will not be at full strength until
January.
The mile was won by Captain
Paul Hammond at a time of
4:20.9. Ken O’Regan took third,
posting a time of 4:27.5. Bates was
particularly strong in the triple
jump with Dave Donahue winning
with a jump of 41’ lO'/S”, and Bill
Duffy taking second with a jump
of 41’ 4 Vt". In a photo finish in the
45 yard hurdles, John MacPhee
placed second with a time of 6.0.
With half the meet completed,
Bates trailed 28-35.
The next event was the 440-yard
dash. This event was particularly
tough for the Bates runners. Bow¬
doin’s track was less then a 12th of
a mile long with sharp turns. The
Polar Bears were familiar with the
track, and knew exactly how to
run the race. Even so, Jim
Mulholland was able to pull off se¬
cond place with a time of 54.1
seconds.
In the 600, Steve Deperna and
John Chamberlain were able to

place first and third respectively
with times of 1:16.8 and 1:18.3
Deperna ran a tactically brilliant
race, and controlled the inside lane
for most of the run.
In the 40-yard dash Brian House
and Kevin Howard captured se¬
cond and third place, both with
times of 4.8 Doug Quintal placed
second in the half-mile run with a
time of 2:02.5. Once again Bow¬
doin’s familiarity with the track
gave an extra advantage to the
Polar Bears.
In the 1000-yard run Paul Ham¬
mond and Fred Turkington placed
second and third with times of
2:19.8 and 2:22.2 Hammond’s
runner, with the result that both
finished with the same time.
Clutch running by O’Regan and A1
Waitt brought the Bobcats a first
and second place finish in the two-

mile run. O’Regan posted a time of
9:40.9 and Waitt a time of 9:51.
The final event, the pole vault,
was dominated by Slovenski. He
jumped 13'9”, over three feet
higher then the nearest com¬
petitor. This left the meet to the
relays. Failing to convert on both
meant defeat. Bates took the m/ile
relay with no problem, but fell
short in the two-mile relay.
Though they lost, the team itself
looked good. They should have an
excellent season if all the members
hit full potential. The attitude is
enthusiastic, and with a little more
hard work Bates could be a team
to be reckoned with.
This Friday the team hosts
Lowell and Fitchburg at home,
with the opening event starting at 6
pm.

Field hockey goalie
invited to nationals
by Marjie Needham
Staff Reporter
Bates sent Janet Bursaw,
Maine’s number one field hockey
goalie, to the National Sectional
tournament in Orlando, Florida
over Thanksgiving break.
Bursaw was first selected along
with over 40 other women on the
weekend of Nov. 12 to play at
Brown University the following
weekend. Three teams were then
chosen to represent the Northeast
section in the United States Field
Hockey Association-sponsored
event. Bursaw was selected goalie
for the third team of the Northeast
squad.
The Northeast section finished
third in the Nationals; the
Southeast squad was first.

Bursaw’s team was pooled against
first and second teams, winning
two and tying one of their five
games. Bursaw flew to Orlando
Wednesday before Thanksgiving
to play in the tournament from
Nov. 26 through Nov. 29.
Bursaw said she believes hers
was a good experience; playing on
different surfaces and with higher
skilled players. The Brown fields
were astroturf, so the game was
fast and the balls did not bounce.
The fields in Florida were
crabgrass and sand, a much slower
game. Although she found it
harder to assert her control when
the ball came into the shooting cir¬
cle, Bursaw said she was impressed
by the steady security of knowing
where her team was going to be.
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Women close in hoop action
by Doug Campbell
Staff Reporter
Though in terms of their record
the girl’s varsity basketball team is
off to a slow start, they are im¬
proving with each game. The team
has depth, good skills, and a com¬
bination of youth and maturity.
Coach Donna Turnbaugh has
her players in a three guard, two
center offense. This is possible
because the team has two ag¬

gressive players able to work in¬
side. Both Debbie Post and Laura
Hollingsworth have been domi¬
nant factors in the rebounding
. categories.
Post is off to a slower start then
was expected but she has been
working hard and should reach her
full potential soon. In the
backcourt line, Nat Saucier has
been a very pleasant surprise. With
the support of Cathy Rose and
captain Dorothy Alport, the guard

positions have been filled with
some very talented personel.
Freshman Monique Petty has pro¬
vided the team with a youthful
spark, and as of late has become a
strong scoring threat.
In their opening game, the team
faced a strong Husson team. Bates
lost 60-54. Though the Bobcats
dominated the boards, they only
shot 30 percent from the floor and
20 percent from the line. Saucier
was the high scorer with 21 points
and 11 rebounds. Bates bounced
back in their next game and beat
an agressive University of New
England team by a score of 70-56.
Though the ’cats didn’t take great
shots, their shooting percentage
Palermo finished first in the 1,500 did improve. Star freshman Petty
meter in 5:11 supportes closely by was the high scorer with 20 points.
Becky Jones at 5:13. Jones also The team as a whole played a
finished second on the high jump,
strong man-to-man defense.
springing 4’ 10”, two inches less
The next afternoon saw a long
than Fitchburg’s Boykin. Palermo trip down to Nasson. The team,
supported again, finishing third in tired out from the long trip and
the jump.
from the tough game the night
In the 200-meter dash, Camille before, did not play to full poten¬
McKayle placed third in 28.5,
tial. Though Bates held a fivebehind Fitchburg’s and Tuft’s top point lead at halftime, Nasson
sprinters. Justina Alsfeld ran a edged a one-point victory, 68-67.
strong 5,000 meters in 19:34 to One of the bright spots in the game
finish second, behind Debbie was the play of Laura Holl¬
Casinelli of Fitchburg State. Amy ingsworth. Hollingsworth shot 79
Gamerdinger sprinted 800 meters percent from the floor, scored 24
in 2:46 for third place.
points, and grabbed 14 rebounds.
Also pacing for Bates, Ann- The team also shot very well from
Marie Caron threw the shotput 30’ the free-throw line.
8!4”, placing third. Pam Spencer
Wednesday the team traveled to
of Fitchburg had a strong arm to a hostile Colby campus. It was a
throw the weight 37’ 6”. Robin tough game for the Bobcats right
Tolies finished behind two Tufts from the start. Trailing through
hurdlers in the 55-meter heat in the whole game, Bates was never
10.5. Tolies also was third in the able to rally enough to give
long jump, lunging 14’ 9”.
themselves the lead, and lost by a
It was a learning meet for the in¬ score of 82-59. One of the bright
experienced Bobcats. Many of the spots of the game was the balance
runners are First or second year scoring of the team. Dorothy
students who have never run in Albert had a very fine game both
college, if they ran in high school. offensively and defensively.
Coach Carolyn Court said she
Tomorrow, the team faces Bow¬
feels it was a “good experience” to doin at Bowdoin. Tip off time is
help prepare the women .
set for 2 pm.

Bobcats dominate
in women's track

Junior Laura Hollingsworth attempts to block a pass in action from
last year. The women’s team is winless in its first three games.

The Bobcats placed runners in
the top spots of the 3,000, 1,500
and 200 meter races in the women’s
indoor track invitational held at
Bates on Saturday.
Running to set base from which
to improve, all the Bates runners
decreased their previous trial times
in the practice meet. Fitchburg
State proved the strongest team
there, though no team scores were
compiled. Brandeis and Tufts also
attended the event.
Bates’ strong finishers were
distance runners.. Nancy Bell ran
away with the 3,000 meter heat in a
time of 11:04, leaving second place
21 seconds behind her. Karen

Tufts spoils Bobcat effort
by Jeff Ro>
Senior Reporter
There were many surprised faces
when the game entered its final
minutes. And when it was over,
Bates players and coaches walked
off the field knowing they had just
lost the game that was their best
offensively in the year.
The Bobcats were upset by
Tufts, 19-11, in a game they lost in
the fourth quarter.
The Jumbo1 vere able to muster
13 points in tl final 10 minutes to
ruin a near perfect season for
Bates. The Bobcats finished up the
season, 6-2.
“Certainly we were disap¬

pointed, we didn’t win the game,”
said Web Harrison, Bates coach.
“But we had onetif our better days
with the exception of putting
points on the board. We hurt
ourselves. When we got the ball
down close (in the third quarter)
and didn’t score —it hurt.”
The Jumbos followed that set of
downs with a touchdown on a
56-yard scramble by Tufts quarter¬
back Dave Piermarini. Their next
TD, which came five minutes
later, was scored after a Bobcat
fumble set up the Jumbos firstand-10 on the Bates 25. With 4:16
left to go in the game, Tufts was up
19-11.
The Bobcats had led in t he game
up until the 9:29 point in the

*****

■

Larry DiGiammarino has this pass knocked free from his hands. The
Bobcats ran only one touchdown as Tufts upset them 19-11. Student/
Hall.

fourth quarter.
Harrison continued, “we didn’t
do what we had to do to win the
game. Tufts stayed in the game
and found a way to win it. We
were in it all the way, but we
couldn’t put the points on the
board.”
The 365 total yards was the best
for the 1981 Bates squad in the
season. While the Bobcats could
manage only 69 yards on the
ground, the aerial attack was able
to account for 296 of those yards.
Against Tufts, the Bobcats were
without the services of their
number-one running back, Charlie
Richardson. He had 417 yards up
to that point, but injured his knee
the week before at Bowdoin. The
Bobcat sophomore averaged 3.9
yards per carry over the season.
“It was a great season,” added
Harrison. “You can’t find many
6-2 seasons in the college’s history.
We proved a lot of things to
ourselves and to a lot of people.
Dick Lagg and Larry DiGiam¬
marino were a successful combina¬
tion.
“There was always a good feel¬
ing surrounding the team. They
were a fine group of young men.
When you get good people with
strong character who enjoy foot¬
ball, that’s when you have a winn¬
ing season. It was my most en¬
joyable season since I’ve been
coaching.”
The Bobcats will lose 16 seniors
to graduation this year, but Har¬
rison is confident about the group
his has coming back next year.
“It’s gonna hurt, but our pro¬
gram is in good shape for next
year,” said Harrison. “We have a
great team coming back.”
DiGiammarino, one of the
losses to Bates because of gradua¬
tion, finished up his season and re¬
wrote the books for receiving
records at Bates. Besides breaking
records, the Marblehead, Massa¬
chusetts senior was named to the
Kodak All-American football
team in college division II. He was
also selected New England’s smallcollege offensive player of the year
in a poll conducted by the New
England Football Newsletter, and
was named to the Eastern College
Athletic Conference New England
division 3 all-star team.

SportsDates
Men host meet tonight
The 1981-82 men’s indoor track
season continues tonight at 6 pm
when Bates will host the University
of Lowell and Fitchburg State at
the New Athletic Facility.
Led by captains Paul Ham¬
mond, Ed O’Neil and Pete
Weyand, this year’s squad should
be another contender for New
England honors. Coach Walter
Slovenski has built up a reputation
for fine track teams at Bates and
hopes to continue his winning
ways tonight, after a close loss to
rival Bowdoin last weekend in
Brunswick.
Competition begins in the Cage
at 5 pm and the running events will
commence afterwards in the new
gym. This is one of only four home
meets for the men this season.

Saturday, Jan. 9, 7:30 pm —
Men’s basketball vs. MIT.
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 6 pm Women’s basketball at St.
Josephs.
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 5:30 pm —
JV men’s basketball vs. MCI.
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 7:30 pm —
Men’s basketball vs. Salem State.
Friday, Jan. 15, 5:30 pm - JV
men’s basketball vs. SMVTI.
Friday, Jan. 15, 6 pm - Men’s
track vs. MIT.
Friday, Jan. 15, 7:30 pm - Men’s
basketball vs. Conn. College.
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 15, 16
— Men’s skiing at St. Lawrence
Univ.
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 15, 16
— Women’s skiing at NE College.

Saturday, Jan. 16, 1 pm - Men’s
track at Colby relays.
Saturday, Jan. 16, 1 pm Friday, Dec. 11, 6 pm - Men’s Women’s track at Colby relays.
track at Univ. Lowell with Fit¬ Saturday, Jan. 16, 3 pm chburg.
Women’s basketball vs. Thomas.
Monday, Jan. 18, 7 pm - JV
Saturday, Dec. 12, 2 pm - Men’s men’s basketball at Bridgton
basketball at Dartmouth.
Academy.
Saturday, Dec. 12, 2 pm — Monday, Jan. 18, 7:30 pm Women’s basketball at Bowdoin.
Women’s basketball at Mer¬
Saturday, Dec. 12, 5 pm —. rimack.
Women’s track at Harvard.
Wednesday, Jan. 20, 7 pm Women’s basketball vs. Colby.
Thursday, Jan. 21, 6:30 pm - JV
Saturday, Jan. 9, 1 pm — Men’s men’s basketball vs. Brewster
track invitational.
Academy.
Saturday, Jan. 9, 2 pm — Friday, Jan. 22, 8 pm - Men’s
Women’s track at Dartmouth basketball at Clark.
Relays.
Friday, Saturday, Jan. 22, 23 Saturday, Jan. 9, 5:30 pm — Men’s and women’s Skiing at
Women’s basketball vs. MIT.
UVM.
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_Time Out_
Bates’weightlifting power
by Chris Jennings

Assistant Editor
The sport of powerlifting is
relatively unknown to people out¬
side the weight training world
because it isn’t what one would call
a spectator sport. It is an in¬
dividual effort that takes many
hours of dedicated workouts and
years to perfect. But to Bates
junior Ernie Roy the rewards are
worth the Herculian effort.
Roy hails from Lewiston and
lives off campus and has been in¬
volved with weight training since
he was 13. Now, at 20, he holds
third place in the light heavyweight
division of Maine powerlifters and
recently placed fifth in the Boston
Open Powerlifting Classic held
last month at the Boston YMCA.
Originally starting as a
bodybuilder, Roy discovered that
field was not for him because he
could gain strength easily but had
problems putting on muscle mass.
He turned to powerlifting because,
“it was more concentrated. It’s
something I feel 1 can be the best
at, and the only reason I’m in it is
because I want to be the best.”

There are three types of lifts
which one has to perform when
competing in powerlifting: bench,
squat and deadlift. The combined
weight total determines a winner in
each weight class. Roy said his best
lift is the dead lift, which involves
lifting a barbell from the floor to
about thigh position where the
lifter stands upright with his
shoulders pulled back. The squat

has a bar resting on the shoulders
and a knee bend is performed
while keeping the torso upright
and the head lifted up. The bench
press starts from lying on your
back on a bench and pressing the
barbell from the chest to a point at
arms length. These are only
elementary descriptions; the actual
technique for each is much more
complicated.

Powerlifter Ernie Roy in a squat position.

Hockey club runs string to three straight
The Hockey Club ran its string
of victories to three in a row Satur¬
day night in Augusta where Bates

took on the University of Maine at
Farmington and beat them 4-2.
The first line of Bates each

The three and one hockey team in action against CMVTI.

Men place
eighth in qualifiers
by Doug Campbell
Staff Reporter
Though none of the Bobcat run¬
ners managed to qualify for the
NCAA division 111 championship
next week, as a team they ran well
in the qualifying round.
As Coach Walt Slovenski had
stated before the NCAA qualify¬
ing round, it would have taken a
strong race for any one individual
to qualify. The competition was
stiff, and though it managed to
thwart any hopes to qualify on the
part of the Bates runners, it did
not kill the desire to run as a team a
great race. As Slovenski said after
the race, “this was the best team ef¬
fort of all year.”
The first runner to come in for
Bates was Len Morley. His time of
24:40 was a personal best by 17
seconds, and it gave him 19th
place. Close behind was Fred
Turkington who also captured a
personal best, posting a time of
24:45 to come in 23rd. These top
two runners had been performing
consistently throughout the entire
season. In order to have a good
team meet, though, a lot depended

on the other four runners.
These four runners came
through with flying colors. Ken
O’Regan came in 51st place with a
time of 25:37. He showed the big¬
gest improvement of any Bobcat
runner by beating his previous best
by 33 seconds. John Cullen was
next in line at 65th place with a
time of 25:53, an improvement of
29 seconds. Mark Dorian came in
75th with a time of 26:10, a best by
21 seconds. John Foley rounded
off the scoring for Bates. Foley
came in 136th place with a time of
28:14.
As a team, Bates came in eighth
place of 24 squads. Bates beat Fit¬
chburg State and Amherst, teams
that had beaten the Bobcats earlier
in the season. Though the team did
not do as well as it had in previous
years, it was a successful year. The
injuries sustained throughout the
year by Captains Peter Weyand
and Paul ‘Wildman’ Hammond
held back the chance of a great
year. Though they were hurt most
of the year, their leadership
throughout the season was an
valuable asset, one which may be
missed in coming seasons.

tallied once, with freshman Jay
Farwell opening the scoring from
Chris Ridder and Rob Ravanelle.
Farwell returned the favor later in
the period, hitting a wide open
Ridder at the side of the goal with
a perfect pass, and Ridder slamm¬
ed it home. Bates held a 2-1 lead
after one period, and that held up
through the second as goaltender
Adam Abelson played well. UMF
tied the score at the start of the
third period, but sophomore Rob
Ravanelle gave Bates the lead for
good with a goal from Ridder and
Farwell. Nick Velonis gave Bates
the final tally for a 4-2 final.
Earlier in the week, Bates
powered by New Hampshire Voca¬
tional Technical Institute 9-4, with
eight goals coming in the first two
periods. Highlighting the scoring
was a three-goal effort for Mike
Karin, and a pair from senior
defenseman John Sweetland.
Before vacation, Bates took down
Central Maine Vocational
Technical Institute 5-4 before a
vocal crowd in a very physical
game. Sophomore Bill Driscoll
picked up a pair in that game,
which also saw Adam Abelson tal¬
ly his first win in the nets.
The Bates squad is a young one
with a lot of freshmen and few
seniors. Freshman forwards
Farwell, Roy Belden and Mike
Karin, and sophomore transfer
Ravanelle have stepped right in on
the first two lines, and Andy
Carmen is also helping the squad.
Sophomore standouts Joe Beier
and Bill Driscoll continue to per¬
form well for the Cats. Senior co¬
captains Sweetland and Ridder are
returning for their fourth tour of
duty for Bates, along with fellow
seniors Bob McBreen and Dana
Dimartinis and recycled track man
Velonis. Also off the cinder track
for the hockey team is standout
defenseman Kevin Bates who,
along with transfer Pete Ulicny
have settled down the Bates blue¬
line corps. Phil Cronin is also play¬
ing well as wing and defenseman.
The goaltending chores handled
last year by Sweetland have been
turned over to freshmen Barrett
Murphy and Abelson.
Bates’ next home Game is Sun¬
day at 3:15 at the Central Maine
Youth Center against Thomas.

Roy trains three times weekly,
concentrating on the squat and
bench exercises on Mondays and
Wednesdays and developing his
deadlift on Wednesdays. Each of
the three major lifts are com¬
plimented with assistance work,
such as dips with weights strapped
to his waist, hyperextensions with
weight behind the head and incline
presses to name but a few. He goes
to the limit on his back workouts
(deadlift) because, he says, “it
takes longer for the muscles to
recove. The squat is more techni¬
que and I need the extra practice
that the two workouts a week give
me.” His training schedule came
from journals, other lifters and ex¬
perimenting.
Roy’s first competition as a
powerlifter was in the summer of
1977 when he took part in a novice
meet held in Augusta. “I began to
realize at that point powerlifting
was the sport for me and body
building was just a waste of my
time.” Unfortunately he developed
a back problem shortly after this
and was kept from squatting or
deadlifting for two years. He went
to a chiropractor who adjusted his
spine and discovered the problem
was a congenitaF defect which
placed an extra bone in the
vertebrae. Orthopedic surgeons
had diagnosed the problem as a
muscle spasm. After the
chiropractor’s rehabilitation and
his suggestion that Roy switch to a
wider (Sumo) stance in the
deadlift, he began to make gains
once again in his lifting program.
His squat increased 130 pounds
after that and the pain was
alleviated. He began to train hard
for the state meet, held his past
April in Portland.
The light heavyweight division
has a maximum restriction weight
of 181% pounds which made Roy
light at 170. He had a maximum
effort of 480 pounds in the squat,
benched 300 pounds and
deadlifted 480. His 1260 total
poundage earned him a third place
finish. “I was happy with the
results; I hoped to crack the top
five.”

In the Boston Open, Roy upped
his total to 1328 to take home the
fifth place title but was discourag¬
ed with the way the meet was run.
“Even if I reached the total weights
1 was capable of, I would have
placed fifth, but the lack of
organization and facilities were
discouraging,” he stated.
The powerlifter’s future goals
include “putting 100 pounds a year
on my total and spending time im¬
proving my squat technique.
Technique is a big thing for me.”
His next meet will probably be the
1982 state champsionships and he
hopes to total over 1400 for that
competition. “My bench and dead
have been giving me steady gains
so I’ll stick to my program, but I
need to improve my squat. I’m not
worried about placings and
trophies. The new totals will lead
to these eventually.”
One remarkable aspect to Roy’s
success is his aversion to steroids,
hormone supplements which are
belived to make One stronger. He
becomes serious when talking
about the drugs, saying, “steroids
are antithetical to sports and com¬
petition. You are damaging your
body for trophies or a hunk of
metal. Any lifter who lifts steroidfree would stand up and be
counted. You can’t drug yourself
to a championship.” He doesn’t
drink alcohol, stays away from
refined sugar on the day before a
workout and eats a well-balanced,
moderate portion meal three times
daily. He also doesn’t believe in
heavy vitamin supplementation
stating, “the body just excretes
any excess.”
The Bates student attended
Lewiston High School and com¬
petes for the Silver Gym team,
whose facilities are in the Lewiston
Armory. He said he hopes to
bench press double his body
weight of 175 before leaving Bates.
His formula for success is “heredi¬
ty, training and dedication to the
sport. Powerlifting is a time sport.
You have to be dedicated and want
to win so bad you can taste it.” For
Ernie Roy, the ingredients are part
of a slow process, but their success
is measurable.

Roy demonstrates the bench press technique. Student/Jennings.

Globe parody
lists Bowdoin, Bates
In a parody of The Boston
Globe published in New Hamp¬
shire last week, the college
scoreboard lists only two schools
under an unusual variety of sports:
Bowdoin and Bates.
The Not The Boston Globe was
distributed in Eastern Massachu¬
setts. Its sections were designed as
exact replicas of the actual Globe,
but the stories themselves were
take-offs of the original.
Under “Scoreboard” in Sports,
college scores noted that Bates
beat Bowdoin in basketball, 64-63,

fencing 14-13, swimming 63-50,
track, 69-70, bowling 344-356,
bear skinning 1-0, snow shoveling
2-1 and cribbage 121-119. Bow¬
doin beat Bates in hockey, 3-2,
squash 5-4, tree climbing 17-16 (in
overtime) and backgammon 5-3.
No other schools were listed.
A spokesman for the alleged
publisher of the parodly, a Man¬
chester, New Hampshire firm,
would not comment on the reason
Bates and Bowdoin had been in¬
cluded in this way.
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the Maine event

Winter skiing in Maine is abun¬
dant and varied, and Bates is in the
middle of some of the best ski
areas in New England.

lean demands a lot of the legs and
too much forward pitch is not
recommended. Boots such as
Lange, Nordica and Raichle are
seen as the best in the market.
Poles, according to one skier,
are “a dime a dozen except for high
performance stuff. Any downhill
pole will do fine.”
Ski suits can cost as much or
more than a pair of good skis.
Clothing need not be chic but
should be warm and cheap. Army
wool pants, for example, are

Equipment

Beginning skiers should start by
examining equipment needs and
costs, and all skiers should check
out the opportunities available
here.
People who have never skied
before, however, should not invest
in equipment until they have
begun to get a feel for the sport. In
the meantime, most areas offer
rentals, and Bates’ own Outing
Club offers inexpensive equipment
rentals to students and faculty (see
related story). Skiers who are con¬
sidered novices are not discourag¬
ed from buying equipment, but
frugality should be employed in
early purchases.
Ski equipment is expensive and
the original investment can be
large, no matter how cautious the
buyer. Thus, it’s even more impor¬
tant that care be taken to ensure
the novice gets the most for his or
her money.
To begin, a novice is encouraged
to go to a reputable ski shop and
ask the salespeople for help. “They
know more about the field than
you do,” explains one skier, “and,
for the most part, they’ll be
honestClose by are Al’s Sporting
Goods and the popular Eastern
Mountain Sports, both of which
carry wide assortments of equip¬
ment at varying prices.
When buying skis, the novice
should buy a pair billed as being
just higher than his or her own
level. Because, experienced skiers
say, a skier becomes comfortable
with a particular ski, it is best to
ensure that that ski will fit his or
her ability range for as long a time
as possible.
A short ski —one that measures
180 cm or less —is strongly recom¬
mended for the novice. Most com¬
monly used are the French
Rossignol and the American K-2
skis. Of similar or higher quality
but in less general use are the
Austrian Atomics and Kniessel
skis.
The price range for skis in
general is $150 to $290, though the
Austrian skis mentioned above
may be slightly cheaper than
French or American models.
Bindings are the single most im¬
portant piece of equipment the
novice has to buy. It is for this
reason that purchasing the most
expensive brand is often the wisest
course. Bindings are intended to
keep the skier from injuring his or
her leg and their importance can¬
not be overemphasized. At the
same time, it is not necessary to
buy high performance bindings
with high retention springs; buying
high quality bindings can cost over
$120 and the general price range is
$60 to $150.
Boots can cost up to $260 for the
best racing pair but can also go for
as little as $60. The major dif¬
ference in a boot is how far it’s pit¬
ched forward. The more “forward
lean” in a boot, the faster and
more aggressive the skier will be
able to be. However, this forward

Squaw

A

Camden Snow Bowl

Pleasant Mountain
Lost Valley
Lewiston

<q

Evergreen Valley

Where to ski in Maine

The fully-equipped novice can
now head for the bountiful slopes
of Maine, all of which are easily
accessible by car. The Outing Club
will sponsor a New Hampshire ski
trip next semester and other op¬
portunities abound.
Lost Valley in neighboring
Auburn is the most convenient ski
area to the campus. It features 12
slopes and trails, expansive
snowmaking, night lighting and a
ski school with a “genuine
Austrian director.” Lost Valley is
noted for its learn’ to-ski pro¬
grams.
Near the New Hampshire
border are several popular ski
areas, including Evergreen Valley,
a relatively new spot. Located in
Stoneham, Evergreen Valley has
nine slopes, the longest of which is
a mile and a half and the toughest
of which is rated upper-intermedi¬
ate. It also features touring trails
for cross country skiers. Sunday
River, with a 1500 ft. vertical drop,
is also popular and includes
somewhat more challenging ski¬
ing. It is also open particularly late
in the season.

Mt. Hermon
Mt. Abram

recommended.

<t

<0

Maine

E-Room offers inexpensive rentals
The Outing Club E-Room, a
cozy, cave-like building in the
basement of Hathorn Hall, main¬
tains a large inventory of ski and
other outdoor equipment at very
low prices.
The rental fees (quoted below)
are for one rental day to the
following rental day (i.e., Monday
to Wednesday, Wednesday to Fri¬
day or Friday to Monday) and the
E-Room is open from 4 to 5 pm on
those days. Proceeds from the ren¬
tals go to new purchases, and
maintenance of equipment.
E-Room prices (winter equipment)
X-C ski package (skis, boots,
poles, wax)
$3.00
Skis
2.00
Boots
1.50
Poles
1.00
Skis and poles
2.50
Skis and boots
2.50
Poles and boots
2.00
Downhill ski package (skis, boots,
poles)
3.00
Skis
2.00
Boots
1.50
Poles
1.00
Skis and poles
2.50
Skis and boots
2.50
Poles and boots
2.00
Snowshoes
2.00
Crampons
2.00
Ice axe
2.00
Ice hammer
2.00
Snowmobile boots
1.00
Toboggan
1.00
Ice skates
1.00

j-

Mr. Abram features wellgroomed trails catering to assorted
skills. Northern Maine boasts
Squaw Mountain, northernmost
of eastern US ski resorts. Squaw in
challenging, yet also fetures trails
designed for the beginner. In addi¬
tion, 20 miles of marked trails are
available for cross country skiers.
In Rangley is popular Sad¬
dleback, a 1416 ft. tall mountain
with 1700 feet of vertical trail. One
drawback to this trip is what Ski
magazine calls “the necessity of
driving over four miles of shell¬
shocked road to the area.” ,
More easily accessible is Plea¬
sant Mountain off Rt. 302 in
Bridgton which boasts very
reasonable rates, 1200 vertical feet
of trails and 29 slopes. Also off
302 is Ski W, a small 600 ft. ver¬
tical area on Stark’s Mountain.
Pleasant, Evergreen Valley, Mt.
Abram and Sunday River had
been ranked by the American
Association as slopes that don’t
necessarily tax skiing ability. Very
close by, in Camden, is the
Camden Snow Bowl featuring
mostly intermediate skiing on
about seven miles of trail as well as
a great view of the Atlantic.
Camden Snow Bowl hosts at St.
Patrick’s Day carnival in midMarch which is the highlight of the
season. Mt. Hermon in Hermon is
not very challenging and is geared
to family skiing.
Ranking among the best in New
England are the trails at Sugarloaf,
which makes the long ride well
worth the wait. The 36 miles of
trials include several over two and
a half miles long and also include a
variety of novice, intermediate and
expert levels. Sugarloaf can be
reached by taking Rt. 4 to Rt. 16 at
Kingfield._

Keep in touch:
The Student has a new number for news and sports:
Our old number remains 783-7108
connecting all departments.

And we answer
24 hours a day.

783-3454

(Call 3-3454 for Library and Production Room; 3-7108 for Business Office and Darkroom.
Newline open 2 pm to midnight, Sunday through Thursday.)
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DiGiammarino named All-American

Larry DiGiammarino receives the gold helmet award as player of the
year in Cambridge, Massachusetts, last Wednesday. News Bureau/
Denison.
_

Bartnett

Benintende

Benintende

ROCHESTER, NEW YORKBates College wide reeiver Larry
DiGiammarino of Marblehead,
Massachusetts, has been named to
the Kodak All-America football
team in college division 2.
DiGiammarino, who holds
almost every Bates receiving
record, joins 21 other top players
from around the nation who com¬
pete in NCAA division 2 and
NAIA Division 2. The all-America
team, announed last Tuesday by
the Eastman Kodak Company,
was selected by a committee of the
American Football Coaches
Association, chaired by Dave
Maurer of Wittenberg University.
Bates’ all-time leading passcatcher, DiGiammarino also was
recently selected New England’s
small-college offensive player of
the year in a poll conducted by the
New England Football Newsletter,
and was named to the Eastern Col¬
lege Athletic Conference New
England Division 3 all-star team.
An honor came the way of
DiGiammarino on Tuesday, when
he was named New England divi¬
sion 2-3 Player of the Year bv
United Press International.
The senior was also named win¬
ner of the 1981 Division 2-3 Gold
Helmet Award sponsored by the
New England Football Writers’

Carter

Association and the Coca-Cola
Company. The award was pre¬
sented at the NEFWA’s annual
post-season dinner on Dec. 2 in
Cambridge, Mass. Included is a
$1,000 scholarship for Bates in
DiGiammarino’s name from
Coca-Cola. The award is given
weekly, with a final presentation at
the end of the season to the top
football player in New England
small and large colleges.
He finished the 1981 season with

59 catches for 825 yards and five
touchdowns, and helped the Bob¬
cats of coach Web Harrison to a
6-2 record and the CBB Con¬
ference title. His acrobatic catches
and sure hands made him one of
the most respected players in New
England for all his four varsity
years.
Only one other New England
player, linebacker Ed Zywien of
Nichols College, was chosen for
theAll-America team.

Bean president
honored at ceremony in gym

\

President T. Hedley Reynolds unveils plaque citing the L.L. Bean
Company for its help in establishing a new solar heating system in
the new athletic facility. The system has saved the college $4,000.
News Bureau/Denison.
_

DiGiammarino_ Dillingham

DuPree

Flaherty

Three named to all-stars

Seniors reflect on season
by Jeff Roy
Senior Reporter
The 1981 Bates football squad
finished up the season Nov. 7 with
a 19-11 loss to rival Tufts. It left
the bobcats with a 6-2 record, the
second 6-2 record for Web Har¬
rison in his four years as head
coach.
The squad will be losing 16
seniors to graduation this year.
These seniors played under Har¬
rison for all four of their years here
and many say they remember this
season as the best of those four.
The comaraderie rememered by
most of the seniors is echoed in
what Captain Pete McEvilly said
last week. “The best part about my
football experience at Bates has
been meeting the super people that
are involved in the program.
“The friendships are longlasting ones, and ones I’ll always
remember.”
Other seniors on the squad also
remember their four years at
Bates.
Bill Benintende-Benintende
came to Bates from Westwood,

New Jersey and played three years
on varsity as a defensive back. He
will graduate with a degree in
economics and will probably be
working in the New York City
metropolitan area come next year.
Benintende says his most
memorable games were Amherst
(’78), the WPI game this year, and
the highlight, last year’s Tufts
game. Benintende was a junior ad¬
visor last year and is a resident
coordinator this year. He’s also a
dean’s list student. He said, “the
friendships you carry with you,
even though we had a successful
four years, is really what it’s all
about.”
Bob Benintende —Bill’s brother
.He was a cornerback and
also played three years on varsity.
This Benintende is hoping for
some job in business with the
economics degree he’ll get in June.
He remembers the last minute field
goal that the Bobcats got to beat
Amherst, 10-8, in his freshman
year. Last year’s Tufts game and
this year’s WPI game are also
standouts for him. The dean’s list
student added, “it was great being

on a team with a great bunch of
guys.”
Walter Dillingham —This Bob¬
cat halfback and kickoff receiver
comes from Burlington, Massa¬
chusetts and is a three-year varsity
player. With his economics degree,
Dillingham says he will enter the
Air Force, then get a masters in
business administration and final¬
ly get married. His biggest play
was in this year’s WPI game when
he almost broke a kickoff in front
of 2,500 parents. Besides football,
Dillingham plays baseball, is a
dean’s list student, is on the Stu¬
dent Conduct Committee, and did
a Ladd Internship in the summer
of 1981. He added, “it was the best
team I ever played on. I’ll never
forget the season — we were great! ”
Jeff Dupree —From Wanamassa, New Jersey, Dupree spent three
years on the Bates varsity. An
economics major, the defensive
end is undecided about his plans
for the future. His most
memorable moment came in
beating Tufts last year. “While
knocking off Wesleyan and WPI
were very exciting and winning the

McEvilly

CBB crown this year was great,”
he said, “the Tufts game will pro¬
bably be the one I’ll remember.”
Dupree also plays baseball at Bates
and added, “I’m glad I had the op¬
portunity to be associated with a
great group of teammates and
coaches.”
Dave Ladd —Ladd was a twoyear varsity player and comes from
Waterville. A math major, he
played defensive back. He hopes
to go into computing and work
somewhere around the Portland
area. Ladd’s biggest play was when
he recovered a fumble against Col¬
by last year which was bobbled on
a punt. He commented, “the guys
we had this year were the best in
my four years. It wasn’t a chore
going to practice, we were a really
close team and everyone melted
together.”
Richard Lagg —Lagg, also from
Westwood, New Jersey, was a
four-year varsity players and was
this yar’s starting quarterback and
punter. He is a sociology major
and is undecided about future
plans. The most memorable mo¬
ment for him. savs Lags, was lay¬

Melvin

ing in the mud at Middlebury just
after throwing the first TD pass of
his career. He also played JV
basketball and intramurals. Lagg
said, “after three years of sitting
on the bench, I finally got a chance
to play. Not only was it fun to
watch people get surprised about
something I knew 1 could always
do, but it gave me a chance to see
who my true friends were through¬
out the process.”
Stuart Liss —Liss, from Hull,
Massachusetts played three varsity
years as a linebacker. He is major¬
ing in biology and is hoping to go
to Tufts Dental School, but plans
to work in Alaska this coming
summer. Last year’s 16-14 win
over Tufts was a great emotional
game for him, says Liss. He played
with two broken ribs in the first
half. He also plays intramural
basketball and hockey and is a
dean’s list student. “Playing foot¬
ball at Bates has made my college
career a very successful ex¬
perience,” he said.
Pete McEvilly —He captained
this year’s squad and is a three-

Munson_ Quillard
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Seniors reminisce on Garcelon years
(Continued from page 9)
year varsity player at halfback.
The sociology major wants to
teach and coach —social services
(“anything to help young people
havan opportunity to excel”). This
year’s Bowdoin game was his high¬
light-he gained over 100-yards for
the first time at Bates and scored
the first TD. The CBB title was
also important to him, McEvilly
adds. He is also a baseball tri¬
captain. Other accomplishments
include volunteering at the Head
Start Program for pre-schoolers
and tutoring at Lewiston Junior
High. ...... .“I’m a firm
believer in Vince Lombardi’s
famous quote ‘winning’s not
everything; it’s the only thing,’ ”
he said. “1 really only believed in
high school that as long as you try
your best, everything will be OK
and 1 still believe it. I’ll never
forget my senior year. The feeling
in the locker room after a big win is
something you and your team¬
mates can only understand.”
Rich Munson —He played de¬

fensive tackle in his four years as a
varsity player. Another economics
major, Munson is looking for a
possible career in coaching and
plans for a future in business
management. Beating Wesleyan
and WPI this year and winning the
CBB were his highlights. He com¬
mented, “playing football has been
the best experience I had at Bates.
I predicca very bright future for
Bates football coach Web Har¬
rison. He has been a great coach
and he will continue to represent
Bates well with his work.”
Chris Flaherty —Flaherty was a
four-year varsity free safety. The
psychology major wants to “make
lots of money” and possibly start a
contruction company. His two
best memories were his two in¬
terceptions, one against WPI in
the end zone this year and taking
the ball from Tufts’ QB Piermarini. . . .He also plays baseball
and is looking forward to “possible
graduation.I enjoyed my
four years on the Bates football
team but I wish I could do it again

without my knee problem,” he
said.
Larry DiGiammarino — Four
years dn the varsity netted “DiGi”
most of the Bates College receiving
records. He is a history major and
will be playing professional
baseball in Italy come next year.
“DiGi” also plays varsity baseball
at Bates. He was one of two
players in New England to make
the Kodak All-American football
team in division II and was also
New England’s small-college of¬
fensive player of the year and
member of the Eastern College
Athletic Conference New England
division III all-star team.

win at Tufts last year was Melvin’s
most memorable moment. He also
plays lacrosse at Bates. He said, “I
really enjoyed my experience being
a member of the team. The thing 1
enjoyed most was that the guys
were good and it was a lot of fun.
It was a good time being a part of a
good team.”
Senior players Pat Bartnett
(QB), Brian Flynn (WR), and Phil
Quillard (DE) did not respond to
questionnaires and could not be

contacted for this report.
Three Bates seniors were named
to the ECAC New England divi¬
sion 3 all-star football team. Safe¬
ty Chris Flaherty, punter Dick
Lagg and wide receiver Larry
DiGiammarino were selected by
the Eastern College Athletic Con¬
ference for 1982. DiGiammarino
was also named ECAC football
player of the year for New
England division 3, adding to his
long list of post-season awards.

Scoreboard
Basketball (M)
Basketball (W)
Track (M)
Track (W)
Hockey

Dave Carter —Carter played
four years of varsity and was a
fullback. An economics major, he
would like to work as an energy
consultant someday or do “some¬
thing in the solar energy field.”
Jeff Melvin — Another four year
varsity player and economics ma¬
jor, he played defensive end. He’d
like to get into sales next year and
go to graduate school later on. The
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Maine gun law eases restrictions
denials for concealed weapons per¬
plicant’s criminal record. Inquiries
“Good moral character,” a
of Maine. If one is guilty and con¬
mits—“such denials alone,”
range from “are you a fugitive
photograph, and a $15 fee com¬
victed of making a false statement
however, “not constituting cause
from justice?”, “are you an illegal
plete the application process. A
on the application, he is guilty of a
Compared to the rigid gun laws for refusal.”
alien?” or “are you an unlawful
nonresident of Maine may also ap¬
class D crime. The penalty for this
of Massachusetts and Washing¬
There are also eight question on
user of or addicted to marijuana or
ply for a gun permit, following the
type of crime, explained Cary, “is
ton, restricting even the possession the application concerning the ap¬
any other drug?”
same requirements as the residents
not more than one year in jail.”
of handguns, the State of Maine is
a potential playground for trigger
happy individuals. Owning a gun
is lawful and carrying a concealed
weapon with a permit is lawful as
well.
Within the past decade Maine
has altered the restriction for gun
permits. Previously one would
receive a permit licensing an in¬
dividual for the use of a particular
weapon, specified in the permit.
Under the new provisions,
however, a person is licensed for
any gun, with no type specified.
Sargeant Tom Cary of the Lewis¬
ton Police Department said he was
pleased with the new law. “The
writing of it was a group effort bet¬
ween the police and the
sportsmen’s clubs.”
Bookland is the only bookstore in Maine to offer a 25% discount
If one is a private investigator, a
on all thirty hardcovers from the New York Times Bestseller list, plus
law enforcement officer, or in
a 25% discount on a different selection of our own each week.
possession of a gun permit, they
are granted permission by the state
We have a huge selection of paperbacks, probably many of which
to “display in a threatening man¬
you’ll have a hard time locating elsewhere.
ner, or wear under his clothes or
conceal about his person, any
So this year, for selection and for price, make a trip to Bookland.
firearm, sling shot, knuckles,
You’ll see a big difference.
bowie knife, dirk, stiletto or other
dangerous or deadly weapons
usually employed in the attack on
or defense of a person.” This is
described in the laws related to the
carrying of concealed weapons
issued by Maine Chiefs of Police
Association.
In order for an individual to ob¬
tain a permit, he must first fill out
an application, which is then ap¬
proved or refused. He must be 18
Promenade Mall, Auburn Mall
years or older to apply for a permit
and supply a record of previous
by Gail Fons

Senior Reporter

THERESA DEFERENCE

bookland

25%

(ZeAiAellesiA,(plu4, one)

WITH OUR BUYING POWER.. WE BEAT ALL PRICES
Season’s Greetings
from The Student

rnrr this
rliLE WEEK

WE ARE NOT ON MAIN ST. OR AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER SHOP

MVS

ELECTRONIC
AND CAMERA
CENTER

WE PAY SHIPPING
ON MAIL ORDERS
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-492-0912

17 EAST GRAND AVE., ON ROUTE 9, OLD ORCHARD BEACH

CALL NOW! COME IN NOW!
SUN.-THURS.
9:30 a.m. 8:99 p.m.
FR1.
9:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.
SAT. EVE
5:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

STEREO
SALE!
Technics

pioNeejRi
AM-FM STEREO

TURNTABLES

(SAME DAY SERVICE)

OR LOCAL CALLS 934-5S28/934-456S

U FISHER

STEREO RECEIVER

CAMERA
SALE

EVERY CAMERA
PURCHASE INCLUDES:

• 8X3400(17 watts) (109.95
• SX3600 (25 watts) $169.95
• SX3700 (45 watts) $199.95
• SX3800 (60 watts) $269.95

• slb-ioi.ZZ!!S!*:..$68.00
• SLB-202.*89.95
• SLB-303.$109.95
• SLD-202.*98.00
• SLD-303.$124.95
• SLQ-2..$138.95
• SLQ-3.$158.95

Technics

Technics

CASSETTE DECKS

• R8248
• RS-1052

• RS-2003
60 watts/ffaphk equal

AKAI
AA-R21

• CS-M02—-$119.95
• CSF11.$179.95
• GXF25.$229.95
• CSM40R.$269.95

I

SANYO STEREO go A'
SOUND-A-BOUT
-A-BOUT
“

8

$269.95
$229.95

ttmj

26995
37995
*89|95
$12995

with .50mm 1.8 Canon lens

$

• CANON A-l

$

• PENTAX K-1000 $H995

with .50mm F.3 Pentax Lens

• PENTAX ME Super $91Q95

with .50 mm F2 Pentax lens

• NIKON EM

with 50mm 1.8 Nikon lens

STEREOJgaaVERS
&mmiimmm fife I
rVTo a © .. 4 t

aaag-

complete with headphones

SYSTEM #6

$99Q95

• CANON AE-1 PROGRAM

SURESH0T

Technics

£17

$1C095

• NIKON FM or FE

SoltlsilL

• R-70-65 watts

$7995

‘

(•utorcwrae)

S.^X-^hKh.1289.95
SONY
WALKMAN

• CANON AE-1
ttihiOrm Canon lens

• CAN0NET28
• CANON AF35

21495

$

CASSETTE DECKS
• M5050M dolby system $149.91
• SD1020 (metal alloy head) $179.95
• SD3000 (2 apeed)
$209.95
• SD4000 (2 epeed/3 head) $269.95

• electronic Hlash
• carrying strap
• roll of color film
• lens cleaning kit

with ,50mm 1.8 Canon lens
56 Watts

CASSETTE DECKS
$109.95
$179.95
$239.95

STRVX-2 56 Watts
AM-FM RECEIVER

RECEIVERS ALL ON SALE

iu
• RS-M-205
• RS-M-225
• RS-M-240X

SONY

AM-FM RECEIVER

AKAI

fm

$269.95
$289.95
$299.95

digital - 60 watts

FOR

w!h 50mm 1.8 Nikon lens

PRICE

• OLYMPUS 0MK) $19995

with 50mm 1.8 Olympus lens
• Technics SA-103 Stereo
Receiver (40 watts)
• Technics SLB 202
Turntable
• Technics SBL-30 speakers
(60 watts)
• Pickering Cartridge

ALL
THIS
FOR

$33995

Directions: We oe on Route 9 — Follow Rt. 1 to Rt. 9 to Pine Point Clam¬
bake. . .5 minute drive from Clambake — on lefthand ride — next to pizza
store — aao« from large parking lot — OR: Drive down Main St (the Ml)

tadtjmjadlntoda^ljjoaidomojtiijjmdijj^^^^^

• QLYMPUSOM-l
wth 50mm 1.8 Oyrnpus lens

$22995

• 0LUMPUS0M-2
adh 50mm 1.8 Otyrrpus lens

36995

$

All Brands to stock - call for priced

LARGE SELECTION OF

LENSES

STOCK

"> 60% OFF!
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Salvadorian
priest speaks

Mayor, officials discuss town-gown
Several local .officials and
businessmen, among them
Lewiston Mayor Paul Dionne and
Chamber of Commerce President
Malcolm Philbrook, attended a
luncheon seminar Nov. 19 to
discuss the college’s relationship
with the community.
About 40 students, professors
and staff members listened to
Dionne term the town-gown rela¬
tionship as “a very positive” one
“in a number of ways and I think
in some ways it’s a negative rela¬
tionship,” he said.
Dionne explained that the city
uses the college as a “cultural sell¬
ing point” but that there is “not
enough interaction” between
students and young local residents
and between faculty members and
the city government.
“These barriers can be broken
down,” he said.
“The problems that face
Lewiston are the same problems
that face Bates,” added Lewiston
police officer Thomas Carey, a
1973 graduate of Bates. There has
to be a stronger feeling, he said,
that the “college is an open place, a

welcome
place
community.”

for

the

“Bottom line—1 think the rela¬
tionship is pretty good,” observed
George Rawson, owner of the Blue
Goose tavern on Sabattus Street.
Rawson explained that some of
the distance between Bates
students and local teenagers is due
to a difference in intellectual
levels. “The ones that are on the
same level are off to college too,”
he said.
Rawson also noted a “stand¬
offish” attitude from what he call¬

ed a “poor community” towards
Bats. “A lot of people hold Bates a
little bit in awe.”
Philbrook, a Bates student in
the 1950s, noted that Bates
students and faculty had been in¬
strumental in the cleaning of the
Androscoggin River from its state
30 years ago and commented that
the college’s relationship with the
community was improving.
“The relationship between the
college and the community is pret¬
ty strong,” he said. “It’s not all
wine and roses but it’s come a long
way in the 45 years I’ve been here.”

Early graduates ready to leave
by Shari Sagan

Staff Reporter
Eight seniors will finish school
next week and officially graduate
at the end of the current semester.
Many will leave because they
have completed their academic re¬
quirements early. Others have
taken semester leaves of absence
and finish their years at Bates with
the end of finals.
Susan Potter said she has an ad¬

vanced placement credit and
would take time next semester to
participate in an internship in
Atlanta, Georgia. Potter said she’s
“glad to be leaving” but that the
reality of the early departure hasn’t
sunk in yet.
Leaving Bates early is not
necessarily an advantage in career
placement, according to Patricia
Hopperstead, assistant director of
the Office of Career Counseling.
Hopperstead said, “if a person
launches an aggressive job search,

Changes in student input
for tenure considered
A tentative report to the facul¬
ty on tenure and reappointment
recommends several changes in
student input, via letters and
course evaluations, into such deci¬
sions.
The report, from the ad hoc
committee on tenure and reap¬
pointment, recommends that the
college solicit systematic ratings of
all courses according to pro¬
cedures established by the faculty
Committee on Personnel.
The dean of the college would

by Patty McAndrew
Staff Reporter
Exiled El Salvadorian priest
Father Jesus Nieto, sponsored by
the Chapel Board and the New
World Coalition, spoke of his
country’s problems and related
some of his personal experiences in
Skelton Lounge last night.
With the aid of a translator,
Father Nieto addressed a crowd of
60 students, faculty members and
members of the community. Father
Nieto came to the United States in
October of this year, and has trav¬
elled around informing the Amer¬
Salvadoran priest Jesus Nieto. ican people of his country’s state.
Student/Scarpaci.
Nieto began his talk with a brief
history of religious repression in El
Salvador. “The church has been
persecuted because they are on the
side of the people,” he said. He
it doesn’t really matter when they also told the audience that 43
do it.”
priests have been executed and ten
Another senior who has fulfilled have been murdered, including
her requirements said she’s decided Archbishop Romero.
to stay at Bates for the remainder
Nieto next addressed the topic of
of the year. The student, who ask¬ unequal wealth distribution in El
ed not to be identified, said she Salvador, citing the statistic that
was “really enjoying” herself at 60 percent of the wealth lays in the
Bates, “for the first time.”
hands of two percent of the popu¬
Another student who preferred lation. He explained the living
to remain anonymous said that conditions in El Salvador and
with her courses completed, it was stated, “to be born in El Salvador
“difficult to afford another is to be bom to a slow death.”
semester” at Bates. She said she
The violent repression of the
would like to remain in Lewiston, people by the military junta was
however, and participate in the the next topic approached by the
graduation ceremony in June. She father. He explained that although
added, though, that people look at elections are held every six years,
early graduation as “odd” here.
the junta immediately puts down
A senior man who had missed a any opposition the people offer.
semester due to illness said that
Father Nieto wound up this
since his friends had already event by discussing the United
graduated, there is “nothing States’ economic involvement in
much” for him on campus. He said El Salvador. He said, “the junta
that, as a member of the class of has no popular support, but it is
’81, he “doesn’t feel involved with able to sustain itself by the aid of
the school anyway.”
the U.S.”

The 20 letters will include 10
supervise distribution and collec¬
tion of the forms, while the pro¬ chosen at random plus 10 chosen
posal would make the dean of the by the personnel committee. Of
faculty responsible for summariz¬ these latter 10 letters, five would
ing ratings for the personnel com¬ come from a group of 10 chosen by
mittee, department and division the candidate and five from a
chairmen and the evaluated in¬ group of 10 chosen by the can¬
didate’s department chairman,
dividual.
The dean of the faculty can also five of whom would have done
request, the draft proposes, 20 stu¬ thesis or independent study work
dent letters for reappointment under the reappointment or tenure
decisions, made for two-year and candidate.
At present, student input is
three-year contracts, when the
situation warrants, and possibly limited to a small number of
solicited and unsolicited letters
for tenure decisions.
used in tenure evaluations.
Also in the works this year is a
new faculty handbook which
would, according to Dean of the
WANTED:
College James W. Carignan, con¬
To whom thereby-concerned is: Bates stu¬
dent in Germany desires mail from friends.
sider advising by faculty members
Post cards suffice. Send to: Agnesstrasse 31,
a part of the teaching position and
Zimmer #168, 8000 Munchen 40, West Ger¬
include it in evaluations for tenure
many.
and promotion.

Classifieds
RIDE W ANTED:
A ride to the New York metropolitan area
(Westchester County). Will share expenses,
driving, and will provide stimulating conver¬
sation. Contact Jon Freedman, 45585 or Box
216.
RIDK WANTED:
To Boston, leaving Thursday, Dec. 17. Will
share expenses. Contact Derek Anderson,
Box 19.

WANTED:
Refrigerator, to rent for remaining school
year. Please contact John Frederick Moshay
111 or Alden Thierry Gibbs, Adams 114.
WANTED:
People interested in running historical
simulations, science fiction and fantasy roleplaying games. Participants also invited. In¬
quire at Pendragon Games, 39 Lisbon Street
or call 4-3067.
PERSONAL:
Pete —beware —do not ask for whom the
bell tolls —it tolls for thee.
HELP WANTED:
WRBC Needs a person to do publicity, in
eluding posters and promotions. If in¬
terested contact Jon Hall at WRBC, 4-9340.

Tonight only!
A limited engagement . . .

Snowball
A student coffeehouse and
semi-formal dance, tonight at
8 pm in Chase Hall. $3 single,
$5 couple.

Here’s a way
to earn an MBA
that really makes
sense.
When you study for your Master of Business Administra¬
tion degree in the MBA Management Intern Program at
Northeastern University, you have six months of paid
on-the-job experience interposed between two periods of
accelerated classroom study of six and nine months.
The value of this work experience goes beyond the apparent
benefits of a balanced exposure to theory and practice. The
rewards can be meaningful and numerous in terms of total
educational perspective, self image, and future career
goals. Most management intern students’ income for the
six-month period can be a substantial contribution to the
cost of earning the Northeastern MBA degree.
Northeastern University is located in Boston, a city with a
wealth of cultural resources and entertainment and recrea¬
tional facilities.
Classes begin in June and January.
For complete information on the Northeastern Manage¬
ment Intern MBA Program as well as other full-time and
part-time MBA programs, call (617) 437-2719 or use the
coupon below.
Graduate School of Business Administration
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA 02115
D

Name-———Address-——

,-

City/State--—-

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

(617)482-7420

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 85 Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

School_Class of-

Northeastern University
IN BOSTON

/
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Gregory rambles on politics, conspiracies
by Scott A. Damon

News Editor
About 350 people went to what
they expected to be a short lecture
Tuesday night and were treated to
three hours of comedy and radical
politics by activist and comedian
Dick Gregory.
Gregory, 50, opened shortly
after 8 pm by amusing his chapel
audience with a monologue on his
trip to Lewiston before moving to
his central theme of the
night — government and the
public.
“Craziness, that’s what bothers
me,” he said repeatedly
throughout his long, rambling
speech. “Heathen pimps have put
us in such a craziness.”
Discussing the presentation of
alleged suicide attempts of John
Hinkley, accused of trying to
assasinate President Ronald
Reagan, Gregory touched on mass
media. “Think about what a low
view they must have of you to put
that crap on the evening news and
give it to you.”
He spoke similarly of the O.S.
government. “Anytime they tell
you what they’re doing that means
neutron bombs is obsolete,” he
said of the controversial atomic
bomb. “Communism, com¬
munism—if you’re not afraid of it
why don’t you go check it out,”
Gregory added.
Throughout all his accusations
and observations, Gregory
repeatedly challenged his audience
to think, often in silence. His best
response came from the use of
humor, as when he asked “how
could Columbus discover a coun¬
try that’s already occupied?”
Gregory’s audience was cap¬
tivated, however, during his com¬
ments on the current administra¬
tion. “Niggers seriously act like
before the November election we
were free,” he said, claiming that
blacks blamed the Reagan ad¬
ministration for the loss of rights
and privileges they never had.
Regarding the recent admissions
of David Stockman, Reagan’s
budget director, to Atlantic
Magazine, Gregory asked “did
you have to be told that?”

Gregory, in addition to finding
nedy, even suggesting a connec¬
the government and the press guiltion between the alleged con¬
ty of covering up and
spiracy and Watergate criminals.
manipulating facts about Hinkley,
He also suggested a government
neutron bombs, and other mat¬
plot in the recent deaths of several
ters, also found such a conspiracy children in Atlanta, saying that
in the public accounts of the Pearl
laser experimentation and genetic
Harbor attack, 40 years ago Mon¬
engineering were involved.
day, Dec. 7.
Gregory
discussed
his
He claimed that the FBI had
vegetarian philosophy with the au¬
broken the code used by the dience, though refusing to term it
Japanese embassy in Washington
“vegetarian.” He admonished the
and knew six months before the at¬ crowd “take care of your body”
tack of its planning.
and warned again cancer, saying
The black activist’s comments that a small amount of bran taken
on abortion met the most silence daily would help prevent cancer.
from the audience. “I will never
“If it doo-doo don’t eat it,” he
tell you you don’t have the right to said, justifying not eating proteins
an abortion,” he said, adding “I in many ways, among them the
will fight for your right to commit strength of non-meat eating
suicide and I will fight for your animals such as gorillas, elephants
right to have an abortion.” and rhinoceri. Gregory also sug¬
However, he noted, he resents gested that in the near future,
government intervention of any perhaps as soon as next year,
form in such decisions.
Christmas revelers will not eat as
“The same government that’s much meat.
paying for your abortion is cutting
Finally, Gregory discussed his
back your food stamps,” Gregory recent fast, which ended in
said, concluding, “ how crazy. September. He said he fasted for
You sit back and take all that 70 days, drinking only water, to
manipulation.”
prove a point. “I knew Bobby
“We can turn this around,” Sands and those people in Belfast
Gregory urged the audience. “It had no business dying in 66 days.”
won’t take much once you see
Gregory charged that Sands and
what it’s all about.”
the other Irish hunger strikers died
Gregory then charged that the from drinking chlorinated tap
recent election of Reagan may water and from taking salt tablets,
have been manipulated by the which also contain a form a
CIA. “The CIA can manipulate chlorine. He said he used only
any election by computer,” he non-clorinated water in his fast.
said, also charging the media with
On the 70th day of his fast,
manipulating the recent election.
Gregory said, he took a formula of
Gregory professed a belief that his own making and walked 100
the CIA, not Libyan hit men, were miles from New Orleans to Baton
trying to kill Reagan, in order to Rouge in 18 hours.
put former CIA director George
Gregory said he undertook the
Bush in the White House. He also
suggested CIA operatives had a fast, which he financed himself,
hand in the murders of John F. for two reasons. The first reason
Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, for the medically-monitored fast
Malcolm X, Dr. Martin Luther was “to say to all the people that
King Jr. and Lee Harvey Oswald fasting as a means of protest is
fine. But you don’t have to die and
and Nelson Rockefeller.
“Baby you are next and you you shouldn’t die.”
Also, he said, “twenty-eight
don’t even feel it sneaking up on
people die every minute. They’re
you,” he warned.
Gregory used photographs and the type of people nobody cares
newspaper reports to support his about.” He added that his fast pro¬
accusations of conspiracy by ved “ hungry people do not need
“manipulating CIA and FBI food as much as they need nutri¬
pimps” in the death of Oswald and tion,” shortly before ending his
the assassination of the elder Ken¬ presentation at 11 pm.

Dick Gregory. Student/Hall.

Water restrictions,
lower temperatures planned
During the winter break, a
number of cost-saving repairs and
improvements will be made on the
Bates campus. The program is part
of the on-going attempt to cut
energy costs and consumption at
the college.
The improvements scheduled in¬
clude the installation of water
restrictors for showers in all dorms
and houses, the adjustment of
thermostats to lower temperatures
in buildings, and the continuing of
two already started projects —
weatherstripping and improving
building insulation.

Energy consultant Rosemarie
Bulanger commented, “many of
the projects are just simple things,
but they will help save energy and
money in the long run.”
The Christmas projects are the
continuation of an improvement
program that began during the
Thanksgiving holiday. During the
November break, new steam lines
were laid to the computer room in
Libbey Forum and to Page Hall,
leaking radiators were repaired, a
fireplace cover was installed in
Chase Lounge and steam valves
were replaced.

Muskie says new draft would be “politically undoable”
by Gail Johnston

Staff Reporter
Speaking to a standing-roomonly crowd in Chase Hall for over
an hour and a half, former Senator

and Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie answered question about
the draft and SALT II treaty, the
MX missile program, President
Ronald Reagan’s budget polices
and current Secretary of State
Alexander Haig.

Muskie said the reinstitution of
the draft at this point is “politically
undoable.” However he added tha
as a senator he opposed the institu¬
tion of an all-volunteer army
because “I did not think it would
equip us with the kind of represen¬
tative force that we needed at the
time and need at the present time. I
felt it would tend to throw the
burden of defending the country
on minorities, disadvantaged, and
the poor, and would result in the
deterioration of the armed forces.”
Muskie continued, saying the
evidence has shown these to be
“justified fears,” but the question
"whether or not young people can
be persuaded that their interests
and the security interests of the na¬
tion require a more representative
and effective military manpower
program is one that only time and
the circumstances will determine.”

Edmund Muskie. Student/McBreen.

When asked about the current
MX missile proposal, Muskie
responded that the program
developed by the Carter ad¬
ministration was done so under the
“context of the SALT II treaty
which imposed limitations on both
the Soviet Union and ourselves
and hence a reduction in the ability
of each to damage the other.”
However, “as of now, the

former government official con¬
tinued, both sides have agreed to
continue as if SALT II were in ef¬
fect. In other words, to do nothing
in terms of strategic nuclear arms,
inconsistent with SALT II even
though it has not been ratified.”
Reagan, Muskie added, has label¬
ed it “a flawed treaty.”
As far as the current proposal is
concerned, Muskie said that the
“basic question is whether land
based missiles can be made in¬
vulnerable to attack” if placed in
existing reinforced silos. “I think
there is a considerable body of opi¬
nion that they cannot,” he offered.
Muskie said the Europeans have
one major concern with the SALT
II treaty in that it does “not ade¬
quately protect Europe against the
Soviet SS-20 missile.” All 600
forward-based “theater nuclear
weapons are pointed towards
Europe” but are not limited by
SALT II because to deal with
theater nuclear weapons “would
over complicate the problem of
agreeing on a treaty.”
Because of this, Europeans see
themselves as targets of Soviet
SS-20’s and defended by American
nuclear weapons to be exploded on
European soil.

Muskie also said that since con¬
ventional weapons have not been
updated, “the conventional option
to defend ourselves is not available
and if it is not available the only
option left is the nuclear option
and that triggers the holocaust.”
In commenting on his successor
Alexander Haig, Muskie said that
he “lacks what politicians value,
but don’t always have, and that is a
diplomatic tongue.” Muskie said
Haig “got off to a bad start on a
couple of things,” non-partisan
foreign service, and he is held in
respect by NATO because “his
diplomatic instincts are sound.”
Muskie also added that Haig’s
“rhetoric disturbs me.”
On Reagan’s budgetary fight
with Congress, Muskie said that
the reason the resolution was pass¬
ed by the Congress was that “fortyfour Republicans, who were his
allies, voted for the resolution that
he vetoed knowing that after he
vetoed it they would vote against it
simply to give him an opportunity
to veto it. He was setting it up so he
could demonstrate to the people
that he could veto and defeat the
Congress. He was playing games
with the Republican majority, and
it will, in the long run, destroy the
Congressional budgetary process.”
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Poll finds students “politically inactive”
Bates students are politically in¬
active, seldom discuss politics with
friends, and tend to term
themselves as moderate to conser¬
vative politically, according to a
survey conducted last month by a
political science class.
The poll, administered during
the first week in November by
students in Poli Sci 152, included
202 responses, evenly split by sex
and class, though freshmen were
more heavily represented than
sophomores, juniors or seniors.
The sample was determined by
random selection using the college
directory.
Of the respondents, 68.8 per¬
cent said they though politics was
“too complicated” to understand.
Seventy-one percent added they

had never worked in a political
campaign and 81.7 percent said
they had never contributed to a
political campaign.
“1 don’t like the word politically
aware,” said Assistant Professor
William S. Corlett, who supervis¬
ed the survey, of these results. “I
think you can be aware without be¬
ing active.
“They (the students) certainly
are inactive,” he added.
The poll’s central aim was as a
teaching tool for the 33 students in
Corlett’s 152 class. Corlett had
hoped to determine the social in¬
fluences of students at Bates by ex¬
amining their perceptions of the
political beliefs of parents,
teachers and peers. That analysis
will not be available until the end

One semester at Bates.

$6.75.

First page to last, The Bates Student
is packed with the latest reports from
all over campus.
From now until April, Student col¬
umns will continue to highlight the
academic activities, extracurricular,
arts, sports and entertainment at Bates,
with insightful commentary and opi¬
nion.
And now your parents and friends can
enjoy The Student in the comfort of their
own homes for just $6.75 (second
semester).
Act today. Just clip the coupon
below and send it with your payment to
Box 309.
And start reading The Student today.

Cut and mail with payment to The Bates
Student, Box 309, Bates College, Lewiston,
Maine, 04240. Checks should be made
payable to the Bates Student.

of the semester, he said.
“We’ve got a lot of middle-ofthe-roaders,” said Corlett of the
available results. “Again,
this
might have something to do with
political activity.” Over 70 percent
of the students polled identified
themselves as moderate or conser¬
vative politically. Another 45 per¬
cent said they preferred indepen¬
dent candidate John Anderson in
the 1980 presidential election.

Of the respondents, 60 percent
said they seldom or never discuss
politics with friends. There is a
generally even three-way split bet¬
ween party identification among
students, according to the poll.
Only four percent of the
respondents said they “always
trust” Washington, 46 percent that
they trust Washington “most of
the time” and 45 percent said they
“sometimes” trust Washington.

RA hears more
on theme living
by Margaret McNamara

Staff Reporter
Theme living was again the topic
of discussion at the final Represen¬
tative Assembly meeting of the
semester.
James W. Carignan, dean of the
college, addressed the group on
the subject of what he called “the
myths and advantages” that have
developed surrounding the idea of
the proposed theme living.

middle ground in the Bates social
scene. Carignan said there seems
to be “two extremes-students were
either at the all night study or John
Bertram Hall last Saturday night.”
Representative Lynn Sleeper
suggested that theme living areas
be tried out during short term
before the decision is made as to
whether or not the plan should be
initiated.

One of the myths, he said, is
that the concept “smacks of
fraternity-sorority orientation.”
Carignan stated that Bates
operates in non-fraternity environ¬
ment and that proposed theme liv¬
ing areas would not be permitted
to exist if they ran counter to the
traditions of the college.

RA president, Jane Langmaid
indicated that elections for offices
of president, vice president,
secretary, and treasurer of the
organization for next semester will
be held in January. The president
and vice president will be elected
from among the RA, but the
secretary and treasurer do hot
necessarily have to be present
members of the group.

Carignan added another myth
that surrounds the idea is that peo¬
ple living in such a residence would
become “unidimensional-that they
would live, eat, drink) think and
sleep art, for example.” The dean
said he was “quite sure that they
would continue to frequent the
Goose.” He noted that there is not
“any intention to turn all of Frye
Street or Wood Street into theme
houses-there would be two or three
at the most” during the first year.
Among the advantages the dean
cited in regard to the idea of theme
living is that it would provide some

There was discussion about the
allocation of funds to the Campus
Association to sponsor the Zerby
lecture to be given by ElieWiesel.
According to one student, “the RA
has been throwing out money left
and right —we haven’t turned
down a proposal yet.” Another
student stated that the RA should
not change its policy in the matter
of the allocation of funds at the
last meeting of the semester. The
original proposal was for $400,
however it was decided by vote
that $200 would be allocated for
the lecture.

Sixty-five percent said that they
would feel “OK” about “living next
door to a person whose racial iden¬
tity is other than” their own.
Of the students surveyed, 34.7
percent thought welfare spending
is insufficient. Twenty-nine per¬
cent said spending was adequate
for social programs and 19.8 per¬
cent said the government is spen¬
ding too much on such programs.
Nonmilitary foreign aid to third
world countries, according to 26.7
percent, is too much, 24.8 percent
not enough and 31.2 percent
“about right.”
Almost 60 percent of those poll¬
ed said they are in favor of the

Equal Rights Amendment.
Another 18.8 percent are undecid¬
ed on the issue.
Supporting full military in¬
tervention in El Salvador “if . . .
convinced that the government
there was threatened by com¬
munist forces,” were 8.9 percent of
those polled. Twenty-four percent
supported no involvement, 34.2
percent said they favored
economic aid and 24.3 percent said
they would agree to military supp¬
lyCorlett said Monday such
results were “not unexpected,” ex¬
plaining “it’s a pretty moderate
campus with a low level of political
activity and we knew that. I would
be confident in saying what we
found is generalizable to the cam¬
pus.”

Maine’s new
alternative FM
New? Well, not really. In 1959, we started broad¬
casting to the Central Maine area for the first time, as
WRJR. Today, we are WRBC, Radio Bates College.
The new RBC is everything the old RJR was. . .and
more. We're an alternative FM where you can find
album oriented rock- and a whole lot more. Radio
Bates College offers jazz and classical programming,
with jazz nine to noon weekdays and Sunday at the
classics. And, there’s the news and information you
need to keep informed in todays changing worldfrom the anchors in our local newsroom to the world
wide facilities of ABC News and the Associated
Press.

Name_
Street

address_

City_State

Zip_

9V/2 WRBC

Purchaser’s name_

Don’t wait any longer!
Subscribe to The Bates Student

Give WRBC a try. An alter¬
native FM. . .for a change.
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College expands Libbey
for new computer room
by Mark Lewis

by Lise Lapointe

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter
A proposal now before the Off
Campus Study Committee would
bring students from Bates to the
prestigious Jackson Laboratory in
Bar Harbor for a semester of study
under the auspices of the Biology
Department.
Biology majors are already
given the opportunity to explore
the world of medical research
through a program offered by the
Biology department in conjunc¬
tion with national research
laboratories. Over the past five
years, several Bates students have
participated in research projects at
Jackson Labs as well as at the
Bigelow Laboratory for Oceano¬
graphic Studies in Boothbay Har¬
bor, Maine.
According to Robert Chute,
Dana professor of biology, the
program is currently in the process
of revision regarding the course
credit procedure and the financial
costs involved.
In previous years, a student paid
full tuition to the college in return
for one credit for completion of a
major paper based on the area of
research, two credits based on the
evaluation of the student’s par¬
ticipation in and contribution to
the actual project and one credit
for participation in periodic
seminars and discussions during
the semester. A grade was earned
on the basis of a faculty evalua¬
tion.
Under the proposed plan, a stu¬
dent would be given credit on the
pass/fail system. This would
alleviate the student’s costs to the
college but would maintain that
they finance their personal living
expanses as has been done in the
past.
Colleen Collins, ’82, was one of

the first students allowed to par¬
ticipate in the program at Jackson
Laboratory during her junior year.
Having fulfilled most of the re¬
quirements of her biology major,
Collins said she saw the program
as a way “to find out what research
was really like beyond the
academia.” At Jackson Labora¬
tory, the largest mammalian
genetics research center in the
world, Collins worked closely with
a researcher in the field of im¬
munology.
Collins explained that her ex¬
perience at the laboratory “recon¬
firmed my desire to pursue medi¬
cine on the clinical level in the field
of pediatrics rather than the
research level.” She added that the
program “gave me valuable insight
into biological research and
verified my career choice in a way
not possible at Bates.”
Collins explained that her
research was “aimed at elucidating
the cellular basis for immune defi¬

ciency in two mutants of the
mouse. Using indirect immunoflourscence (a means of tagging
cells which have different surface
antigens),”she said, “I quantified
lymphocyte subpopulations.
“My results snowed differences
in the percentages of functionally
distinct lymphocyte subpopula¬
tions between the mutants and the
controls and suggested the basis
for an immunoregulatory circuit
defect.” Continued research in this
area could contribute to the
understanding of the immune
response.
Collins was involved with the
new proposal and sees the reduc¬
tion of costs as necessary to allow
more qualified students to par¬
ticipate. Chute is in support of the
changes, yet intends to continue to
limit the program to “those few
students who have used Bates
academics to the fullest posible ex¬
tent and who show serious interest
in biological research.”

The renovation of a basement
storeroom in Libbey Forum is pro¬
ceeding quickly, according to
Sociology Instructor Stephen
Crawford, who said in interview
he was “pleased they’re moving
ahead so rapidly.”
When completed, the area will
house an instructional computer
laboratory for social science
students. Earlier in the year,
Crawford and a former assistant
professor of sociology, John
Reed, won a grant of more than
$ 11,000 from the National Science
Foundation to pay for computer
equipment for the laboratory.
Under the terms of the agreement,
the college must provide matching
funds for the equipment.
In addition, the collge will bear
the full cost of the physical plant
renovations and all future
maintenance expenses, Crawford
said. The actual grant and mat¬
ching funds provided by Bates will
cover only the cost of the com¬
puter equipment.
The storeroom now is little
more than empty, dirt-floored
area adjacent to the present
sociology lounge. The original
wooden beams and floorboards
are visible overhead, and the walls
are lined with bricks. Several
massive pillars fill the center of the
room. Various pipes, conduits,
wires, and compressors are visible.
Workmen from the maintenance
department are removing dirt
from the original floor and
grading it so a new concrete floor
can be laid.
The dirt is being taken out
through a basement window on
the College Street side of Libbey.
Crawford said that the floor may
be poured at any time.

Equipment tor the laboratory
will include six new cathode ray
terminals (CRT) and three
printers. All will be wired into the
present computing system for use
either with the Bates computer or
the Dartmouth Time-Sharing
System.
Crawford said he “doesn’t know
exactly yet” when the laboratory
witl be completed. “I hope by the
end of the second semester. That’s
a goal —it’s a long shot.” He ex¬
plained.that one of the delays is in
getting the room renovated, not in
ordering the equipment, adding
“its gratifying to have them do
something major immediately."
The project is complicated by the
fact that it must be carried out
while classes are in session.
Crawford stated it was initially
unclear where the laboratory
would be located, because it was
felt that the present sociology
lounge would be an unsuitable
location. He continued that condi¬
tions now in Libbey are so crowd¬
ed that it was decided to expand in¬
to the basement storeroom.
Students in the new laboratory
will be able to get “hands on ex¬
perience and group instruction” in
methods,
statistics,
and
econometrics. With an instructor
working right in the laboratory,
problems can be quickly solved,
Crawford said. This will allow
students to concentrate more, he
said, on actual concepts to be
learned, and less on the
mechanical problems of using the
computer. “You can teach social
science thinking and reasoning,”
Crawford said. “You can see if
they know how to use the machine
and can draw some reasonable
social scientific conclusions.”
Under the old system, students
would receive instructions in class,
and use the computer later.

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?

Things would have gone differently today.

A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for
students of the social sciences.
Junior year.Postgraduate Diplomas
One-year Master's degrees.Research
Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthro¬
pology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History,
Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International History,
International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Re¬
search, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration,
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathema¬
tical Sciences.

Application blanks from:
Admissions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE, England
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.

NEW YORK
Style

• Pizzas
• Sandwiches
• Dinners
“We do it the old fashioned way” at:

Vesipucci’s
“The home of the best pizza money can buy”

This is the aftermath of a hurricane that left 400 dead in Corpus Christi
in 1919. Red Cross was called in after the damage was done.
When Hurricane Allen hit Corpus Christi in 1980, Red Cross was
there before the disaster struck—to help people prepare and evacuate.
We were there during the crisis to help provide relief. And, afterwards,
we were there to help the victims minimize their pain. Hurricane Allen
claimed two lives in Corpus Christi.
One hundred years of experience with disaster has taught us that
being prepared for it is half the battle.
Find out how you can help your community to be prepared. Call
your local Red Cross chapter today.

Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

84 Pine St., Lewiston

786-4535
HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 10-11; Fri. & Sat. 10-12;
Sun. 12-10

A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council
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Letters

A dean’s battle for theme living
(Continued from page 1)
reflects our sense of saying that,
you’re right, it need not be a
house."
The question remains as to the
extent of the adaptation of the
dean’s office, and as to exactly
how much they do actually listen
to student opinion.
Branham has said that this is an
issue of individual student rights.
Students who wish to live in a
theme house shouldn’t be denied,
she added.

(James) Reese would retain the
ri^ht to try it.”
She was asked what her motives
are behind this persistence to keep
the idea of theme houses alive
when students have made it clear
they want nothing to do with the
concept. “This community has

changed gradually, in positive
ways,” she said. She claims that
theme houses are not in response
to any major or sudden changes at
Bates, but rather that the idea fits
into this more diverse community
of scholars. “There are people out
there who would gain incredibly

She was asked if this doesn’t
presuppose that the reasons for
majority opposition are entirely
selfish. But what if students ac¬
tually feel that theme houses will
hurt the Bates community as a
whole; what if the opposing
motives are in fact altruistic?
Branham was asked if she was not
listening to these concerns.
"I haven’t heard these concerns
articulated extensively,” she
responded. She commented that
the opposing arguments seem
merely to concern “turf.” “1 don’t
think that’s always the best argu¬
ment to make in a matter of in¬
novative concerns,” she said. “I’m
listening to students, but not just
to that argument."
The dean conceded that if the
current ominous opposition re¬
mains, she would be willing to
abandon her now weary crusade.
"1 personally would be pursuaded
by overwhelming student opposi¬
tion,” she said. But, she added, “1
know that (Assistant) Dean

from the opportunity to live in
theme houses,” she remarked.
“It has always been our
philosophy to cater to different in¬
terests,” she added.
Branham noted that Dean of the
College James Carignan feels the
Bates community has changed
dramatically over the past decade.
An increase of 50 percent in the
size of the faculty and a shift from
a core curriculum to general
education requirements has led to
fragmentation of the community,
and common interests are lost.
The theme house concept,
Carignan feels, addresses the
diversity at Bates and channels the
energies of this divesity in a way
which benenfits the whole college.
At this point amidst Branham’s
crusade for theme houses —or
theme living —one point is ob¬
vious: she is not significantly af¬
fected by the opposing concensus
of students. Branham has
previously said that, in some in¬
stances, the majority does not
rule, and in this case, that can only
lead to the expectation that, in one
form or another, theme living will
soon be a reality at Bates.
Historically, when the dean’s of¬
fice lobbies or a cause —freshmen
centers and their satellites, for ex¬
ample—they do not succumb to
opposing student opinion. With
theme living, regardless to the fact
that a large majority of the Bates
campus is vehemently against the
idea, the fact that Branham con¬
tinues her fight for the concept
would seem to imply the outcome.

Snowe lauded
in vote switch
To the editor:
I would like to bring to the at¬
tention of the members of the
Bates Community an event which
took place in Washington, DC, a
number of weeks ago. Breaking
with her traditional voting record,
Representative Olympia Snowe
voted against a Resolution of
Disapproval on the Sexual Reform
Bill for the District of Columbia.
That is, she voted to uphold the
rights of the individual, and the
privacy involved in sexual conduct
between consenting adults.
If you are concerned about per¬
sonal privacy and the rights of the
individual, please take a few
minutes to let Representative
Snowe know that you appreciate
the stand she has finally taken.
Sincerely,
Bruce Slaughenhoupt

Theme living: a chronological history
• Original mention of the con¬
cept of theme houses was made in
a summer newsletter sent out by
James Carignan, dean of the col¬
lege, prior to the current academic
year.
• The idea was proposed by
rhetoric professor Robert
Branham on Sept. 12 at the annual
Sugarloaf conference. “There is
too much homogeneity- (in ex¬
tracurricular activity groups),” he
said. “In the residences, precisely
the opposite is true." Exclusiveity,
he said, “is used as a tool (or
avoiding diversity.” Branham
defined theme houses as residences
in which several students sharing a
common interest might live.

• The following week at the
year’s first Representative
Assembly meeting, Carignan said
he felt the college had made a good
deal of improvement over the past
few years in enriching the
classroom educational experience,
but added, “in the residential area
we have only just begun.”
• Later that week at a Chapel
Board luncheon seminar,
Carignan clarified the idea of what
a theme house actually would be.
He used the example of the former
Webb House “quiet house.” Jok¬
ingly, he said, “We didn’t hear
much from them,” and explained
that the “quiet house” contributed
nothing to the campus. This turn¬

ing inward, he said, was what the
theme house system must avoid.
• On October 2nd, President T.
Hedley Reynolds questioned the
theme house concept in The Bates
Student. He asked: “What do we
mean by themes?” and, “What are
the themes? We have a good deal
of free association now. The peo¬
ple who want to live in Pierce
House live in Pierce House,”
Reynolds said. “Do you want to
get all the historians together or all
the scientists together?” Reynolds,
himself an historian, asked. “I
don’t think that’s a good idea.”
• On Oct. 27, Reynolds gave the
dean’s office approval to bring
their initial proposal for theme
houses to the student body “for the

Long range report cites limitations
(Continued from page 1)
cernx, and the expansion of ex¬
isting faculty and departmental
resource .services now provided by
the college was strongly advised.
The survey is part of an attempt
to “establish, monitor and update
a long range plan of not less than
live years in scope,” according to
Robin B.S. Brooks, an associate
prolessor of mathematics and
economics and chairman of the
study committee. Also serving on
the board were faculty members
George C. Fetter, Sanford Freed¬
man, Donald Lent, Mary McNally
and Robert Thomas.
faculty and administrative areas
of concern, according to a poll
taken by the committee, are par¬
ticulars' strong in areas of staffing
and support. Almost every depart¬
ment surveyed requested more
personnel, some part time but
many full time positions. The
English Department, for example,
stated their need for three staff

persons, the music department for
a string player or quartet, physical
education for three full time
coaching and teaching slots and
the department of history for two
teaching historians.
Equipment and facility needs
seemed similarly extensive. The
Art Department stated their simple
desire for completion of the pro¬
posed new arts center. Audio
visual equipment was a heavy de¬
mand in almost every department.
The department of physical educa¬
tion asked for renovations of
Alumni Gym and added the Cam¬
pus Avenue Gym, which now
houses the papers of former
Secretary of. State Edmund
Muskie, could be converted to bar¬
racks for visiting teams.
In its response to the long range
review, the Educational Policy
Committee (EDC) said that one
concern of its members was an ‘(in¬
creasing consumer attitude on the
part of students.” The EPC sug-

The Student has a new number
for news and sports:
783-3454

gested that faculty inter¬
disciplinary interests be developed
to cope with a slower growth in the
size of the faculty as a whole. Also
responding was the Off Campus
Study Committee which suggested
the possibility of a semester
abroad program and a review of
requirements for junior year
abroad.
Forecast by the report was a
projected annual rate of faculty
retirements of one of three each
year between 1985 and 2010, ex¬
cept for two years with no re¬
quirements. An increased demand
for Health Center counseling ser¬
vices will mean 25 instead of the
current 18 hours per week of such
services will be offered. The Office
of Career Counseling, according
to the report, will begin to in¬
troduce postgraduate planning to
underclassmen. The Chase Hall
student center will also become a
priority for renovation.
Other major changes include a
projected alteration in the room¬
ing lottery. Rand and Roger
Williams dorms are expected to be
renovated as well, probably within
the next decade, according to the
report.

purpose of discussion.” Although
Reynolds had earlier questioned
the concept because of its
vagueness, he altered his stand
when given a concrete proposal.
The initial proposal included,
among other things, the stipula¬
tion that no more than three
houses would be used the first
year, and that students desiring to
live in these houses would be re¬
quired to submit a proposal to a
committee chaired by Associate
Dean F. Celeste Branham, and in¬
cluding Carignan, Assistant Dean
James Reese, Reynolds, RA presi¬
dent Jane Langmaid, and RA
Residential Life Committee
chairperson Nancy McSharry. The
committee would give high priori¬
ty to themes not already filled by
existing extracurricular activities.
Branham said she hoped to poll
the student body on the proposal,
with the help of the RA, but only
after holding open forums on the
issue.
• On Nov. 12, about 60 students
gathered in Chase Lounge for a
forum on theme houses. The RAsponsored forum had Branham,
McSharry, and Thomas Cambell,
resident coordinator for Mitchell
and Turner Houses, as speakers.
Branham noted “a strong pre¬
disposition against the notion.”
She claimed the issue of theme
houses is one of individual student
rights. “The question is not why
should we do this, but rather why
should we prevent those who want
to from doing this? 1 argue for the
opportunity for those who want to
seize it,” she said. '
• On Nov. 17, the Residential
Life Committee formed a subcom¬
mittee to set up a program of
discussion in the larger dorms on
campus in January concerning the
concept of theme houses. At this
time, the Committee also made the
suggestion that the term theme
house be changed to theme living,
which was agreed to by the dean’s
office.
— Brian McGrory

Getting into the Christinas spirit.

More thought
on headlines
To the editor:
Although 1 have worked as a
reporter for The Student and am
aware of the problem of making
headlines and article titles brief, 1
believe a bit more thought could be
taken in concern to area.
In the Oct. 9 issue, the title of
the article on the front page,
“Students join abortion rally,” is
misleading and reveals that the
issue at hand is misunderstood by
those who have titled that article.
The participants in the rally are
speaking out for the freedom to
choose abortion and to choose two
forms of birth control that are in
danger of being outlawed because
of the Human Life Amendment,
the point being that the govern¬
ment seeks to control womens’
bodies through this legislation.
In the Oct. 16 issue of The Stu¬
dent, coordinator of Women’s
Awareness Kristina Swanson filed
a complaint similar to that stated
above, that the title given to the
short letter misconstrued the point
of her communication. Although
“Thanks” was the short headline
given to her letter to the editor,
and indeed she did mention her ap¬
preciation of the coverage of the
rally, “thanks” was not the main
objective of her piece.
I mention these points because I
believe in The Student’s ability to
contribute greatly to the Bates
community’s awareness of campus
issues and to strive for journalistic
excellence.
Sincerely,
Ellen Weiss
Montpellier, France
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Letters to the Editor
Alum concerned about nuclear perceptions
To the editor:
It is with considerable concern
that 1 write you regarding the re¬
cent “Convocation on the Threat
of Nuclear War,” which the New
York Times of Nov. 12 reported
Bates participated in.
The continuing debate regar¬
ding U.S.-Soviet strategic and
theater nuclear doctrine involves
somewhat of a polemic myopia for
those who continue to fail to
recognize one of the most impor¬
tant words in agreements concern¬
ing arms reductions and control:
bilateral. Those who attend such
seminars and soirees aimed at once
again laying all the blame for for
nuclear weapons on the United
States have got to get over the feel¬
ing that they are discovering the
horrors of potential nuclear con¬
flict for the first time in history.
The United States has not been
alone in its deployment of theater
and strategic nuclear weapons,
and I wish the good Reverend
Crocker would come to recognize
this someday. If, as some seem to
believe, the Soviets are simply
responding to U.S. acts of
hegemony and aggression in
building their weapons, why did
the Soviets total reject President
Reagan’s “zero-sum” proposal for
intermediate range nuclear
weapons for Europe?
While the so-called “peace”
movement in Europe has reflected
a disenchantment with plans by
NATO member nations to expand
basing of the intermediate range
nuclear weapons, it fails to
recognize the truly astonishing
proliferation of nuclear weapons
of medium range capability the
Soviets have developed and
deployed (SS-20, SS-4, SS-5). Not
only have the Soviets deployed
these weapons for primary firing,
they also have a re-loading
capability which significantly in¬
creases potential nuclear
firepower. We have finally seen
the Soviets placed in the role of the
peacemaker in Europe on the issue
of “zero-sum,” and they have
come through with shining colors.
They want no part of dismantling
any of their weapons, and will not
negotiate the point beyond restric¬
ting aggregate numbers for each
side. Why do we need to have
nuclear weapons facing each other
in Europe anyway? If we each
decide to totally eliminate short
and intermediate range weapons in
this area it would raise the
threshold of potential nuclear ex¬
change tremendously. The
Soviets, however, are not even

willing to discuss mutual reduc¬
tions and the onsite inspection that
entails.
As for a limited nuclear war,
again we witness American disen¬
chantment with our own admoni¬
tion of its possibility while ignor¬
ing the fact that Soviet strategic
nuclear doctrine has admitted its
possibility for some time.
Why then do you cheer a Soviet
diplomat for chiding our final
recognition of limited nuclear war
when he conveniently forgets to
tell you his own nation’s stated
ideals, despite Chairman Breznev’s
statements to the contrary. By the
way Reverend Crocker, while you
were cheering this Soviet

diplomat, did you ask him why
Soviet troops find it necessary to
poison and machine gun
thousands of innocent Afghans,
whose nation they are illegally oc¬
cupying?? 1 suppose that slipped
your mind while you were cheering
that peace loving Soviet diplomat
degrade the hegemonist American
imperialist warmongers.
As for the Soviets’ desires to
make peace and de-militarize areas
of the world, they have wanted to
make the Baltic a nuclear-free
zone for some time. Tell that to the
Swedes.
Reverend Crocker has provided
exemplary
leadership
in
stimulating a dialogue concerning

I was impressed with the evenhanded and thorough report
prepared by Gail Johnston in your
Nov. 13 issue on the informal
debate between Marilyn Hackett
and me regarding the adoption of
a Human Life Amendment. This is
indeed an issue of greatest impor¬
tance in our times. I do feel oblig¬
ed, however, to correct a couple of
points in the article.
First of all, in my statement that
there is no question that human
life begins at conception, I did not
say that “we must balance lives and
decide which is worthwhile and
which is not” as the article states. I
said just the opposite. Accepting
the scientific fact that human life
begins with conception, we must
not engage in a balancing act that
attempts to place a qualitative
value on one life versus another.

arms reductions possibilities loom
less and less probable.
If you believe ihat through
American disarmament the
Soviets will automatically follow
as a matter of good will and sanity,
you have your answer this week
when the Soviets turned dow'n the
“zero-sum” proposals. If after this
you still believe the United States
should unilaterally disarm, 1 have
some beautiful swamp acreage on
the Potomac you're going to love
to invest in.
Sincerely,
Gene Guilford ’81
Washington, DC

Wants to build shelters for war
To the editor:
On Nov. 11 the Union of Con¬
cerned Scientists sponsored con¬
vocations on many college cam¬
puses to publicize the dangers of
nuclear war. Literature I picked up
at Harvard and MIT urged all
countries, especially the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. to stop the arms buildup
and reduce their inventory of
nuclear weapons.
I think every person of percep¬
tion and intelligence will agree this
is the mos logical way to prevent a
nuclear conflict. Unfortunately
national leaders do not always act
in so reasonable a manner.
It is conceivable that two adver¬
saries could follow a predeter¬
mined course of action on a long¬
term basis; but, as the number of
participants increase, the pro¬
bability of all staying on the
chosen path rapidly approaches
zero. Just one of a proliferating
number of nations with the
nuclear capability can easily throw
sand into any arms reduction plans
agreed upon by the two super¬
powers. If this happens Armaged¬
don will be upon us.
I qualified as chief engineer on a
nuclear powered submarine, was a
startup specialist at three commer¬
cial nuclear power plants, am the
author of the worst-selling book in
1981(“J.J.’S BLUFF or The
Theory of Business Relativity”),
and I have a more effective solu¬
tion to the nuclear war problem.
Simply assume the worst-case
situation will happen and then use
proven technologies from sub¬
marines, nuclear power plants,
and the space program to be
prepared for it.
Off-the-shelf designs and
manufacturing capability already
exist to build a containment com¬

plex in each local community of
the United States such that the en¬
tire population can survive an
unlimited nuclear war. Survival
system units could be designed for
an initial capacity of twenty thou¬
sand people with a stretch
capability of thirty thousand. It
would take, as an order-ofmagnitude estimate, 100 million

This is precisely the error of the
new quality of life ethic which has
led us to abortion on demand, in¬
fanticide, euthenasia, and the like.
And on the extremely painful
issue of pregnancy resulting from
rape, my remarks were really not
reported in context. I stated, and
repeat, my view that the fact that a
pregnancy results from rape does
not justify destruction of the inno¬
cent unborn child. I did not say
that I do not care about the grave
psychological and spiritual conse¬
quences to the mother/victim. I
do. All persons in the lifeaffirming movement do. That un¬
fortunate woman needs all of the
support and help that society can
muster to help her through her ex¬
tremely painful experience.
But when someone suggested
that the pregnant mother may not
think of her unborn child as
human, I responded that what she

dollars to develop a prototype and
100 billion dollars to build the
standard design at ten thousand
places throughout the country.
The Hide Foundation was in¬
corporated so as to bring this solu¬
tion into public awareness. Its im¬
mediate goal is to place newsletters
in each of the above ten thousand

locations. Members are needed to
set-up this distribution system.
More information can be obtained
by sending a self-addressed,
stamped return envelope to: The
Hide Foundation, P.O. Box 72,
Bath, Maine 04530.
Leon Neihouse, President
The Hide Foundation

Right wing forces a danger
To the editor:
Your student paper faces a real
danger, as does every studentcontrolled publication in our
country! Reactionary right-wing
forces, both on and off campus,
are out to destroy that bulwark of
campus democracy, the free stu¬
dent press. They fear the tradi¬
tional progressive and humanist
role of students in society —and
they want to insure for the reac¬
tionary kakistocracy now in power
that America’s campuses do not
become centers of social concern
and protest against the insane
policies of Reagan.
On campus, since the election of
Reagan, there has been a marked
increase of instances of censorship
(like that recently at DePaul in
Chicago), budget cutting, imposi¬
tion of more rigid codes in relation
to student behavior, housing, etc.
From off campus, drives have
been launched by the right to “cap¬
ture the hearts and minds” of stu¬
dent youth. On a number of Ivy
League campuses, for example, a
group of right wing foundations is
financing a string of private
tabloids to fight the legitimate
student-run publications, and to
oppose liberal-minded administra¬
tions and minority groups of

Expands on debate
To the editor:

this and many other issues of
pressing national interest. He has
also, however, failed to recognize
that the U.S. and the Soviet Union
define things quite differently.
Free elections to them means one
candidate, one party, and the
freedom to vote or be jailed. A
worker state to them means
worker employment without
unionization or organization for
correcting the worker state. A
nuclear-free zone means the
freedom to invade the sovereign
territorial waters of Sweden to spy
on naval installations.
Without agreement allowing for
mutual, on-sight inspection of
nuclear disarmament procedures,

thinks should not be determinative
of the question, since all scientific
evidence demonsrates to contrary.
She may indeed think of her un¬
born child as less than human,
especially by reason of the cir¬
cumstances under which the child
came to be in her womb, but the
correct approach to that is to help
her through her difficult time and
not to accept her opinion when it
runs contrary to all biological
evidence.
Thank you for this opportunity
to expand upon the story. I also
wish to express my thanks again to
the Chapel Board for sponsoring a
discussion of this vital issue, and
also to thank all those students
who attended and through their in¬
sightful questions helped to make
the debate a full and lively one.
Sincerely yours,
Bryan M. Dench

women, blacks, hispanics and
gays. Such a right wing publication
was launched on the Dartmouth
campus over a year ago, and
others are scheduled to appear
soon at Harvard, Princeton,
Brown and Yale.
The Ku Klux Klan recently laun¬
ched a national campaign to win
over students, and has already
made its appearance on a number
of campuses. More subtle, but
equally reactionary, a group call¬
ing itself “Collegiate Association
for Research of Principles”
(CARP) but actually a front for
the quasi-fascist Unification
Church of Korean arms manufac¬
turer Sun Moon, has thrown hun¬
dreds of thousands of dollars into
a campaign to organize on cam¬
puses, and now claims 100
chapters and a circulation of
100,000 for its national student
tabloid.
Plainly, a new student move¬
ment in the United States, a new
awakening of student activism is
on the order of the day. But what
kind of a movement?
Above all else, it must be a
movement that learns from the
mistakes of the great student
movement of the late ’60s and ear¬
ly ’70s. One of those mistakes was
the failure to establish adequate
ties with the general anti-war and
anti-Nixon movement of the
American populace. Today, any
effective student movement must
establish the closest organizational
and ideological ties with the
religious, pacifist, labor, anti¬
nuke, feminist, civil rights, en¬
vironmentalist and minority sec¬
tors of the American people.
Secondly, it must not permit
itself to become an ideological bat¬
tleground for competing esoteric,
anti-democratic far-left sects that
project a violently anti-patriotic
and anti-American image. On the
contrary, it should wrest the man¬
tle of patriotism from the reac¬
tionaries and the war-hawks.
Such a nationwide organization,
embracing students as well as other
sectors of the American people, is
proposed in the tract enclosed with
this letter. We urge you and your
staff to study this proposal and to
reprint it for general comment and
discussion by your readers. We
would be very happy to send so¬
meone from our speakers bureau

if we got an invitation from your
paper or from your student
government.
Sincerely,
STUDENT ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE, DSOL
Chicago, Illinois

Tufts
players
classless
To the editor:
In view of the fact that our Bates
football players’ mistakes are so
quickly publicized in The Bates
Student, I think it’s time to
publicize their good qualities. I’m
not referring to their fantastic win¬
ning season. Everybody loves
them when they are winning!
At the Tufts vs. Bates game on
Saturday, Nov. 14, Bates football
players stood out as a team with
class.
During 13 years of watching Pee
Wee, high school and college foot¬
ball, I have never seen the
disgusting exhibition at the
pregame warmups when both
teams were exercising. Myself,
another woman, two boys —one
10 years old —and an elderly
gentlement all witnessed the Tufts
football players screaming at the
Bates football team-obscenities 1
was embarassed to hear. I was embarassed to have my visitors
witness this.
Tufts University should open
their eyes to the poor quality of
boys-I certainly can’t call them
men —that make up a football
squad picked by size and paid with
athletic scholarships. They cer¬
tainly didn’t represent any in¬
tellect. As men they are flunkies.
Many of the winners did not shake
hands. I’ve seen eight-year-olds
more mature than that!
It was a frustrating loss for the
Bates football squad, but I think
they deserve credit for being
number one in class. I’m proud my
son is a member of the class A
team.
Sincerely,
A Bates football mother
(Name withheld on request)
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Double deterrence
WASHINGTON DC-At a
reporter’s news briefing this morn¬
ing, an official spokesman an¬
nounced that the Defense Depart¬
ment had just earmarked $6.5
billion for the development of a
new weapon system, code-named
“D&D.”
“The guts of the new missile,” he
explained, “is a pair of 50 megaton
hydrogen bombs. The first bomb,
which detonates on impact, merely
deals a deadly blow. The second

Robert S. Moyer
bomb, which explodes only after
everyone is dead, is specially
designed to dismember. So we call
it D&D (dead & dismembered).”
The spokesman noted the
acronym was actually a “sort of
play on words” because it also
stands for “Double Deterrent,” a
direct
reference to the
psychological heart of the new
weapon.
“Although the Russians didn’t
realize it at the time, single deter¬
rents—weapons which guaranteed
only to kill the enemy —became
obsolete about five years ago,” the
DOD man told the assembled
reportes. “Because,” he continued
knowingly, “once we had acquired
the hardware necessary to kill
every available enemy how could
we expect additional growth in
credible deterrent capacity?”
The reporters scratched their
heads. Tough question.
“Single deterrence certainly
sounds outmoded,” offered the
Time man.
“Wait a minute,” objected the
Women’s Wear Daily reporter,
“when you’re dead you’re
dead — anything beyond that
would
seem,
well. . ,
superfluous.”
“Not really,” said the
Washington Post rep, shooting a
glance at the Pentegon man. “A
deterrence gap, right?”
“You got it.”
“Huh?” murmured a few of the
people from the smaller papers.
“It’s
simple,”
smiled
Washington Post. “Suppose we
just sit on our hands, single¬
deterrent satisfied, as it were?
Then the Soviets come up with a
new, more powerful deterrent. All
of a sudden our deterrent credibili¬
ty is seriously eroded, they can
deter us more than we can deter
them, and we’re number two! So
as soon as we know that single
deterrence is passe, we’ve got to get
cracking and come up with a new
deterrent before they do.”
“Which is just what we’re an¬
nouncing today,” said Defense.
“But isn’t there some way you
could salvage single deterrence so
you wouldn’t have to abandon all
that expensive equipment?” asked
a man from the Economist.
“Actually we examined that
possibility before we adopted
D&D. Shall I give you a quick run¬
down?”
“Sure,” answered everyone ex¬
cept Washington Post, who
thought he already had it figured
out.
“Well, one plan was to extend
the life of single deterrence, for at
least another few years, by increasing the population of the
U.S.S.R.,” said the spokesman.
“Naturally, if they had more peo¬
ple we could no longer kill them all
with just the missiles at hand. That
would mean that we would again
be able to increase our single¬
deterrence credibility by building
more missiles.
“Several methods for creating
this Russian baby boom were con¬
sidered, including beaming anti¬
abortion ads to the Soviet Union

that Double Deterrence was
psychologically quite simple, but
from a technical standpoint it
represented quite a challenge.

over the Voice of America, cutting
off the flow of infant formula to
the Caucasus, etc.
“But the best idea was the brain¬
child of a young, Libyan-educated
CIA agent, and involved largescale theft of Soviet intrauterine
devices. The plan got as far as
selecting an acronym, but was
soon killed because of general
agreement at Defense that even
seasoned agents would be unable
to remove the devices, once they
were in place, without arousing
Soviet suspicions. We also realized
that if the Russians got wind of the
plot they could mount a kind of
shell game which would make our
agents’ heads spin. So that scheme
was abandoned.

“Since both bombs will be in one
warhead, exploding the first
bomb — which will kill everyone in
the area —might prematurely
detonate the second one. If this
were to happen, the second bomb
might dismember before the first
bomb had completely accomplish¬
ed its objective. This kind of re¬
prioritizing obviously weakens the
threat of Double Deterrence, since
dismembered people will quickly
die anyway from natural causes
— they wouldn’t need us to finish
the job.
“In other words, premature
detonation would make the second
bomb (which in this context is of
course the first bomb —objectivewise) redundant, and land us back

“But Double Deterrence is what
brings us out today, so let’s get
back on track, okay?”
The spokesman next explained

cmiarp
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“Imagine . . .
I can still remember the last time I
cried
The day that Buddy Hotly died.
I never met him so it may seem
strange,
Don’t some people just seem to ef¬
fect you that way.
—Al Stewart, “Roads to Moscow”
It was a year ago Tuesday night
John Lennon died.

In retrospect, Lennon’s death
was only Lennon’s death, though
it seemed more than that at first

Scott A. Damon
and for a long time afterward.
People who idolized the man lost
sight of his dream when con¬
fronted with his death and the
manner in which he died.
At the trial of Mark David

John Lennon: 1940-1981.

Chapman many of the Lennon
faithful cried for blood. Many still
do. The great tragedy of the
shooting at least temporarily
destroyed all perspective for Len¬
non’s followers. A sort of vindic¬
tiveness resulted for many and the
pain of the loss was channeled out¬
ward into hatred, hatred of Chap¬
man and even unreasoning hatred
of and anger with others who had
no connection at all with the
assasination.
It is these haters, who are truly
lovers, these individuals, many
still overwhelmed by the pain of
their final loss of innocence, who
are the true victims of the
shooting. Perhaps the most jarring
comment this recorder heard came
the morning after the killing from
a student who said “I don’t know
why everyone says man is inherent¬
ly good .... Man isn’t inherently
good.” She was wrong. The
dreamer, not the dream died.
It has been said that Lennon
would have forgiven Chapman.
One cannot know. Lennon was
hardly the saint many painted him
last December. He was just a man
who believed the simplest things
and was not afraid to say them and
to try, at least, to live by them.
And this is what is best
remembered, now that the pain
has passed and the dream still re¬
mains.
Quote of the week (revisited):
“Love is all you need” (J.L.)
Scott A. Damon is news editor
of The Bates Student.

Faculty-student relations
New faculty at Bates have
remarked over the last few years
that one of the handful of salient
characteristics of this place which
one initially observes is the close
interation between students and

James Carignan
faculty. Some students are not
reluctant to approach faculty for
aid, scholarly or personnal, and
most faculty members seem to be
unusually willing to promote such
accessibility.
This sense of increased interac¬
tion is confirmed by remarks of a
senior member of the faculty with
long tenure. Allowing that the
tremendous drain on our resources
and time as teachers and students
which is not always productive
given alternatives such as publica¬
tion, preparation of better class
presentations, longer comments
on papers, study, dialogue witn

peers, or commitment to crying
social needs,the fact that we spend
a good part of our time talking to
each other is probably a very
positive sign at Bates. In so far as
models such as “community of
scholars” and “collegiality” con¬
tinue to be applicable, our con¬
tinued dialogue contributes poten¬
tially to our approaching this
realization.
The purposes of our interaction
and dialogue as teachers and
students is worth reflection. They
include concerns about courses,
subjects or topics about which one
is an expert, mutual hobbies or
outside interests, similar political
or social commitments, or simple
personal compatibility. Those
students and faculty who talk with
each other, spend time with each
other, do so because they enjoy it
and/or gain something from it.
Whatever the reasons for the
discourse, the intellectual am¬

biance of Bates is the beneficiary.
It seems, therefore, logical to ex¬
pand the possibilities, albeit, not
indefinitely, for student and facul¬
ty interaction which is mutually
enriching and satisfying.
To this end I propose a Faculty
Affiliates Program. Students in
each residence (floors in larger
dormitories?) would democratical¬
ly decide on a limited number of
faculty and spouses for the
academic year. The specific ways
in which residents and affiliates
would relate would be determined
by the residents, but an effort
would be made to do something
each month! The “something”
might include dinner, wine and
cider parties, sharing a common
interest in poetry, films, or simple
“rap sessions.” Students and facul¬
ty ingenuity would surely develop
opportunities not yet imagined for
worthwhile interaction.
James W. Carignan is dean of
the college.

deterrence!” He paused to let this
logic penetrate.
“So we’ve got a little engineering
problem to solve here,” he con¬
tinued. “If we’re going to achieve
credible Double Deterrence, we’ve
got to make sure the second bomb
explodes only after a reasonable
interval (viz., enough time for
everyone to die). Then Double
Deterrence becomes a real possi¬
bility—since obviously a dead per¬
son could not expect to be
dismembered just from natural
causes!”
Several reporters chuckled in
agreement with this last point, but
the DOD man remained im¬
passive.
“The solution we have tentative¬
ly adopted,” he continued, “is the
encase the second bomb is a ball of
reinforced steel and concrete ap¬
proximately 40 feet in diameter.”
Under persistent questioning the
Pentagon’s man estimated that
each adequately encased D&D
warhead would probably require a
launching pad “about the size of
the Houston Astrodome,” but
defended this unanticipated ex¬
penditure as “vital to the Nation’s
security.”
“After all,” he exclaimed, as a
self-assured smile played on his
lips, “how in God’s name can we
hope to doubly-deter the Soviets if
they aren’t even convinced that we
can launch our D&Ds?”
When asked if any professional
psychologists or Russian experts
had been consulted about whether
the concept of double deterrence
had psychological merit, he
replied, “the President summed up
our attitude toward psychologists
pretty well when he told Congress
that psychology was of dubious
value and therefore not deserving
of research support. Besides,
straight psychology isn’t even in¬
volved here since it consists almost
entirely of abstract theories
dreamed up by airheads!”
A few reporters guffawed at this
last remark, but Defense con¬
tinued undeterred. “What we’re
really dealing with is technop¬
sychology, in this case how
warheads impact on behavior.
And as any fool can tell you, that
kind of deterrence works because
it packs a wallop and the Russkys
know it!”
The question about the Russian
experts, he agreed, was more ger¬
mane, but he thought that since
the post of U.S. Ambassador to
Russia had only just been filled
after a nine-month vacancy, “we
probably ought to let the poor guy
find out where the bathroom is,
etc., before bombarding him and
his staff with hypotheticals.”
The spokesman, apparently
buoyed by his artful handling of
the fast-thinking Washington
press corps, cheerfully fielded
most of the remaining questions.
But when pressed for an exact
definition of “dismemberment,”
he was somewhat evasive, saying
only that the body parts would be
“scattered on the four winds.”
The briefing ended amicably
with the DOD rep reading the
following statement, which had
been written by the Secretary
himself:
“It is our firm belief that the
Double Deterrence plan we are an¬
nouncing today will greatly
enhance the strength of our
negotiating posture and thereby
bring us several steps closer to
disarmament and eternal peace.”
And Satan laughed and stoked
the fires.
Robert S. Moyer is an associate
professor of psychology at Bates
College.
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A long range review
This week’s release of the Long Range Plann¬
ing Committee report marks an important
milestone for Bates.
The survey notes a number of areas which
need strengthening at Bates. Unfortunately, it
neglects to offer an assessment of the points
already strong here.
Still, the results bear review.
It is obvious the faculty at Bates has been a
long-neglected arm of the fiscal operation, a
fact that has weakened Bates’ chances of attrac¬
ting minority professors.
Secretarial services, adequate office space,
departmental journal subscriptions and other
basically low cost efforts would help to alleviate
this problem. More important than such actual
physical renovation is the reestablishment of the
faculty as a fiscal priority here. Regular salary
reviews should also begin immediately and be
conducted in an orderly and organized fashion.
When faculty must approach the college presi¬
dent in groups to remind him it’s time for a
raise, something has got to be wrong. Yet that’s
evidently the status quo.
The report, not particularly well constructed,
is ambiguous in its discussion of college size. In
one breath it states the college cannot expand
without “overtaxing existing residential
resources.” Some departments, though, it ex¬
plains, feel a need for expansion in “new
academic programs and broadened support of
existing programs.”
But expanding the size of the college could
not help but overtax more than its residential
resources. At no other point is expansion cited
by the committee as a priority in any way. And it
should not be a priority. Bates’ strong points
(again, neglected by the report) tend to suggest
that the school’s current size is ideal, if not
slightly excessive. It has become clear in painful
ways recently that college resources are not
available for increased expansion. If depart¬
ments wish to broaden support for new or ex¬
isting academic programs, they should look to
the existing population for that support.
Bates lags behind its academic peers in a
number of ways, and the adaptation and moder¬
nization of facilities seems a vital priority. Com¬
puting services are now inadequate, the result of
poor planning in years past. Audio visual sup¬

port is nonexistant. If Bates is to remain com¬
petitive in any area, the development of these
services seems vital.
A spinoff of this need is the pressing necessity
for an increased endowment, particularly in
areas such as library acquisition.
The new arts center is, of course, the most
acutely felt of Bates’ missing links. The long
range report rightly emphasizes this need and
college resources should be mobilized to satisfy
it.
Two sections of the report deal with what has
become an increasing concern of administra¬
tors. In its assessment of need, the Educational
Policy Committee states soundly their conern of
“increasing consumer attitudes on the part of
students.” Later in the review, the Admissions
Office states similar concerns.
This is, we feel, a central and integral concern
in any long range survey. But it cannot be view¬
ed as a simple concern: it’s an inevitable end to
the existing system of private education. Some
tangible plans for dealing with it are long over¬
due.
First, students can be justified in an increas¬
ing consumer attitude. They are consumers.
Their college is being marketed to them, a word
used with casual repetition by the Admissions
Office itself. Their lives after Bates are becom¬
ing more and more important. Their college
degree must meet more and more competitive
odds in the world after Bates.
The development of computer services are
but one way to meet the increasing career orien¬
tation of students. Faculty have voiced their
fears that Bates is turning away from the arts in
favor of the natural and social sciences —areas
many view as “more practical.” Again, these
fears are valid, but they must be met with a valid
response. Upgrading facilities, expanding
faculties taking steps to examine the attrac¬
tiveness of curriculum in light of a new career
consciousness will all serve to save the
humanities.
Bates must maintain its size and reputation
and continue the high quality of its offerings.
With a cautious eye to the future, a perspective
provided by the Long Range Planning Commit¬
tee report, the institution can survive the
challenges ahead.

One of “the little things” goes sour
It’s funny how the little things are most im¬
portant to students at a small college like Bates.
The 1982 college calendar was released last
week. Now, the Bates College calendar has
never quite been a thing of beauty or a joy
forever, but it graces the walls of thousands of
alumni, hundreds of students, dozens of parents
and probably a handful of faculty for 12 happy
months each year. To many, the calendar per¬
sonified Bates.
Its 1982 rendition is awful.
Despite beautiful (and costly) color represen¬
tations of Bates — though more than a fair share
of months are topped with scenes off the cam¬
pus—and a sharp Madison Avenue layout, the
new calendar, now called “A Bates Portfolio,” is
impractical, unwieldy and probably a substan¬
tial waste of college funds.
Six separate unbound sheets of paper in a
thick bond folder (displaying silver-blue and
white, apparently the new college colors) await
those who wish to waste their time trying to stick
them on a wall somewhere. The paper is glossy
and difficult to write on. Much of the informa-

Quote of the week
“. . .an off-beat, humorous approach to colon
and rectal cancer. . . ”
_ ,
— Public relations release
accompanying public service
ad mailed by the American
Cancer Society to college
papers.

tion in the text is incorrect.
Change for the sake of change isnot progress.
For those who wish to pursue it, the 1982
“Bates Portfolio” is available in Room 2, Lane
Hall, during office hours next week.
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Different sides of Christmas
Christmas is a special time of
year.
Now that there’s snow on the
ground, at least there is some feel¬
ing of Christmas spirit within the
Bates community. In all honesty, 1
was not quite instilled with any
holiday joy on that October even¬
ing when 1 went to a local depart¬
ment store in search of a Hallo¬
ween costume. The store was deck¬
ed out in tinsel and garland and
colored bells made out of
styrofoam, and several aisles
were comprised entirely of ar-

Brian McGrory
tificial Christmas trees. These may
have been touching to some, but to
me they seemed rather premature.
I wanted a goblin outfit, and they
were pushing silver and gold or¬
naments, and some that had little
scenes of Jesus surrounded by the
three wise men, and still others of
Frosty the Snowman entering the
greenhouse which would eventual¬
ly bring upon his demise as a
frozen being.
After a frustrating search for
something to conceal my identity
for the evening’s party, 1 finally in¬
quired of a saleswoman as to
where the Halloween material was
kept.
She looked at me as if 1 had just
eaten yellow snow. “You want a
Halloween costume now? We sold
out long ago. What about a Santa
Claus suit.”
1 left the store empty-handed
amidst a chorus of “Silent NightHoly Night” ringing out from the
loudspeaker system.
Now that there’s snow on the
ground and it really is the
Christmas season, I sometimes ask
myself why I didn’t outgrow all of
this; why people in general don’t
outgrow Christmas. After all, isn’t
the holiday season a time of year
for little kids —Santa Claus,
Rudolph his ace reindeer, the
Grinch, the Charlie Brown
Christmas special, school plays?
Santa Claus still comes to my
sister’s house on a yearly basis; she
has three kids who expect him to
come. When 1 was still a believer,
we lived in Boston, and my mother
used to stand on the back porch
with me on Christmas eve and
point to a house top way off in the
distance. “There’s Santa and his
reindeer,” she’d say. 1 never could
see them, but always having been
the agreeable type, I’d say, “Oh,
yeah. 1 see him. I see him.” Actual¬
ly I made myself believe I saw him,
and we’d go back inside and
everybody was happy.
Now we live in the suburbs and

there is no more Santa Claus 1
don't even remember the last time 1
watched a Christmas special on
T.V.
Aside from this, I'm glad that I
didn’t outgrow Christmas, or that
people in general don't outgrow
Christmas. Now 1 enjoy the season
in a different way. 1 can’t help but
feel good when 1 walk through a
shopping mall and holiday songs
fill the air as wreaths and
decorated trees cover store win¬
dows and sidewalks, l ast year 1
rushed into Jordan Marsh on
Christmas Eve at about 5 PM,
and grabbed a gift wrapped box
from a large slack. Somewhere
nearby was the corresponding
model of what was actually enclos¬
ed, but 1 didn’t have time to look.
The stores were closing and I had
to get my mother something.
As it ended up, my mother loved ,
her carrot dicer —or at least she
said she did. And everybody loved
it that afternoon when my
nephews held up their toys and ex¬
claimed, “look what Santa
brought.”
Now, memories and future ex¬
pectations fill my head. There’s
Faneuil Hall Market, with snow on
the ground and bells ringing, and
people are bustling back and
forth, looking for just the right
gift, or stopping and admiring the
decorations, enjoying the holiday
spirit that takes charge and dic¬
tates the mood of the season.
Across the harbor at Logan Air¬
port men and women are dashing
about in a frenzied state. There are
planes to catch and families to go
home to.
At the same time there are those
who are home alone, who have no
family. Christmas to them is
meaningless. Instead of being
cause for joy, it serves only as a
source of depression.
Whenever I pull a candy cane
off our tree, my mother scolds me
and says that they’re for my
nephews. 1 can’t help but smile.
But sometimes, even when
walking in crowded malls —in¬
ching through throngs of festive
shoppers humming Christmas
carols as they wonder if the blue
sweater would fit Joanne or
Thomas —1 can’t help but think of
the people who are alone; w'ho
spend Christmas Eve watching
television and Christmas Day
wishing they had someone to call.
Christmas is a special time of
year.
Brian McGrory is features editor
of The Bates Student.
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Subscribe to The Student
for Christmas

It’s a great stocking stuffer at just $6.75.
What better way to keep folks or
friends informed of the events keeping
you busy at Bates?
The Student brings you highlights of
the academic activities, extracurricular,
arts, sports and entertainment at Bates,
with insightful commentary and opi¬
nion.
And now, with this offer, you can
share The Student with your parents,
siblings, relatives or friends. Act today,
and we’ll send The Student anywhere in
the U.S. for the rest of the year. And if
you pay for your subscription before

Dec. 14, we’ll mail a gift card to the reci¬
pient.
Act today. Just clip the coupon below
and send it with your payment to Box
309.
Cut and mail with payment to The Bates Stu¬
dent, Box 309, Bates College, Lewiston, ME.,
04240. Checks should be made payable to The
Bates Student.
Name_
Street address_
City_
State.
Zip.
Purchaser’s name.

Don't wait any longer. Subscribe to The Student today.
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The world from a wheelchair
by Chris Jennings
Assistant Editor
When Charlie Ferguson wheeled
himself into Dana Chemistry
Building last Tuesday, he caught
the attention of over 100 students
and his professor. Ferguson was in
a wheelchair in his effort to
understand what it would be like
to be physically handicapped at
Bates.
“When I first came up with the
idea I didn’t think it was anything
out of the ordinary,” Ferguson
said. “It would give me good
hands-on experience and a good
project for myself and the com-

facilities,” Ferguson stated. So,
for $10 he rented a wheelchair at a
local pharmacy and began his
study.
Federal law Section 504 now re¬
quires that colleges like Bates
receiving federal funds make
themselves accessible to the han¬

dicapped. The idea of the law,
Vice President for Business Af¬
fairs Bernard Carpenter told The
Student last spring, is that han¬
dicapped students not be excluded
from programs by physical bar¬
riers.
Carpenter said Adams, Parker,

Page, Hedge and John Bertram
Halls are all accessible to the han¬
dicapped, as is Wilson House.
Plans are in the works to make the
college health center accessible to
handicapped persons as well.
Ferguson said the first question
in his mind was, “where would you
live and how would you eat. Then
he realized the reason for going to
college was for an education, and
classes were the main concern.
Ferguson said he found some
dorms were accessible, but very
few classrooms were. He ventured
from Frye street to his Bio 285
class which meets in Dana 119. “I
thought I could get into Dana

“No physically
handicapped
person in their
right mind would
apply to Bates”

“When you’re in a
wheelchair,
everything at
Bates is uphill”

— Charles Ferguson

— Dave Ladderbush

munity.” The 23-year-old senior is
using his experience with the
wheelchair as a project for his
Education 362 course. Entitled
“Basic Concepts in Special Educa¬
tion,” the course deals with prob¬
lems with the physically handicap¬
ped encounter. Eerguson decided
the best way to find out was to see
for himself.
“I was curious what would hap¬
pen if a Bates student had an acci¬
dent during his college years and
was confined to a wheelchaireither indefinitely or for a matter
of weeks. I also saw the ramp out¬
side Lane Hall and two handicap¬
ped parking spaces in back of
Hathorn which gives the impres¬
sion that Bates is conscious of the
problem and has adequate

without any problem, but once
there I realized it wasn’t ac¬
cessible—the ground floor has an
outside step which is difficult to
pass. I also found the doors were
very narrow for the wheelchair,”
he continued.
The problems mentioned by
Ferguson are also noted by David
Ladderbush who needed a chair
after an industrial accident left
him with a broken leg (both bones)
and crushed theother in the sum¬
mer of 1979. After spending three
weeks in the hospital, Ladderbush
used a wheelchair from June
through late September. He went
to the administration for
assistance with his problem, and
fund them “verbally cooperative.”
(Continued on page 22)

Richard R. Regan

A Christmas
romance
Every little thing she does
is magic—
Every thing she does just
just turns me on .. .
It happen s in every man’s life at
one point or another, that allconsuming infatuation with a cer¬
tain special lady. It so dominates
his being that barely a moment
passes in a day that does not bring
some reminder of this affliction.
Eating, drinking, working and/or
sleeping are impossible without
thinking of her.
My friend Randy has received
one of Cupid’s arrows right
through the forehead. The little
sprite threw in a couple of shots to
the heart and rear end for good
measure. He wants to go out with
Joanne so badly he can taste it.
Her name appears in the AlphaBits every morning. Her face fre¬
quently appears in the picture of
the Mona Lisa he has on the wall.
Randy’s dreams are filled with
visions of his dearly beloved. The
couple fulfill every aspect of the
courtly love tradition. Sort of a
mixture of “Troilus nd Cressida,”
“Romeo and Juliet” and Ozzie and
Harriet. But just before the
climatic moment, that point where
her moist, inviting lips are to meet
his, the dream goes up in smoke.
IVeil, I’ve tried before to
tell her
Of the feelings I’ve had for
her in my heart.
Every time that I go near her
I just lose my nerve as I’ve
done from the start. . .
Joanne is an idlotrist’s dream,
pure and snow and excrutiatingly
soft-spoken. She possesses great
poise and class and her afforementioned smile could melt a truck
(Continued on page 24)

Dispelling some illusions about Bates Fabrics, Inc.
by Ben Marcus
Special to The Student
Bates Fabrics Inc. in Lewiston’s
downtown is not an example of the
socialist revolution come to
Maine. It is an example of human
resourcefullness and the flexibility
to private enterprise.
The traditional power relation¬
ships between management and
workers have not changed at the
mill despite a much publicized
‘worker buyout.’ Further, and this
is where most of the misconcep¬
tions concerning Bates lies, it is not
likely that ‘workplace democracy’
will ever take hold in the Lewiston
company.
A discussion of the history of
the worker buyout at Bates is
necessary to understand the pre¬
sent situation. Bates Fabrics suc¬
cessfully weathered a number of
potential economic disasters since
its creation in 1850. The real test,
however, as a recent study by the
Bowdoin College Economics
Department points out, “was
whether it could survive the rise of
the modern conglomerate form of
business organization.”
In 1965 Windsor Industries ac¬
quired Bates and took the name
Bates Manufacturing Company.
Windsor, incorporated in
Delaware, was a holding company
for a number of textile firms in
North Carolina, New Jersey,

Georgia and Virginia. A few years
after the acquisition, Windsor
realized that their energy-related
enterprises were returning a far
better profit on their investment
than their textile firms.
In 1975 Lewiston officials were
informed that Bates Manufactur¬
ing would be closed. The news was
hardly a surprise as workers and
city officials had noted a trend of

The Bates Mill. Student/Hall.

declining investment in the mill for
several years.
At stake in the shutdown was
the direct loss of 1,100 jobs and $9
million in payroll. Municipal taxes
would have been reduced by
$160,000 annually, added to a loss
of $90,000 to the state coffers. Us¬
ing multipliers determined by the
U.S. Department of Labor for the
textile industry it is possible to

determine that the shutdown
would have resulted in an indirect
job loss to the Lewiston area of
3,751 jobs and an indirect income
loss of $22 million. In addition,
there is the intangible but signifi¬
cant amount of psychological pain
that comes with sudden job loss.
Lewiston officials immediately
began to search for a buyer of the
mill. Several competitors in the

textile industry were interested buy
they intended to move the opera¬
tion to a southern state. City of¬
ficials and Bates’ managerial
employees began to consider the
option of an employee stock
ownership plan (ESOP). ESPO
financing provides a means of
buyout as the stocks of a company
are used as collateral for a loan.
An employee stock ownership
trust (ESOT) was set up which
then borrowed $8 million from a
Boston bank. The loan was
guaranteed by the Farm Home
Administration.
With the $8 million in hand the
ESOT purchased the assets of the
company from Bates Manufactur¬
ing. The transaction was com¬
pleted on Jan. 1, 1976, without
any interruption in the operation
of the mill.
As the loan is payed back, the
stocks used as collateral are return¬
ed to the company and distributed
to the employees. In 18 years the
majority of the stock will be in the
hands of the employees. However,
stock and thus voting rights are
distributed on the basis of wage
earnings.
Because of their higher earnings
management will maintain control
of the mill and we can see that the
term ‘worker ownership’ is a
misnomer. The union, the
Amalgamated Clothing and Tex(Continued on page 22)
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Faculty win
professional
gains

The world from a wheelchair
(Continued from page 21)
But once on campus he saw only
two major changes: a ramp leading
into Lane Hall and another placed
in Hedge Hall so he could get to
his room. He was switched from
Adams fourth floor to the base¬
ment of Hedge to help his mobili¬
ty. He said, “the administration
showed me a couple of rooms on
that floor. One was a double which
would have been about the right
si/e for a wheelchair. The room 1
lived in was smaller and not very
easy to get around in. All 1 could
do was go in, turn around and go
out. The windows were too high
also, but other than that it was a
nice room.”
Ladderbush said the administra¬
tion did not do, as much as it could
have to help him. The bathroom
was a problem and he said he
couldn’t get into the shower
because of a slight lip in the door¬
way. “1 had to come back to school
because 1 was going crazy at home.
Bates didn’t have to make it so
hard to get around.”
Ladderbush had three classes in
L. ibbey Forum during his
sophomore year, and one which
met in the Filene Room. The Libbey steps “were pretty easy,” he
said. “I could get onto my walker
and climb those steps. It was Pet¬
tigrew 1 was afraid of. 1 had to
shinny up the stairs backwards and
ask someone to give me my
walker.” Although Ladderbush
was fitted with walking casts he
was “supposed to be judicious in
using them. 1 was only supposed to
walk when necessary.”
When asked whether John Ber¬
tram Hall was accessible to the
physically handicapped, Ladder¬
bush replied, “yes, they have com¬
plete facilities in JB. but it’s
useless —it’s too far away and it’s
too hard. I could have gone in
there to live, but it’s just too far.
Plus, it’s on a hill which makes it
hard going up and going down.”
The buildings at Bates are where
both Ferguson and Ladderbush
see room for improvement.
Although Ferguson said he did not
make it around at all the buildings
he found:
1. Coram Library, Hathorn
Hall, Pettigrew,Libbey Forum and
the Chapel were all inacessible to
wheelchairs.
2. Carnegie and many of the
dorms were aeessible.
3. The Ladd Library was acessible but required a great deal of ef¬
fort to get up the hill next to Hedge
and it was too steep going
downhill.

Ladderbush agreed with these
findings and added, “1 couldn’t get
up the Library hill without so¬
meone pushing me. It’s a bit too
steep and long. Commons posed
another problem. The administra¬
tion said I could go in through the
back but it was too long a trip for
me. I used my walker to get my
meals and had friends carry my
tray.”
The changes needed to help
wheelchair accessibility are
minimal according to both seniors.
Ladderbush said a ramp on Libby
Forum would make the first floor
available, and the same is true of
Dana and Pettigrew. They both
agreed that a ramp underneath
Ladd Library would make it much
better, once the renovations are
completed. Hathorn proved to be
the only real problem, but Ladder¬
bush stated a ramp near the side of
the building would make the bot¬
tom floor accessible. Ferguson
said, “the college should make a
real effort to make the Computing
Center accesible. This would pro¬
vide a good link with the com¬
munity. Computers were a good
field for someone with a physical
disability. I think its more impor¬
tant for someone with a physical
disability to get an education
because that education will lead to
jobs using the mind rather than the
body,” he continued.
Another important factor in
wheelchair accessibility at Bates is
the weather. Maine is not the place
to be with a wheelchair. There are
too many cold days, snowy
sidewalks and icy ramps in New
England. Both students expressed
this in their interviews. “I wouldn’t
recommend Bates to anyone con¬
fined to a wheelchair,” said Lad¬
derbush, “it’s not worth the
effort.” Ferguson reiterated this,
stating, “ no handicapped person
in their right mind would come to
Bates —mostly because it’s in
Maine. The snow, ice, mud and
rain make it intolerable in my
estimation. But if you’re a senior
who has already paid for three
years of school and don’t want to
transfer because you’ll lose a year,
then you have to decide on putting
up with the winter. You might take
a semester off.”
The problems of wheelchair ac¬
cessibility begin with the location
of Bates, but if a student becomes
disabled while attending classes
there should be alternatives
available. Ferguson says, “ this is
something^hich should be looked
at and thought about. A tentative
plan should be made in case
something like this happens. The

college should try its hardest to ac¬
comodate a wheelchair student.
Right now the student has to go
out of his way to get around.” And
Ladderbush agrees saying “when
you’re in a wheelchair everything
at Bates is uphill.”
Both Ferguson and Ladderbush
remarked on the cooperation of
students to their predicament.
Each said many asked if they could
help in any way and Ladderbush
said, “it was great to see that stuff
from the students. All the little
things made me feel good. But I
still feel the only reason I made it
was because I had a limited ability
to walk.” The results were similar
with Ferguson: “I’m really glad 1
did this. It raised the awareness of
other people in the accessibility of
wheelchairs at Bates. Everyone has
handicaps —it’s just that some are
more pronounced than others.”

Four awarded
research grants
by Beth Wheatley

Staff Reporter
Hegel and Heidegger, Liquid
Chromatography, the Quecha oral
tradition and the ecology of forest
herbs are all subjects which will be
pursued by members of the Bates
faculty as a result of the recent ac¬
quisition of four research grants.
Thomas Wenzel, assistant pro¬
fessor of chemistry, obtained a
grant from the National Funding
Research Company to explore the

f

■

Prof. Tom Wenzel._

field of Liquid Chromatography.
The money awarded wil be used to
puchase equipment and chemicals
and to hire a student to aid in the
research during the summer.
In the two year period of
research, which will begin next
semester, Wenzel and several
Bates chemistry majors “will try to
improve our capability of analyz¬
ing compex chemical mixtures.”
We will try to improve the techni¬
ques, the utility of and try to
develop a new way of monitering

Dispelling some illusions about
Bates Fabrics, Inc.
(Continued from page 21)
tile Workers, has suggested a oneperson, one vote system but
management has consistently re¬
jected this proposal.
A Comparison

Despite the fact that the workers
are unlikely to gain control of the
mill the successful implementation
of the ESOP has averted a tremen¬
dous amount of human suffering.
The efforts of workers and com¬
munity leaders in Youngstown,
Ohio, to reopen a 4,100 employee
steel mill stand in marked contrast
to the success of the Bates Fabrics
experience.
The Lewiston mill produced a
nationally renowned product
whose place in the market was

firmly established. The steel mill in
Youngstown did not produce a
trademarked product; rather, it
fashioned basic steel. In Lewiston
advance notice of the shutdown
allowed the ESOP to be im¬
plemented without an interruption
in the mill’s operation and a
resulting loss of customers. In
Youngstown the community was
so surprised by the news of the
shutdown that they could not
begin to organize until after the
mill was down. Most important is
the fact that the Bates ESOP was
initiated by management while the
attempt in Youngstown was in¬
itiated by workers.
Related to this was the response
of the owners of the respective
mills to each ESOP proposal.

Dave Ladderbush.

Bates Manufacturing cooperated
fully with the effort by manage¬
ment to buy out and operate the
mill. United States Steel refused to
sell their Youngstownandit failed.
The comparison illustrates that
ESOPs were initially designed to
be a method of corporate finance.
Workers who wish to set up such a
program face innumerable obsta¬
cles not the least of which is
management’s traditional hostility
to the concept of worker owner¬
ship. The comparison also displays
the fact that Lewiston’s mill was
particularly well suited to the im¬
plementation of an ESOP.
.Though employee stock owner¬
ship plans contain the possibility
of realizing workplace democracy,
the two are by no means
synonomous.

compounds.”
Associate Professor of
Philosophy David Kolb has been
working on a book dealing with
the study of german philosophers
Hegel and Heidegger. The grant
Kolb obtained through the Na¬
tional Endowment for the
Humanities will provide him with
a stipend for a leave of absence
from September 1982 to Septem¬
ber 1983. He will work on his book
at Bates and at other college
libraries and possibly make a short
trip to Europe.
In his book Kilb will show some
of the similarities between the
views of the two philosophers. The
point of comparison of Hegel and
Heidegger will be their criticism of
certain aspects of the modern
world.
Assistant Professor of Spanish
Regina Harrison, with the help of
a grant from the Ford Foundation,
will be taking a one year leave-ofabsence starting September 1982
to write a book on the Quecha oral
tradition. Harrison previously did
research in Ecuador. In the jungle
and in the Andes she taped over
500 songs of the Incas in Quecha,
wh ich she will analyze in her
book. After taking a group of
students on 'a short term trip to
Peru this year, she will return to
the U.S. to consult with professors
from several universities and then
work towards the publishing of
her book, “Quecha Discourse and
Poetics: A Theoretical and Tex¬
tual Study.”
In her book, Harrison said, she
will discuss the function of
language and speech in the Inca
society and illustrte linguistic pro¬
perties of the Quecha language.
Although the book will be based
specifically on Quecha, its focus
will be concerned with major con¬
temporary issues.
Louis Pitelka, associate pro¬
fessor of biology received a grant
for two years of research from the
National Science Foundation in
April 1979 to study the population
ecology of forest herbs. The
$55,000 grant has enabled Pitelka
to hire a full time research assis¬
tant, employ three students for the
summer and obtain supplies and
equipment. He has worked along
with several students who are do¬
ing the research as part of their
senior theses.
Pitelka says his research “fits in¬
to the overall effort to understand
population ecology and is impor¬
tant because ecologists don’t know
how plant growth is regulated.”

Over 60 faculty members
published or read academic papers
in the last six months, according to
a report released this week by the
Office of the Dean of the Faculty.
The list does not include for¬
thcoming publications, short book
reviews, abstracts of articles writ¬
ten or paper read on campus.
Assistant Professor of Rhetoric
Robert Branham read or edited
five papers, including “Another
Brick in the Wall: The Case
Against Federal Educational Stan¬
dards” and “The Ascent of Policy
Making: Academic Debate from
1970-1980.”
In Omaha, Nebraska in
November of last year, Professor
of French Alexis Caron spoke on
“The Bates Short Term Program
in Avignon and Paris” at the Con¬
ference on American Academic
Programs Abroad.
Bates Chaplain Richard
Crocker published his article
“Alternatives to Militarism” in the
National Institute for Campus
Ministry Journal last fall.
Sociology Instructor read his
paper, “Nation, Industry and
Consciousness: the ‘New Working
Class’ in England, France and the
U.S.” at a conference of the Coun¬
cil for European Studies,
Washington, D.C.
George C. Fetter, professor of
sociology and anthropology, read
a paper on the pluralistic theory in
American race relations and on

Prof. George Fetter._

racial and ethnic conflicts in the
U.S. at two separate meeting in
Peking in April. Fetter also read
his “Job Placement and the Col¬
lege Graduate in a Capitalist Socie¬
ty” at the American Studies In¬
stitute in Nanking, China, in May.
Professor James G. Hepburn of
the Department of English
published a book entitled “Arnold
Bennett, the Critical Heritage” in
London and Boston this fall.
English Associate Professor
Anne Lee read “It is Better Farther
On: Laura Ingalls Wilder and the
Pioneer Spirit” at a women’s
studies seminar at Oxford Univer¬
sity, where she spent a sabbatical
year, in May. Donald Lent, pro¬
fessor of art, was featured at two
exhibitions, “Drawing and watercolors: 100 works” at the Universi¬
ty of Maine, Orono, last
December and at an invitational
group exhibit at the Maine Festival
at Bowdoin College.
Professor of Music Ann Scott
read her paper “Theory and Ap¬
plied Music Programs in a Liberal
Arts Setting: A Survey of 21 In¬
stitutions” at Williams College in
April. English Professor John
Tagliabur published 65 poems be¬
tween the spring of 1980 and the
summer of ’81.
John N. King, associate pro¬
fessor of English, traveled to
Budapest in June to address the
Hungarian Academy of Arts and
Sciences on “Iconoclasm and Art.”
Several members of the faculty
also read, performed, exhibited,
wrote or edited works outside their
fields.
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Special Report

The year in review
The year 1981 began —such a
short time ago —with yet another
prediction by President T. Hedley
Reynolds of an increase in tuition
at Bates.
“We’re probably going to go up
just about as much as any other
college,” Reynolds said on Jan. 12.
He blamed the increase in tuition
on increases in the prices of oil and
food and on inflation in general.
WRJR returned to the air in
mid-January after a two-and-ahalf week absence imposed by
then-General Manager John Aime
who claimed students working for
the station were stealing a large
number of albums and tapes. “The
radio station cannot act as a len¬
ding library,” he said. “When we
shut the station down, we were not
out to prove a point but just to let
everyone realize that we do mean
business.”
One DJ at ’RJR returned 79
albums he had borrowed during
the brief stint off the air. “We are
all above that kind of stupidity,”

Ronald Reagan was inaugurated
the next day, calling for an “era of
national renewal.”
With the return of the hostages,
Bates held a chapel service attend¬
ed by 180 members of the student
body, faculty, administration and
staff. President T. Hedley
Reynolds spoke at the service, say¬
ing “we are thankful that this
country may well have taken the
first step back to displaying before
the world our honored and cons¬
tant role of peacemaker.”
Plans to modify Bates’ antidiscrimination clause, finally ap¬
proved this week, were presented
to the faculty in late January. The
trustees rejected the clause within
a week, calling it unnecessary and
harboring unknown legal
ramifications.
Tuition was raised to $9,000 for
the current academic year, true to
the president’s January prediction.
At a meeting of trustees, the an¬
nual fee increased almost $1500 in
that single year.

With the change of the format
of the freshman center and a pro¬
posal to house more freshmen in
Roger Williams Hall, students
protested to the administration. In
a letter to The Student, a group of
students called the proposal
“deplorable” and said that “this
time, we intend to be heard.”
The theater department
presented “Peer Gynt” in March
with a cast of 17 students portray¬
ing more than 70 roles in 33 scenes.
When the smoke cleared around
the housing lottery in mid-March,
75 students were left without
rooms.
Soviet dissident Alexander
Ginzberg, scheduled to visit Bates
as the culmination of the Goldston
Event Soviet-American Relations
Symposium Week in March,
canceled his appearance at the last
minute when French authorities
refused to leave the country. Ginzberg’s passport had apparently
been stolen or lost.

tivity or enforcement policies.”
Diversity was cited as the
keynote of the graduating class by
Admissions Director William
Hiss. The class of 1984 included
one woman from Mainland China
and the size of the class had in¬
creased slightly from the previous
year. Of the 418 admitted to Bates,
149 received some kind of finan¬
cial aid.
At the Sugarloaf meeting in ear¬
ly fall, speakers proposed theme
houses and student balloting as
part of the discussion on “Diversi¬
ty and Homogeneity: the Search
for Community at Bates.” The
13th annual conference held at
Sugarloaf, this year’s event was
characterized by Associate Dean
F. Celeste Branham as “more con¬
centrated than last year’s.”
Officials began a review of the
freshman orientation format as a
result of complaints, particularly
from athletes who said they had
been excluded.

President Reynolds told a
chapel audience Oct. 7 that the
true significance of the assassina¬
tion of Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat the day before would not be
fully understood for some time.
“It may be a while,” Reynolds told
the 100 students, faculty and ad¬
ministrators gathered for the brief
afternoon service, “before even
educated people realize the
greatness of Anwar Sadat and,
therefore, the magnitude of
our —the world’s —loss.”
Two days later, former U.S.
ambassador to Tunisia Francis
Russell told a crowd in Skelton
Lounge that Israel would need new
allies in a world without Sadat.
Also speaking at the panel discus¬
sion, entitled “After Sadat,
What,” were Garold W. Thumm,
a specialist in international affairs,
sociology department chairman
George C. Fetter and seniors
Stephanie Weiss and Ben Marcus,
spokesperson for the Lewiston
Fire Department said the company

The ’81 Bates football squad.

From tuition increases to football
victories, 1981 fades into history
“Peer Gynt.” File photos.

Graduation in June.
Aime said after he’d fired that stu¬
dent.
An ex-Bates student, originally
a member of the current senior
class, was apprehended in New
York and charged with a wellorchestrated attempt to steal one
of the country’s finest small collec¬
tions from an art gallery there.
Brian M. McDevitt, then 20,
sought to steal the $50 million
worth of art treasures in an
elaborate scheme he concocted
with partner Michael B. Morey of
Queens. McDevitt posed as a
freelance writer and a member of
the Vanderbilt family to gain the
trust of the museum’s employees,
hijacked a Federal Express truck
and bound and gagged its driver.
The planned heist failed when the
van was caught in traffic and the
two men were arrested by police
the next day.
Just prior to the opening of the
New Year, a burst sprinkler pipe
flooded the College Store with
four to six inches of water. Exten¬
sive damage was suffered as a
result of the incident, particularly
to textbooks stored there.
On Jan. 19, the Representative
Assembly elected Jane Langmaid,
then a junior, its new president.
Langmaid beat out three other
contenders for the position, saying
in her campaign speech she had
run for the office because of a
belief in the RA, a belief in herself
and a belief in her ability to “get
the RA working again.”

After 14 years in uniform, Bates
Newly-elected RA president
Langmaid opened her first security chief Chet Emmons an¬
meeting with a toast, “to the nounced his retirment in March.
In late March, a woman student
Representative Assembly, to a
year of respect and positive at¬ was assaulted by a suspect alleged¬
titudes, a year of working hard ly wielding a knife as she left Dana
and a year of working hard Chemistry Hall.
In April, a referendum to in¬
together.”
The womens track team cap¬ itiate a pub in the Den was
tured the CBB title before a home defeated after an extensive cam¬
crowd Jan. 31, winning eight of 13 paign against the move by some
first-place positions. The mens’ student organizations.
team boasted a second-place finish
Over 800 students attended
in the state meet, also held at Bates during short term, just more
than half the total population.
Bates.
In February, Bates graduate
Treat Gallery closed the year
Deirdre Hiebert was named the with a presentation of senior art
college’s new alumni secretary, thesis work in April and May.
At his commencement speech in
chosen out of a final applicant
June, former Deputy Secretary of
pool of six candidates.
By mid-month, projected cuts State Warren Christopher told
by the Reagan Administration graduates “the true pragmatist is
loomed already as a threat to stu¬ one who understands that idealism
dent loans and financial aid op¬ is one of our vital assets in today’s
world.” During Christopher’s
portunities.
In the game that marked his speech, titled “Practical Idealism
final appearance, then-senior Bud ' in Foreign Affairs,” he said that “a
Schultz captained the Bobcats to foreign policy which neglects our
victory in a basketball finale againt values also defies our character as
the Colby Mules. The win capped a nation.” The only surprise in the
a 12-11 season with a final score of program occurred when a streaker
rushed past the 360 seniors and
81-75.
Feb. 7 saw the first home swim their families sitting before Coram
meet at Bates’ new athletic facility. Library. She was later appre¬
hended.
The meet was unscored.
A stern warning on alcohol
Afro Am and the Robinson
Players presented “Colored Girls” policy awaited returning students
in Chase Lounge in early in September, though Dean of the
February. The five-woman play College James Carignan softened
was an adaptation of the Broad¬ the blow by saying “we do not en¬
vision a great flurry of policing acway hit.

A new economics professor and
10 other new faculty members
began their work at Bates in
September and a former Portland
cop, Stanley Piawlock, was named
the new security chief.
The college announced in late
September it would house the
papers of graduate and former
Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie.
The football team, in the midst
of what was fast becoming its most
successful season in recent years,
pounded Amherst Sept. 26 by a
final score of 14-0.
At an early October dean’s
forum, problems with the rooming
system surfaced, with students
blaming Housing Coordinator
John Jenkins for the situation.
“No matter who has the job,”
Jenkins countered, “people are go¬
ing to complain.”
About 50 local residents and
Bates students joined a rally in
Auburn Oct. 3 to protest the pro¬
posed Human Life Amendment.
“Whose health, whose freedom is
really at stake here?” asked Bates
junior Kristina Swanson at the
rally.
A woman was assaulted on Frye
Street in the early morning hours
of Oct. 4 when she was grabbed by
an apparently unarmed assailant.
A suspect was arraigned at
Lewiston District Court and the
case will be heard in midFebruary.

would not respond to Bates calls
with the total complement of
equipment if false alarms con¬
tinued.
The Gay-Straight Alliance an¬
nounced Oct. 23 its plans to dis¬
band. Coordinator Bob Carr, a
senior, charged “student, faculty
and administration” with a “lack
of support” and said this was a ma¬
jor reason for his decision.
The theater department
presented the comedy “A Flea in
Her Ear” in October. Directed by
Professor Paul Kuritz, the show
boasted six performances.
The official theme house pro¬
posal was approved by the presi¬
dent Oct. 27.
Also that week, Bates radio sta¬
tion WRJR won FCC approval for
a long-awaited name change to
WRBC —Radio Bates College.
A new enrollment procedure for
limited enrollment courses jam¬
med Lane Hall during registration
week. As the week began, more
than 200 students waited over an
hour to pick up the new limited
enrollment cards at the Registrar’s
Office. Security officials were call¬
ed in to help direct traffic.
Students said “no” to the idea of
theme living at an open forum in
Chase Lounge Nov. 12. Attending
the discussion were Associate
Dean Branham, a resident coor¬
dinator and a representative of the
RA.
— Compiled from staff reports.
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The soap opera nostalgia of a Christmas romance
(Continued from page 21)
driver. And those eyes, oh those
eyes . .
Randy is always rendered a bab¬
bling idiot when he talks to her.
She likes him, but can never
understand what he’s talking
about half the time. But today is
different. He’s going to pull it all
together. Friday is that big
Christmas dance and Joanne will
be his date.
By now Randy has Joanne’s
schedule memorized. He even
knows her study habits: library,
two to four on Wednesdays. Yup,
this is it. At 1:45, he plays “Start
me up” by the Stones several times
at ceiling-cracking volume. He
walks confidently —no, he struts
— to the library.
As fate would have it, Randy
meets Joanne on her way out. The
artificial confidence he had strug¬
gled to build abandons him like a
dinghy from the Titanic.
“H-hi, Julie, I mean Joanne.
What are you doing?”
“Going to the Den, Fred, I mean
Randy, want to come?”
“Ha, ha, ha, Fred, that’s funny.
Jeez, that’s funny. The Den? With
who, me?”
“I don’t see anybody else stan¬
ding there. Come on.”
As they engage in meaningless
Smalltalk, she with Perrier and
chips and he with cranberry juice
from a can, Randy’s conscience
gives him a stiff jab in the ribs.
“Get to the point, Romeo,” he
hears Robert Redford’s voice say.
“And speaking of Victorian
poetry, w-would you like to go to
the dance with me Friday. It would
be a really swell time. I know the
band is great and — ”
“Yes.”
“ — well, I like to dress nice and
you do anyway and, well, it is
Christmas and you should be kind
to your fellow man and — ”
“Yes.” .
“ — I’m your fellow man and
you’re my fellow woman and since
you know, we’re both fellow it sorta kinda —”
“YES!”
“Huh? I mean, what?”
“Yes. I’ll go with you.”
It’s at this point that Randy’s
flailing hands send his cranberry
juice rocketing towards Joanne’s
gleaming white sweater. But, you
know, the stuff didn’t even stain it.
This is some girl.
And even though my life
before was tragic,
I know my love for her
goes on .. .
Well, the night of the dance ar¬
rives, and Randy is there with
Joanne and ready for action. They
make a beautiful couple. She is
elegant in her light green silk gown
and he’s Mr. Debonair in his
Anderson Little classic gray pin¬
striped suit.
Things are working out great. A
couple of drinks and Randy calms
down considerably. It’S about
10:30 before he realizes his fly has
been open since the party began.
It’s about time to hit the dance.
First, a couple of fast tunes,
“Stand and deliver” and “Every lit¬
tle thing she does is magic” (of
course). Then a little “Jingle bells”
to keep in the spirit of the occa¬
sion. Finally, Rod Stewart’s
“Tonight’s the night” hits the air¬
waves^ Randy spies a little twinkle
in Joanne’s eye. He sweats more
than he ever has in his life. It’s a
slow dance: the moment he’s been
waiting for for two-and-a-half
years.
The two snuggle up in the mid¬
dle of the floor. It’s beautiful, a
dream world. But fickle Lady For¬
tune decides to have a little fun. As
Randy moves his arm up Joanne’s
lissome neck for a little hugging

action, one of his oddly-shaped
buttons gets caught on the zipper
of her dress. Now, the odds of this
happening are one in 20 million,
but this doesn’t really comfort
Randy. He tries to pull anrt tug
subtly, but to no avail. The twinkle
in Joanne’s eye turns to a look of
concern.
Randy can either walk around
the rest of the night with his arm

around her neck or risk irreparable
damage by yanking the damn
thing off. “So what if it breaks the
button on my coat,” he thinks. He
makes his move and frees his arm.
Amazingly, Randy hasn’t even lost
the button. Joanne lost the zipper,
though.

exposed back. He cringes in horror
as he spots the little green zipper
dangling from his sleeve. Joanne
nearly faints. Thinking quickly,
though, our hero whirls and grabs
the sagging dress, holding the sides
together. It looks pretty natural
from the front.
The couple eventually weathers
the storm, though it takes them an
hour to get out of the building.

Randy feels the goosebumps
spread over Joanne’s substantially

They put on their coats and exit. It
was still a great night.
And when they finally stop in
front of Joanne’s house, they stare
into each others’ eyes. Her moist,
inviting lips beckon to him, holds
her in his arms, and . . . it’s
magic. But for Randy, every little
things she does is magic.
Richard R. Regan is arts editor
of The Student.

Students open game store
by Gail Fons
Senior Reporter
A new store specializing in
unusual board games has opened
on Lisbon Street. The store, Pendragon, is owned and managed by
Bates sophomore Mark Elwell,
senior James Fitzgerald, Bruce
Barrett, and Lise Carrier, a
Lewiston resident.
“We are all interested in games,”
Elwell explained, “there wasn’t
anywhere in Lewiston to find
them, and the others were too far
or had unfavorable selection and
prices ... We were interested in
making money and in the games
themselves.”
Pendrago carries 50 game titles,
including the popular medieval
fantasy game Dungeons and
Dragons. Other sets include
Traveller, a science fiction game,
The Labyrinth, another medieval
fantasy, and a variety of war
games including Diplomacy,
Squad Leader and Gettysburg.
Elwell explained that the war type
game originated in the 1950s,
simulating World War II. The fan¬
tasy games emerged during the last
decade.
The store opened on Nov. 13 in
time for the Christmas season.
“We’re very pleased with business.
Each week is better than the last, ,
and the weekends are the best,”
Elwell said. Weekends also include
weekly game sessions inside the
store. Anyone is invited to par¬
ticipate, and only occasionally is a
fee required to cover the cost of

the pieces for the more elaborate
games. Elwell explained that this
practice introduces games and the
use of them to potential
customers.
“Prices range from $3.95 to
$18.95 —the Parker Brothers Risk
game set sells for $18. It is not an /
expensive hobby at all,” Elwell
remarked. Pendrago is able to of-

fer lower or comparable prices to
other stores in the are a primarily
because their specialization and
subsequent ability to order more
merchandise.
Magazines pertaining to specific
games are also sold, one of which
is The Griffon, printed by Bates
freshman Henry Lyons, within the
next two weeks, Pendragon will be

AUBURN MALL
TWIN CINEMA
NEXT TO PORTEOUS

786-0109

selling comic books. Elwell men¬
tioned the possibility of the
elimination of standard retail com¬
ics, allowing only specialized
stores to sell them.
“This has been needed not only
for Bates, but for LewistonAuburn on the whole. We’re hap¬
py doing this sort of thing,” Elwell
said.
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Theme living proposals
submitted to deans

Bowdoin asks
disaster relief
by Joe B. Hallway

Crime Reporter
BRUNSWICK-The Bowdoin
College News Service released
word today that the school has
asked President Ronald Reagan to
declare a state of disaster at the
Brunswick campus, in the wake of
the explosive violence that occur¬
red at the Bates-Bowdoin football
game.
Bowdoin officials told reporters
at a recent press conference that
the students from Bates
“maliciously and with criminal in¬
tent willfully cooked hamburgers
and hot dogs over a number of red
hot coals in the pouring rain.” The
spokesman added “we don’t have
much of a campus, other than our
precious pine trees, so we’ve got to
be wicked unreasonable about the
(Continued on page 3)

Bowdoin security. More than just a job. It’s an adventure.

Several proposals were
presented last week for “theme liv¬
ing” arrangements during the
1982-83 academic year.
Associate Dean of Lane Hall F.
Mama Branmuffin said she was
“delighted” with the proposals.
“They are exemplary in their ex¬
tension of a conscious thematic
direction toward general and
specific perspicuity in living
facilities at Bates.”
The first proposal calls for a
theme area centered around the
concept of sex. A house with cer¬
tified firm foundations has been
requested by the group forwarding
the proposal, both of whom asked
to remain anonymous. Co-ed by
pillow, Sex House would also en¬
joy luxuries such as folding
wastebaskets to set in front of the
door and a close proximity to the

Students, profs, call Sadie sexless at forum
“Sure it’s sexless, but it’s fun,”
was the comment from one nearly
intelligent spectator at the debate
over Chase Hall Committee’s an¬
nual Neuter Hawkins Dance. The
forum, entitled “We Do Not Want
To Tell You What To Do But You
Are Ignorant and Insensitive If
You Attend” was sponsored by the
New World Coalition (NWC), the
Forum on Human Awareness
(FHA) and the Gay-Straight
Alliance (RIP).
Some 800 people attended the
annual discussion which has
become more popular than
General Hospital Update here,
consistently drawing better than
everything from poetry readings to
subversive publications meetings
to presidential debates.
“As an anthropologist I look
upon the Neuter Hawkins Dance
as an expression of archaic
ritualistic attitudes that could be
safely eradicated with proper
brushing,” commented Professor
Longrange Damnfilth, “it’s frigg¬
ing ridiculous!”
“I am a sexist!” declared Pro¬
fessor Less Tobang,“and don’t any
of you immature males forget it.
Hey, I see you there in the corner
snickering at me. Yeah, you,

bushy. Oh sorry honey, I didn’t
recognize you. Don’t worry, I’ll
have supper on the table when you
get home.
“Anyway, any dance whose
basic underlying theme does not
encourage sexist thinking is. an in¬
sult to males, females, Howard
Cosell, goats, chickens, bushes
logs, and buildings. Anything with
a sense of dignity. It’s a disgrace to
this college. It hurts my ego, too”
CHC president Boob McSpleen
issued this statement:“Chase Hall
Committee is just providing
wholesome entertainment for the
entire campus. We don’t know
nothing about no sexlessness. Are

At one point, the meeting was
interrupted by a group of students
who performed erotic exercises to
protest the upcoming dance. This
was when Assistant Dean Jimmy
Reesecup stepped in to take
charge. “I think that all the guys
and all the girls should get
something straight between
them — I mean — uh — I don’t know
what I mean.”
The meeting mercifully ended in
the 15th round without a decision.
Plans were made, though, for the
53rd annual forum to be held next
year, same time, same place, and
after the decision to hold the dance
has already been reached.

Rooming coordinator competent—students
by John Unskilled

Staff Reporter
Allegations of efficiency,
beneficence, and extreme com¬
petence have been directed by an
overwhelming number of students
at Bates’ housing administration.
John Pumpkins, coordinator of
housing, has denied the charges.
Though the first semester is
nearly over, administrators were

This Week
Someday, inside The Lempoon:
RA meets, discusses, decides,
votes and refers to committee.
Page 2.
Special Report: students beat
parking tickets by going JYA.
Page 3.
Rolling Stones plan Bates stop
on world tour. Arts and Entertain¬
ment, page 8.
Mating moose wreck more
havoc —Dateline: Lewiston, page
2.
Tuition up $3,000 more; presi¬
dent’s house rebuilt. Page 5.
Parts nobody reads. Pages 4-6.
College Republicans distribute
more literature answered by other
groups followed by a letter from
the College Republicans answered
by the editor criticized by other
groups supporting the College

you satisfied yet?” FHA members
groaned and sigh.
When queried about the filth
and obscenity associated with call¬
ups, McSpleen replied, “Oh we’ve
taken care of that. CHC has taken
control. We’ll make all the dates
for everyone. And we’ll charge
anyone who comes to the dance
with anything but a sexless
costume an extra $4 at the door.
Are you satisfied yet?”
FHA members sighed and
groaned. Webbed Harrison, head
football coach, announced, “with
the kind of season we’ve had, we
have nothing to be ashamed of.
I’m satisfied.”

Republicans. Pages 4, 6 and 27.
Typographical error. Page 11.
Articles with dirty words in
them. Find them yourself. Tch.
Pedantic editorials. Page 7.
Next time in The Lempoon:
Stories that are funny. Well,
maybe. At least a few. Funnier
than this one, anyway.
INDEX
Arson Entertainment.Page 93
Arts Dates.Page 14 Vi
BatesDates.Page 1.8
SportsDates.Next week
Figs and Dates.Does anybody
Heavy Dates.ever really
Heavy Breathing..read this?
Sports.Wrong page
Filler.Index

startled to learn that not a single
complaint had been lodged by any
student. In fact, the Office of the
Dean of theCollege, said the Office
of the Dean of the College, had to
be vacated to make room for
several hundred bouquets of
flowers and Hallmark “Job-welldone” cards.
The bulk of the acclaim centers
on what students see as Pumpkins’
creative flair in the administra¬
tion’s new policy of allowing the
housing coordinator to assign
room himself.
The praise comes despite the ad¬
ministration’s open declaration
that it hired Pumpkins solely for
his reputation as a hatchet man,
whom it hoped to use as little more
than a tool by which it could iden¬
tify students unhappy with their
rooming situations, in order to
make things even less comfortable
for them.
Commented one student,
scotch-taping a cryon portrait of
Pumpkins on the administrator’s
door, “Sure I’ve heard the rumors,
but I just can’t believe them. If
you’re friends with John Pump¬
kins, you’ll get a room.
“I know he’s only looking out
for the best interests of the
students,” he added.
Pumpkins sighed when he heard
this praise. “That simply is not
true. I’ve done everything in my

power to screw these students
over, but nothing I do seems to
phase them.”
Even rooms that in years past
have been deemed by students at
least desirable now are acceptable
to everybody. One such location is
the Adams Game Room, tradi¬
tionally used as a dumping ground
for excess freshmen. The present
residents, however, have yet to
voice even a hint of unhappiness.
Said one, Maria Cologne, “I’m a
senior woman. I wanted a single,
but through Pumpkins’ foresight I
ended up here, and it suits me
fine.”
She acknowledged that living
with three male freshmen in the
same room—in addition to , some
160 more in the whole dorm—“is a
challenge at times, but for the
most part, it’s great. I’ve never
been so busy.”
What pleases Cologne and
others is that such an arbitrary
system, so seemingly susceptible to
administrative abuse, is function¬
ing so well.
Said a senior woman, who asked
to be identified (but she’s such a
geek that the editors declined),
“I’m nonplussed —that is to say,
flabbergasted —at Pumpkins’ corruscating manipulation of the
situation.”
(Continued on page 6)

Health Center for easier access to
contraception peer counseling.
Participants would be excused
from taking any 8am classes.
Potentially the most popular
theme living space proposed last
week is the theme house haters’
house. This residence, which
would probably be located in
Hedge, JB, Page, Parker, Rand,
Roger Williams, Adams, Chase
House, Cheney House, Clason
House, Davis House, Frye House,
Hacker House, Herrick House,
Howard House, Leadbetter
House, Milliken House, Mitchell
House, Moulton House, Parsons
House, Pierce House, Small
House, Smith, Stillman House,
Turner House, Webb House,
Whittier House, Wilson House,
Women’s Union and Wood Street
House is expected to resemble the
normal living arrangements of
American college students, and
even, in some cases, adults. One
drawback to the proposed theme
house haters house is that it would
leave only two rooms in 143 Wood
(Continued on page 6)

Bates apathy:
who cares?
Last week several children died
in India, refugees continued to
pour out of Afghanistan and more
innocent men and women were
gunned down in El Salvador.
Who cares? No one here.
“If I cared about everyone that
got a little dead,” commented
Representative Assembly queen
Jean Milkmaid, “I wouldn’t have
any time to award plaques to Den
employees.
“Obviously, to the students per-

News analysis
sonally it is not more important
than what they are doing,” she
continued in her incredibly loud
voice, adding, “perhaps people are
more concerned with sex, money
and drugs.”
“There seems to be a need to do
anything to bother students just to
bother them,” added F. Mama
Branmuffin, disassociated dean of
Lane Hall. Branmuffin added that
unwarranted censures, silly hous¬
ing concepts and an overbearingly
complex vocabulary “could go a
long way to improve the current
situation as it now stands.”
She saw next month’s random
explusion lottery as an excellent
method of offending students. “I
think frankly this has the potential
to rile,” Branmuffin said, noting
that, as in all decisions to come
from her office, there would be no
reasoning or student input involv¬
ed.
Branmuffin assigned the lack of
interest in last month’s Conversa¬
tions after Sugarloaf to two fac¬
tors. She admitted students who
had attended September’s
Sugarloaf conference were once
(Continued on page 4)
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_Bates Briefs_
School changes motto and crest
PRESIDENT T. HADLEY
REYNOLDSWRAP
AN¬
NOUNCED TODAY that the
crest and motto of Bates College
will be changed, effective June
5, 1982. Reynoldswrap, reading
from a prepared statement, said
the changes were made so as to
“show the rest of the world that
Bates is keeping up to date with the
outside world and reflecting the
vital concerns of the day.” By
unanimous vote, the administra¬
tion and faculty have decided to
change the words “Academia
Batesina” to “Academia
Bohemia,” in light of the recent
rise in matriculation of this type of
students. Further changes include
replacing the hackneyed Latin
phrase “Amore Ac Studio” with
the more modern “In Valium,
Veritas.” The crest will be
redesigned accordingly: the small

lamp at the top will be replaced by
a Bic Butane ligher, often seen at
rock concerts. Since Bic Butanes
are inexpensive and easily obtain¬
ed, they represent, in Reynoldswrap’s words, “the universality
and cosmic equality of each stu¬
dent here at Bates.” He added that
it also represented the administra¬
tion’s view of the faculty: inexpen¬
sive and easily obtainable. The
book in the right hand corner of
the crest will be replaced with a
skeleton head and a lightening bolt
and the skull will be surrounded by
red carnations. This picture is to
represent “Music and the Arts.”
Directly below the skull and carna¬
tions, in the space where the staves
of wheat now stand, a small
“Bogota Maple leaf’ will be in¬
serted. Reynoldswrap said this
symbolized that “each of us is
always growing and getting in tune
with, like, you know, everything.”
THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN
OF THE COLLEGE announced
last week the inception of the
Putney Reading and Study Skills
Program which will begin in
January. The fee for the program
is $125, primarily to pay for the
mailing sent to students during
their Thanksgiving break. Most
students surveyed last week said

they received the information but
“couldn’t figure it out,” “didn’t
understand it” and “don’t read
things anyway” but “don’t need a
course like that ’cause I study good
already.”
ERIC WOLLYMAN OF THE
BATES DEPARTMENT OF
ASTRONOMY announced last
week what he termed a
“remarkable discovery” of “great
interest to the Bates College com¬
munity.” At a press conference
Tuesday, Woolyman announced
the discovery of another planet,
explaining it has has a series of col¬
ored bands encircling it and even a
large red spot on its gaseous sur¬
face. If Woolyman’s theory is cor¬
rect, this wold be the fifth planet
from the sun ever to be observed
by man. When asked, however, if
it might, indeed, be Jupiter,
known to every scientist since an¬
cient times, he claimed there was
no such planet and refused to res¬
pond to the question, calling it a
“vicious rumor” started by “some
sick humanities major trying to
undermine science.” Woolyman
showed reporters the college
observatory at the top of Carnegie
Science Hall, demonstrating the
telescope which he said is the pride
of the department. It was built by
Maintenance in the 1930s by
welding a series of garbage cans
together, he explained.

Cohen won an audience with the
Ayatollah Khomeini and awarded
him the “honorable mention in be¬
ing nice to children” and “respect
for world diplomacy.” Cohen’s
next stop was Poland, where he
gave an award to Stanislaw O’Reil¬
ly, the government’s management
consultant, for “excellence in labor
relations.” Moscow was next,
where Leonid Brezhev won the
“subjugating Afghanistan with
zeal” award. Washington was the
most recent stop, with an award
for “handling the media” to David
Stockman, “diplomacy in personal
relations” to Alexander Haig,
“concern for the environment”
and “untiring efforts to preserve
it” to James Watt, “arranging in¬
terviews with Japanese reporters”
to Richard Allen and “concern for
social programs” to Ronald
Reagan. Reagan also won Cohen’s
“most verile male over 70” award
and Nancy Reagan was cited for
“interior decorating on a budget.”
When asked who would be the
recipient of his next effort, Cohen
replied “I don’t know. No one
returns my calls.”

AMIDST STUDENT PRO¬
TESTS, faculty resignations, and
alumni complaints, the ad¬
ministrations has moved its offices
from Lane Hall to Fiske Lounge in
Rand. Dean of the College J.W.
Cardigan stated, “ the administra¬
SENIOR THOMAS VANNAH
tion is overworked and under¬
WRBC TO BECOME WRJR
paid. We want to party for a
change.” F. Mama Branmuffin,
MOOSE ATTACKS EDITOR
associate dean of the college,
stated, “it’s about time the il¬
GILLETTE 105
literate population of Bates Col¬
THE CLOSET OF THE OFFICE
lege recognized the appalling con¬
OF THE SECRETARY OF THE
ditions under which we are com¬
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE
pelled to work. Fiske Lounge will
COLLEGE
provide us with the necessary
changes to make working condi¬
tions acceptable in the didactic
BATES ALUMNUS ROB sense of the term.” In addition to
COHEN, well-known for his the move, the administration has
presentation of an award on announced plans for a $9.3 million
behalf of The Bates Student to renovation. The plans call for new
deposed president Richard Nixon expansive offices that will use the
in 1979, has remained in the new suite concept. Because the new
ever since his brief and unhappy 1 Rand renovation will have top
stint as a student at Bates. Cohen priority for funds, all monies
traveled to Libya upon his gradua¬ designated for the expansion of
tion to present an award to Libyan the library have been diverted. The
leader Moamar Qadafi for “efforts latest estimated date for comple¬
in international peace” and “ex¬ tion of the library project is Jan.
ceptional public relations in 29, 1988. The Rand renovation is
western bloc countries.” Cohen’s scheduled for completion in Oc¬
next stop was Tehran, where he tober. “The suite concept should
met with the Shah of Iran and provide for greater communica¬
presented a citation for “outstan¬ tion between all of us. We’re even
ding efforts on behalf of the thinking of having theme recep¬
world’s poor” and “getting your tion areas. It’s all very exciting and
son into Amherst.” The next day, innovative,” Cardigan com¬
when the Shah was deposed, mented.

World News Capiufes
Brady returns to job
RONALD
REAGAN’S
FORMER PRESS SECRETARY,
James “I’ve got half a mind to
leave this job” Brady, recently
returned to the White House.
Wearing the latest in salad dress¬
ing, the man Reagan described as
“my favorite vegetable next to cat¬
sup” drooled excitedly while Mrs.
Reagan stroked his shaved head.
The first lady, adopting that in¬
credibly stupid smile she always
seems to have, took time to assure
Brady that frontal lobotomy was
no big thing.
GERMANY REUNITED
WAR DECLARED
FORTY-THREE

A PROPOSAL TO OUTLAW PHYSICAL PLANT Philip H.
THE CUTTING of human finger¬ Kettledrum was indicted by the
nails was introduced in Congress Justice Department in Washington
last week by Senator Jesse Over- last week for accepting kickbacks
the-Helm. “They’re alive and no on dorm damage work. Ket¬
one asks them if they want to be tledrum, who was unavailable for
cut,” the senator said, adding “ the comment, said in a prepared state¬
only fingernails in favor of being ment released through his lawyer
cut are still on the fingers.” The that the charges was rigged “by
proposal, dubbed the Human that Cardigan fellow” to remove
Fingernail Amendment (HFA) has him from his job. “He always
been opposed by the Bates Forum wanted to be charge of dorm
on Human Awareness (FHA). damage,” Kettledrum said. “But I
Nevertheless, the movement to told him the watchmen wouldn’t
outlaw Medicaid purchases to carry guns, and TV cameras in
toenail clippers is gaining momen¬ hallways were uneconomical. It’s
tum.
just insult after insult: first an
BATES’ OWN DIRECTOR OF energy coordinator and now this.”

I like Carl Straub this much,”
Vice President George Bush told

the Bates College Republicans
Tuesday. Republicans/Haig.

College Republicans
talk about sex
by Brian Hangover

Anarchist
Speaking to a forum on human
sexuality sponsored by the Bates
College Republicans, BCR vice-

News Bureau
confirms

Today
is Friday
The Bates College News Bureau
has announced that, although the
day actually began at midnight
(when Thursday ended), most
students would not notice the
change until they woke up about
an hour after sunrise.
Members of the administration,
the release explains, won’t official¬
ly notice the new day until they
report to work at approximately
8:30 am, though some may notice
the development prior to that
time. Members of the faculty, it
continued, would probably never
notice the change, though it’s pro¬
bably the most exciting thing that’s
happened at Bates all year.
Officials at Brunswick Naval
Air Station have confirmed the oc¬
curence and agree that today is, in¬
deed, Friday.
Contacted for his comments,
Bates President T. Hadley
Reynoldswrap was quoted as say¬
ing “ well, I guess this means we’ll
probably have classes and then
everybody will go home and it will
be dark.” Reynoldswrap quickly
added, however, that “I don’t see
any problems stemming out of this
development. Ever since I arrived
here 14 years ago we have had
Fridays and I’m sure we will go
right on having them.”
Dean of the College James W.
Cardigan said of the news, “it is
the firm hope of this office that the
recent developments specified by
the News Bureau will not
culminate in disciplinary viola¬
tions or other such insubordina¬
tion of routine which may result in
social or academic equanimity.”
Associate Dean F. Mama Branmuffin, meanwhile, called for
more action on the part of the Ad¬
missions Office to recruit students
on Friday. “It is obvious that too
few students at Bates were ac¬
cepted or recruited on Friday,” she
explained. “I think we’re neglec¬
ting a very important dav.”
In a late-breaking development,
The Student has learned that
tomorrow will be Saturday, accor¬
ding to Webbed Harrison, Bates’
football coach.

president J.W. “Skip” Ripple III
said he has discovered that sex in
college is “good, all-American fun,
like eating warm apple pie with
vanilla ice cream dripping down
the sides.”
The forum, attended by approx¬
imately 200 leering students, most
of whom were Republicans or
future Republicans, was held at
what Ripple described as “a whim.
I suddenly had the strangest urge. I
wanted to just get up in front of a
crowd and talk about sex,” he said.
Many members of the audience
were suprised at Ripple’s un¬
characteristically relaxed attitude
during the course of his speech. At
one point he even removed his
glasses, placed them on the
podium, and clasped his hands
together. “Let me make one thing
perfectly clear,” he remarked. “Sex
at Bates is nothing to be ashamed
of—even for a Republican.”
He continued, saying, “You can
only elicit so many signatures for a
Poland petition, or distribute only
sc many handouts on El Salvador
before you just get tired of it all
and want to hop into the sack with
a fellow Republican.”
At this point, Ripple called to
the podium BCR president Muffy
Stockman who he described as
“my future wife and present sex
partner.”
“The rumors are true,” Ripple
said. “Muffy and I have decided to
get married. I originally announc¬
ed my engagement at a College
Republicans meeting last month,
but now I have decided to let the
world know.”
Ripple claims he has never been
happier. “Ever since that winter
afternoon when we did it all while
watching Reagan’s inaugural ad¬
dress, I knew we were meant to be.
My life has been paradise ever
since.
Stockman smiled longingly at
her husband-to-be and remarked
that her life “was also heaven. I in¬
troduced J.W. to mother and she
said I was so lucky to find a man
like him who must be a tiger in bed
and surely will make a terrific pro¬
vider for the family.
“With J.W. in my life,”
Stockman continued, “the prob¬
lems of the world don’t seem so
close. Poland has never been fur¬
ther from my mind.”
Ripple agreed, saying, “When
the lights go out and the door gets
locked and Muffy lets her hair
down all the way to the nape of her
neck, I just forget all about voter
registration, canvassing, head¬
quarter work, debates, literature
distribution and research.”
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Bowdoin asks disaster relief

by J.A. Christopher

Sports Editor

A dejected Larry DiGeareasthoeaimmino leaves the field,
“Dige,” who won the Golden
Helmet award, UPI all-star ap¬
pointment, Kodal All-American

honors, ECAC all-star designa¬
tion, the Nobel Prize for
Literature and was named Time
man of the year, told reporters, “I
really wanted a Longines.”_

by ramming the padded arm into
their face. Spiked gloves will also
keep the other team aware of the
goal crease and its keeper “who’s
boss,” as one player explained.
The final and perhaps most im¬
portant change will be the elimina¬
tion of annoying referees. When
asked why the refs were cut, Trap
stated, “nobody knew what they
blew the whistles for anyways so
now we can get down to some
serious hockey.”
The 1982 season begins on
September 12 on the practice foot¬
ball field against Smith College for
women. The football field has
chosen after Oxihatis realized
what a disadvantage its uneven

surface was for opponents. One
player was heard to complain,
“that old field was for a bunch of
sissies anyways. Why it was so easy
to play on we all got lazy and
started passing the ball rather than
shoving it down the other slobs’
throats!!”

The truth behind
a wonder drug
For only five dollars a shot,
athletes have found a new miracle
drug which not only alleviates pain
in injuries, but also provides them
with some technicolor side effects.
The drug is LSD and it is now be¬
ing used by athletes as well as
bohemians.
The most avid proponents for
the wonder drug are frisbee
players. Often nagged by exams
and a general aching in the head
these athletes claim that only a
small dose of LSD taken orally
clears up most problems and even
makes the condition of the^
universe much more liable.
One athlete who said he suffered
from cramping of the calf muscles
tried the as-yet untested drug to
stop the pain. He commented the
effects were “fantastic, and this
proves wrong the theory that peo¬
ple who take drugs are only jog¬
gers and NFL halfbacks.” After
his interview with The Lempoon
the athlete proceeded to jump a
40-story building, exclaiming,
“see, I can fly.” The late athlete
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More protection at home games

New rules for
field hockey
take effect
Bates Athletic Director Booby
Trap announced today that the
format of women’s field hockey
will be changed slightly for the
1982 season.
Among the changes is the addi¬
tion of checking to the already
fast-paced game.
Women will
be allowed to throw hips and
elbows into opponents in an effort
to score more points in a game.
Also, the women may use cross
body checks with the aid of their
sticks to enhance the game’s
physical nature. Goalies may
check any player who comes
within three feet of the front of the
net.
Another important amendment
to current rules is the increased use
of the stick. Field hockey members
may use the curved stick as both an
offensive and defensive weapon.
Tripping will be allowed within a
30 yard radius of the goal, as well
as stick checking to the arms and
shins. Coach Wino Oxihatis said
the Bates squad should use the new
rules to take advantage of their
skills. She said Bates will begin to
recruit larger, stronger and hairier
women to play for the Bobcats.
Steroids will be offered in the din¬
ner line. “With these im¬
provements, Bates will be a divi¬
sion 3 powerhouse,” the coach
remarked.
Goalkeepers will have more pro¬
tection under the new format. The
goalie will keep the thick leg pads
she now wears, but she will also
have a large rubberized shield
under her jersey for torso protec¬
tion as well as a handgun and two
secret service guards. The goalie
will also have thick foam arm
pads, similar to those worn by
NFL linemen. The pads can be us¬
ed to persuade unwanted op¬
ponents to vacate the goal mouth

_

was a pioneer in black market drug
testing.

(Continued from page 1)
possibility of a fire hazard.”
When confronted with an
eyewitness who saw several open
fires started by Bowdoin alumni,
the spokesman said, “well, its not a
fire hazard then, is it? Bowdoin
fires don’t burn pine trees, Bates
fires burn pine trees. You know,
like guns don’t kill people, people
kill people.”
Four Brunswick police units and
a hook and ladder truck responded
to the scene in minutes, and they
had the hibachi out in a matter of
hours. The Brunswick fire chief
commented, “I’ve seen tougher.”
Brunswick Security Chief Roga
St. Pete told us his staff would
have folded under the pressure,
had it not been for their SWAT
training. “What really upset us was
when the Batesies used the college
library as a giant urinal” stated the
security chief, “but then I popped
a few in the face with my night
stick and felt much better. ”
“Most of them were drinking
cans of beer while eating their
hamburgers. We were just flab¬
bergasted,” reported one of the
more homely Bowdoin security of¬
ficials.
When students tried to explain
to one security officer the tradi¬
tional aspects of the day, and that
the same happens when Bow¬
doin plays at Bates, the security
chief told reporters, “ayuh. But
this is Bowdoin College in
Brunswick, Maine.” When told
about the Bowdoin alumni cook¬
ing on their open fires, the security
spokesman added, “No comment,
but I would like to reiterate that

this is Bowdoin College in
Brunswick, Maine.”
President Ronald Reagan has
not yet responded to Bowdoin’s
urgent plea for disaster relief. He
has, however, contacted Bates
College coach Webbed Harrison
inquiring as to the availability of
season tickets to Bates football,
1982.

Booters win division 1 title
by Ruff Joy

Junior Reporter
The Bates soccer team com¬
pleted its first undefeated season
by tromping division 1 champion
UConn 4-2 at home last week.
Bates Football Coach Webbed
Harrison said it “was a great way
to finish a spectacular effort by the
whole squad.”
The Bobcat offense came to life
this year when all-everything
Lawrence DiGearesathoeaimmino
switched from football to play for¬

ward and scored 20 goals in the
team’s 12 games. In only one year
DiGearesthosaimmino set six of¬
fensive marks for the squad. He
had eight assists to place him on
the top 10 list of division 1 soccer.
The addition of DiGeareasthoeaimmino took Bates from obscuri¬
ty to the first undefeated soccer
team in Bates history. Harrison
commented, “Larry’s an excellent
athlete, and he can play almost any
sport with ease. We will miss him
next year.”
Next up for the Bobcats is an in¬

The FDA has not approved the
drug yet because the rats tested
have been unaffected by massive
overdosing, though they do have
severe sight distortions when plac¬
ed in a maze.
LSD is a miracle drug for some
but it is still being shunned by the
pro world because of its bitter
garlic aftertaste, according to
Bates football coach Webbed Har¬
rison. If it can pass through FDA
red tape pharmacies should carry it
as soon as next summer. Get the
frisbees out.

Great game

Gridders win
by Jeffy LeRoy

Transfer Student
LEWISTON, Maine-It was a
great game. You shoulda been
there. Web Harrison, Bates foot¬
ball coach, had no comment.
The score was 15-11. Bates won.

Brunswick officer scouts for Libyan assassins.__

New recruits plan soccer strategy on Garcelon Field.

door season. Play will take place in
Bryant Gumbel Arena, erected
this past year on the site of Cam¬
pus Avenue Gym. The squad will
take on the likes of Philadelphia
Textile, San Francisco, St. Louis,
Long Island and Indiana. Har¬
rison said, “ we think this tourney
will give us a good chance to move
up to division 1 soccer. Division 3
is nice, but we need some competi¬
tion and these teams should help
with that.”
Soccer coach Giddy Gutless had
no comment.
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RA motions to adjourn meeting until next week
by Gail Storm
Staff Reporter
A proposal to extend weekly
meetings from the standard one
hour to three hours was discussed
at Monday’s meeting of the

Representative Assembly.
President Jean Longwind in¬
itiated discussion of the proposal,
and quibbling continued for 30
minutes. The use of each addi¬
tional minute provided by the twohour extension was a major con-

troversy. The possibility of
organized yawning sessions and
workshops on the art of verbosity
were suggested. No consensus on

The motion was then passed,
and a vote followed.

News analysis

Bates apathy
(Continued from page 1)
again bored to tears and added
that the conversation program was
badly scheduled, at noon on
Thanksgiving Day.
During the same week,
however, several Bates students at¬
tended special dinners at their
homes.
“In a time when students realize
that this year’s special Commons
Thanksgiving dinner was in¬
credibly lousy compared to past
efforts, they often seek to stuff
their faces,” Branmuffin explain¬
ed.
Some students, however, ex¬
pressed a profound interest in
world hunger, especially in coun¬
tries the Soviet Union does not
control.
“I’m very concerned about the
situation in San Salvador,
especially in the capital city
Managua,” explained Dina Sliver,
student activist-at-large. “I got
tired of Guatemala after about
four hours. I mean all those
bodies — they’re so icky. Besides,
they were all killed with
Kalashnikovs, so who cares?”

to vote on the extension proposal.
There was a five-minute discussion
of the motion, and a vote was
taken.

“I think apathy is fun” said
another student, “but I don’t really
care.”
Queried about starving
children, a tall, barefooted student
advised “ shoot ’em, put ’em out of
their misery.” He explained,
however, that he was only joking.
“Why bother? They’ll die soon
enough anyway.”
Bates football coach Webbed
Harrison refused to comment,'- any point was reached.
A motion to end discussion was
asking only “where is that kid
made;
a vote was then taken and
Jeff? I’ll kill him if he quotes me
the motion passed. Discussion
wrong.”
ceased. Longwind made a motion

Over 80 percent of the represen¬
tatives were in favor of the pro¬
posal. An amendment to the pro¬
posal allowing for the extension of
more hours if necessary in the
future was approved as well.
The decision was sent to com¬
mittee for further review.
Minutes
A motion was made to adjourn,
but not seconded. Publicity was
discussed, referred to committee,
considered useless, and thus all
present voted in favor of handing
over this great responsibility to the
RA Executive Committee.
Motion was made to adjourn,
but not seconded. The Committee

Budweiser beer We know ofn
,er which costs so muck to >
,00d Aqeinc, produces a tost,
uou Will find in no other aJ

The World?

iUDWEISER?

Renowned

Scoreboard
Football: Bates 70.Tufts 0
Bowdoin 0..Colby 0
Pitt 48.Penn St. 14
Patriots 27.Dallas 26
Patriots 32.Miami 30
Bates 14.Patriots 13 (OT)
Celtics 1.Toronto 0
All other stats are being printed in Foxboro
and have not been returned yet.

Classifieds
FOR SALE:
German shepherd. Likes children but will
make do with Alpo.
JOB OFFERED:
Looking for a safe job? We’re doing on on
Friday. Call Fingers, Doc or Jon.
FOR SALE:
Used furniture. Once used in a newspaper
office. Call Tom, Jon or Bob.
NOTICE
The library will be close next week due to
lack of interest.
FOR SALE
It’s like, I’m selling all these, like,
demonstration signs. Pink, pea-green, other
pastel, like, colors. Really neat ones. Will
trade for bubble bath crystals or Tom Col¬
lins mix. Dina Sliver, Box 1117.
PERSONAL
College president, WSM, seeks WSF or BSF
for sports, seaside walks, Pina Coladas and
Eddie Rabbit. Preferably mature (19-21 or
40-55) with good features. Please submit
photo and “Why I Want to Make Love to the
President” essay to Lane Hall.
FOR SALE
Four cases of burned-out light bulbs. We
can’t figure out how to use them. Maybe you
can. Best offer. Office of the Energy Consul¬
tant.
WANTED
Consultant to the Energy Consultant. Must
know something about energy. Rush your
resume (it’s freezing in here!) to Office of the
Energy Consultant, Lane Hall.
WANTED
Used crown. Inexpensive but nice. Apply
James Cardigan, Lane Hall.
WANTED
(desperately) Taste and talent, writing skills
preferred but not necessary. Contact Bates
Lempoon, Box 801.
WANTED
Male, must be over 6’, 9” and able to put lit¬
tle orange ball in round hoop consistently.
And must submit easily to authority figure.
Contact “Wiggy,” Alumni Gym.

This week’s Spudweiser athlete of
the week is Bates president T.
Hadley Reynoldswrap. Reynoldswrap, or “Hadley” as the boys in
the locker room call him, captains
Bates’ successful team of division
III administrators, leading the
fast-paced action with break-

aways, fakes and continual sidelining. Off the court, Hadley is
talented as well, expertly walking
the tightrope between high quality
standards of excellence and
something a little closer to Colby.
Bobcat T. Hadley Reynoldswrap,
this Spud’s for you!

on Committees was excused at this
point for an important but
unknown reason. At this point, a
short, restful break was in order
and duly taken.
After returning from said short,
restful, duly-taken break, so¬
meone made a profound statement
which everyone forgot quickly.
It was mentioned that Assistant
Dean James Reesecups could not
attend the meeting due to incle¬
ment weather.
Motion to adjourn was made,
seconded and defeated, 2-0. Some¬
one noted that it was, indeed, in¬
clement, and thus motioned once
again to adjourn in the direction of
the door.
The motion was seconded.
General consent was heard from
the floor. The ceiling agreed, but
the desk and chair questioned the
quorum. A roll call was taken and
the meeting was ajourned on a
vote of 3-2, with the desk and chair
dissenting. All present then
preceeded each other out the door.
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Rolling Stones weak in Fiske contra-dance
The Rolling Stones Contradance, Fiske Lounge, Saturday,
Dec. 5, 1981. A Don Law Produc¬
tion.
In another attestation to their
unpredictability and general bad
taste, The Rolling Stones surprised
everyone with an appearance at
Bates Saturday in Chase Lounge
for a Contra-dance.
Billing themselves as Rodney
and the Ramrods, the Stones had
their problems blistering through a
scintillating four-hour set that sent
many home in utter disbelief. “I
was psyched for Rodney and the
Ramrods,” said one in attendance.
“Who the hell are these guys?”
“These dudes are old enough to
work security at Bowdoin,” com¬
mented one disgruntled female,
about 5’ 11”, long blonde hair, and
a figure that would melt in your
mouth. “Six-and-two is okay,”
Bates football coach Webbed Har¬
rison said, “but 7 and 1 would have
been better.”
Mick Jagger, looking 40 but
sounding 80, bounded around the
stage in a futile attempt to force
people to dance. Keith Richards,
fresh from a return bout with the
Grim Reaper, was surprisingly
agile, despite undergoing a blood
transfusion on stage.
A pre-concert dinner of
quaaludes and Luiggi’s chili
rendered guitarist Ron Wood en¬
tirely useless for the evening. At
one point early in the second set
Wood plunged head first into the
bass drum of Charlie Watts,

necessitating a 30-minute delay
while roadies attempted to extract
him. Watts complicated matters
by refusing to cease playing during
the procedure. “I’m in a groove, I
can’t hear you. Leave me alone,”
he commented.
Much interest was created by the
unusual full-size statue which was
placed near the back of the right
side of the stage. A closer look
revealed that it was none other
than bassist Bill Wyman, “just do¬
ing his own thing.”
This show proved one thing:
that this bunch of pompous
geriatric should hit the wheelchairs

and start discussing the weather or
something. They smelled to high
heaven. People were playing cards
in the middle of the dance floor.
They churned out some of their
old hits like “Start My 19th Ner¬
vous Breakdown,” “Honky Tonk
T&A,” “Emotional You”, “You
Can’t Always Get Brown Sugar,”
“It’s Only Satisfaction,” and
“Street Fightin’ Beast of Burden,”
but to no avail. Everyone was
apathetic.
The Rolling Stones made it to
Bates College 10 years too late.
-Rory R. Rockwell Cntraceptive peer counselors at work. Student/Kalma.

Theater department presents 47-hour Lear
The Bates College Department
of Theater and Rhetoric presents
King Lear, continuous engage¬
ment to fall, 1983. Produced and
directed by Irwin Allen.
The Bates Theater Department’s
version of Shakespeare’s King
Lear premiered Tuesday night in
Schaeffer Theatre.
Steve Martin plays a dispirited
Lear, unfortunately disappearing
relatively early in the script when
he divides himself as well as his
kingdom into three parts. Cor¬
delia, played by Carol Burnett,
becomes the key figure in the play.
She is aided in rulinjg the divided
kingdom by Kent, played by Eric
and Beth Heiden. Eric plays the
loyal Kent in the first two acts,

while Beth takes over the role after
Kent undergoes a sex change
operation in Denmark in Act IV.
Kent had supposedly gone to Den¬
mark to entice Hamlet to come
take the lead in the play after
Lear’s death.
Later in Act V, negotiations
begin with Macbeth, through his

agent, Falstaff. He finally agrees
to appear in the play, arriving just
in time to save England from the
Martian invasion in Act VII. The
special effects used in the invasion
scene are spectacular, carried off
primarily by the distribution of
hallucinogenic drugs to the au¬
dience. The stage crew must be

commended for a good job here.
Special mention should be made
here of Lear’s Fool, played convin¬
cingly by Ronald Reagan in his ac¬
ting comeback.
The performance does drag at
times, but any play which lasts 47
hours is bound to do this a little.
—Nikki Dublofsky

Student attendance up

Treat opens porno exhibit
Student attendance was high for
the first time in the history of Treat
Gallery Sunday when the college
museum opened its new exhibi¬
tion, “Live Pornography as Art:
the Developing Years, Santa
Monica, 1955-67.”
The new show features a multimedia preentation Curator Katty
Heaveho calls “the climax of sen¬
sual erotica in the pop movement.”
Students used other terms to
describe the event.
“Jee-sus,” said senior Dicky
Dagget as he watched “Unusual
Positions: A Study” while mun¬
ching on a Batesburger and down¬
ing a beer. “How does she do that
with her leg?”
Muffy Smith-Jones said she was
most impressed by “Doing
It
With Your Clothes On, Winter,
1962,” a formal study. “Skip
wouldn’t go for it though,” she ex¬
plained. “He’s not into boxers with
formal wear.”
Another favorite was “Tanned
Lovers,” an original piece. “It’s so
moving,” explained one student
who asked not to be identified as
he grouped in his pocket for
change.
Lines formed hours before the
opening of the exhibit, prompting
one gallery worker to exclaim, “to¬

day we might have to turn the page
in the visitors book.”
Senior citizens attending an en¬
core showing of the play “Life at
Home with Dusty” in adjacent
Schaeffer Theatre seemed baffled
by al the excitement.
“Live Pornography as Art” is
open to the public Monday
through Friday from 10 am to
10:30 am, 1 pm to 1:45 pm, 4 pm
to 5 pm and 8 pm to midnight.

Women’s Awareness gathers in Chase Lounge before Lisbon Street march to protest sexist
fashion trends. Tsunami/Sliver. _

Meet the challenge!
Does your life lack excitement?
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE.

BATES COLLEGE
STORE
Second-hand tacky polyester
suit sale now in progress.

Want people to pay attention to you?

Do you need money?

Then Uncle Jim Wants You!
BECOME A RESIDENT COORDINATOR

Qualifications:
A cum of 4.0 or higher.
Sincerely love the word “yes.’
Have little or no pride.
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Decision due by January

Theme living proposals submitted to deans
(Continued from page 1)
Street House and one corner in
Adams first floor lounge for
students not involved.
Gay House is another proposal
now under consideration by the
Committee to Discuss, Talk
About, Review, Go Over, Study,
Talk About Again, Form an Ad
Hoc Committee, Waste More
Time, Procrastinate, Forget to go
to the Meetings and then Try and
Make a Decision About Theme
Houses, Wasting Lots of Paper on
Memos and Reports Committee
(CDTARGOSTAAFAHCWMTPFMTDATHWLPMRC).
This residence, which would be in¬
visible, have no closets and need
lots of support from other
students, would be located on Col¬
lege Street in Brunswick. The pro¬

posal was formulated by the Col¬
lege Republicans acting in the
absence of any interest at all from
gay students at Bates.
Another proposal for theme liv«
ing is the planned Dean’s House.
Sure to pass the scrutiny of the
committee, Dean’s House would
feature live-in secretaries, all of
whom appear perpetually busy
while not really doing anything,
daily deliveries of letterheads for
ambiguous and redundant notes to
students, and the full working
knowledge of the Encyclopedia
Brittanica. This proposal also
features a “war room” in the sub¬
basement of the house with bugs to
college dorms and situation
reports from resident coordinators
and junior advisors on a regular
basis. Further inane proposals

Who is this man?

We’ll call him John, because that’s
his name.
John has a problem. He just can’t get
enough of the Bates Lempoon.
We think we can help you help John
out.
Why don’t you buy him a subscrip¬
tion to The Lempoon? It’s a gift he’ll
cherish for hours, even days, maybe
years, because that’s about how often
we print this thing.
You think it’s easy being funny for
eight pages? At Bates —yes. Because we
do it for people like John.
So act today. With any subscription
of $500 or more, we’ll send a preppie to
summer camp.
We’ve made it easy for you, because
we know how lazy everybody is when
exams role around. Just clip the coupon
below and send it to the indicated ad¬
dress. If you can’t spell your name, call
us and we’ll look it up in the directory.
And start reading The Lempoon to¬
day.
Cut and mail with $500 for each fourpage edition to “The Bates Lempoon, Box
424, Grand Central Station, New York,
New York, 10016. Checks should be cer¬
tified and drawn on a Swiss bank account; if
they have pictures of lakes and forests and
stuff on them we won’t accept them. Checks
should be made payable to “Newsroom
Staff.”
Name_____;__
Street

address_

City__
State_State__Zip
Sign_Shoe

size__

Educational equivalency_Favorite bird_

would be mapped out in the Inane
Proposals Room, which is padded
and locks from the outside.
The latter proposal includes, for
further reference, a survey of a
typical day in Dean’s House. In
short, Dean B awakes to find Dean
C returning from a brisk morning
jog.
“Salutations, colleague. Have
you already sanitized your den¬
tifrice?”
“Affirmative. I do, however,
feel that at this time, from a per¬
sonal perspective, as it were, that
this office could with great certain¬
ty masticate two poultry feti which
have been treated with a minimum
amount of turbulence and heated
directly above, through a plate of
some kind of ore, preferably
metal, a gas-injected flame which
is, after all, and I can project this
as an historia, the harbinger of
civilization as we know it; with, of
course, some heated liquid treated
with packaged beans of a South
American variety.”
“Coffee? You know how that
has the potential to rile!”
“It is, however, difficult to in¬
itiate the motivational format of a
daily cycle, at least in the ex¬
perience of this office, without the
added teleological stimulus of caffeniated bean-water.”
(Later, during breakfast . . . )
Dean C, as he reads The Bates
Student: “It has come to my atten¬
tion that unauthorized podiatric
actions between non-restrictive
dialogue function points have
been carried out by various sub¬
groups mainly comprised of eclec¬
tic knowledge input development
personnel. Such podiatric pro¬
cedures are reaching their peak
during the non-intellectually func¬
tional time periods which occur
between all polycerebral discurse
interaction cadres.”
Dean B: “Yes, and the diver¬
sified procedural patterns thereby
imprinted have a decidedly herbicidal impact upon the
aesthetically-oriented organic mat¬
ter situated near normal conduits
of intra-campus intercourse. In
addition, many stationery nonaggressive physical deterrent for¬
mations have had their usual
regulatory function impaired and
their stereoscopy marked decreas¬
ed by repeated negative corporal
collisions.”
Which means, we are told, that
students have been cutting across
the grass between classes. They are
killing the grass and knocking
down fences.
Yet another theme living pro¬
posal has been informally called
Prep House. Its planners, Muffy
and Skip Smith-Jones and JacieSue Whitmore, say they “really
don’t know yet” exactly what the
house would be like. “We only
know that it would be real popular
and everyone would like it,” Muf¬
fy said, sipping hot chocolate as
Skip waxed his skis. “Mostly, I
guess, it’ll be made up of students
who didn’t get into Bowdoin. But
that’s okay, ’cause we’ll be
building the house in Freeport and
we’ll be closer to (giggle) you
know, it.” Jackie-Sue, mixing
bloodies from a bubble bath as
GH droned in the background, ex¬
plained “everyone will want to be
in it —the house I mean —so we’ll
obviously have to keep out
undesirables. Everyone will just
have to have a car, built after the
turn of the decade or prior to 1966
and designed in a foreign country
other than Japan. We’ll all go ski¬
ing and to the Vineyard summers
— Muffy’s Mummy has a house
there with stables. You know,
road trips.”

Finally, a sixth proposal calls
for the establishment of a novel
idea, even in dean’s terms. This
group plans a theme dying
residence, slated for location in the
Bill. Several sub-proposals are in¬
cluded in the scheme, which calls
for a variety of theme dying areas.
Some will be guillotined at the end
of the first semester. Others will

travel to Guyana with a religious
cult. Another group will be com¬
prised of students who will be
burned slowly in boiling oil in
Commons. Still others will eat
there.
Final approval of the proposals
will be announced in January by
the Office of the Dean.

Rooming coordinator
competent, students charge
(Continued from page 1)
Pumpkins acknowledged that
some students are going to end up
in satisfactory locations, no matter
what he tries, but added many see
only the “end product” of his ac¬
tions without understanding the
reasons behind them.
Under the old lottery system,
which received no end of com¬
plaints, the luck of the draw was a
major element in determining who
lives where. The only things that
matter with the new arrangement
are Pumpkins’ whim and his
degree of indigestion.
“My most common ploy is to
put opposites together. For in¬
stance, a shy, straight-laced mom¬
ma’s boy who’s writing an honors
thesis with a sexually prolific
junkie whose musical taste extends
only as far as AC/DC.”
He let’slip that a future strategy
might be to open up new rooms

This new lottery system, here being tested by “Looking Glass”

that, he said, “are sure to offend
even the most complacent
students.” Examples include
Hathorn bell tower, the boiler
room in the maintenance center,
and, as a last resort, pup tents on
Garcelon Field.
Pumpkins expected when he ac¬
cepted his position, he said, that
the administration’s policy of
overcrowding the campus would
make his task an easy one. “I
thought most people wanted
singles,” he lamented. Yet at the
moment not a single single is oc¬
cupied. “They all seem to like
squeezing together.”
“If this keeps up, I’m just going
to have to force some people into
singles.”
In response to the charge that he
may be too much for the job,
Pumpkins said, “no matter who
has the job, people are not going
to complain.”

editor Citizen Kane, will take effeet in March.
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Letters to the Editor
Adventures on a bus
To the editor:
I never dreamed that I would be
writing to Bates Forum. I always
though the wild stories I read in
Forum were the product of
somebody’s imagination. I mean,
you guys are pretty kinky.
Anyway, I am a sophomore at a
small private college in Maine.

Great job

Theme houses: what the hell
Theme houses . . . even the term sounds
mature.
In our modernized computo-technocraticobureaucratical world there is not a plethora of
educationally interested individuals extant who
could fail to understand the extreme
beneficence of such as efficacious concept.
Nevertheless, or perhaps as a result of such a
lack of understanding, which is concomitant
with the general lack of understanding to be
found in society today, excepting, of course,
those who comprehend 20th century existentialiam and existence, theme residences and this
editorial, the student body as a whole, excepting
off-campus students, students studying in
Washington, Mystic or abroad or those taking a
leave of absence, must demonstrate the
perspicacity to peer through this violet haze of
distorted facts, redundancy and increidibly long
sentences and are obliged, if not obligated, to
divest themselves of personal interests, goals of
the community at large, or related oppor¬
tunities, where relative.
Upon further consideration, but not to com¬
mence becoming tautologous or overly wordy
or repetitive, we must also inebriate ourselves
fully with the diversifying divisiveness theme
houses could bring to the campus as a whole and
as individual units, which of course are only in¬
dividual parts of the campus as a whole and of
the student body.

Gee ... I wonder if anyone really reads this
far. I bet they don’t. I could probably interject a
racist epithet at this very point in time and no
one would even notice. No, propriety dictates
that I do not. By the same token, the legacy of
Mary Spence continues.
Consider the wide variety of activities
students could actively pursue, or even passively
pursue, although passivity does not connote
true pursuit excepting in a rather non-active
sense, or follow within a theme-oriented
residence, such as a house, dormitory, dorm
floor or dorm. Among these could be conversa¬
tions carried on, with or without other students,
although preferably with (other students) in
which said conversations the aforementioned
students could discuss interests common to both
or all of them, or sometimes to all of them but a
few — in other words some of them. Or common
to only one of them if a monologue was being
carried on, in which case the student could be
relatively quiet, in a sense comparative to the
students speaking more loudly who are present
in the plural presence which does not matter in
the singular with the exception of the combina¬
tion of two singulars, which of course con¬
stitutes a plural, as do more than two singulars.
A shot rang out. Two pirate ships appeared on
the horizon. Janet sighed as her silken dress
rode up her smooth, young thighs. John’s
hand . . .
Upon further consideration, we must also
consult and confer with Web Harrison, who in
the past has claimed that nothing matters as
long as it’s the fans, not the players getting ar¬
Volume 5, Number 1_Established 1976
rested. An arrested fans theme house raises its
The following people have nothing to do in any way with the con¬
head as a distinct possibility on this campus
tents of The Bates Lempoon and do not agree with anything it says:
yearning for a central factor to interest a large
Editorial Staph
group of students who could be compatible in a
Mangling editor.Jon Marcus
residential situation and live together as well.
Chief jock and assistant mangier. .Chris Jennings
Upon final consideration, theme houses ap¬
Answers thephone-a radical.Scott A. Damon
Actually writes all the articles.Brian McGrory pear a silly idea. Few members of the student
Gets free albums.
Richard Regan
body, in any realistic sense, though perhaps
(Re)Production Staff
when on drugs and not being consulted for
Needs glasses.Jon Hall
special
reports, can possibly be of the opinion as
Copie edator.
Jon Freedman
Asistent copie edator.Jana McBurney to believe that the Office of the Dean of the Col¬
Puts stuff on the pages—also needs glasses.Meredith Cass lege would want to live with the Office of the
Associate Dean of the College. I know, in a
Usually Wasted
Solicitor.John Lipman highly subjective personal sense, that it would
Embezzler.Ari Soroken be among, even perhaps the absolute last thing
Assistant.
Brian McDevitt
Circulation and respirtory manager. .Dave Campbell that I would want to do.
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(Sounds fancy. He stuffs boxes.)
Lempoon Deadwood
Derek Anderson, Gail Fons, Jon Skillings, Julie Vallone, Tom
Vannah. Also Jonathan Hall, John Marcus, Kris Jennings, Scot
Damon, Bryan McGrory, Richard Reagan, Chris Scully, Jonny
Freedman. Special thanks to everyone we plagiarized.
The Bates Lempoon is published mysteriously every so often by
students, both living and dead, at Bates College. Send letters to
“Scapegoat, Box 424, Grand Central Station, New York, NY,
10016.” The editors and staff of other publications at Bates take no
responsibility for the contents of The Lempoon and the views ex¬
pressed herein do not reflect the opinions of the editor and staff.
Well, most of them don’t.

Quote of the week
What is Love? ’tis not hereafter;
Present mirth hath present laughter.
What’s to become is still unsure:
In delay there lies no plenty;
Then come kiss me, sweet and twenty,
Youth’s a stuff will not endure.
— Shakespeare, “Twelfth Night,” II, iii, 50.

To the editor:
I can’t get over what a terrific
job you’ve done ever since you
took over in September. Overall,
the quality of the newspaper is just
terrific, the variety is really super,
the writing’s great and the ideas are
innovative. As a regular
subscriber, I’m happy to say I real¬
ly like the paper. A lot. I mean it.
It’s terrific. Just super. So keep up
the good work and the quality and
the variety and the writing and the
ideas and you’ll go far in jour¬
nalism, even though there pro¬
bably aren’t many jobs and the
hours stink.
Dress warm.
— Mom
PS: You can still go to med
school.

Terrific
To the sports editor:
I really think the sports section
in the paper is great. I especially
like the wide variety of coverage,
the commentary, up-to-theminute scoreboard, insightful
features and entertaining per¬
sonality reports. And the
photography’s probably the best
part. Overall, a terrific job.
— Jonathan R. Aisleway
Photo editor

Super
To the photo editor:
Hey, those photos are really
great. Football action shots, track,
volleyball —the best. Even the
other parts of the paper have good
photos most of the time. Nobody
reads new or anything, but the
photos are good if they did. Hey,
it’s good. Really.
— Chris “Red” Smith
Sports editor

Usually the place is dullsville. Last
week, however, my car broke
down and I had to take a crowded
CA bus through the boring Maine
countryside on my way home
Thanksgiving. Little did I realize
that bus ride would turn into a
“transport of delight.”
I got on the bus and sat down.
Then this girl I had met once or
twice at school asked if the seat
next to me was empty (I’ll call her
Jill, though this is a clever attempt
to hid the fact that her name is
really Dina).
After a while I dozed off. I was
soon awakened by a soft moaning
from the seat next to mine where
Jill now sat, a leather whip in her
left hand while her right hand was
(Continued on page 37)

Awesome
To the copy editor:
I realiy think you’ve turned the
paper around this semester, cor¬
recting ail those spelling errors and
punctuation screw-ups by staff
reporters the Admissions Office let
in by mistake. You’d think they’d
at least know to put commas inside
quotation marks or that “a lot” is
r.ot one word! I’ve got to hand it to
you: it’s a hard job, and you’re just
the man for it. Bates needs more
copy editors like you. A lot more.
— Scottie Daydream
News editor

Intentse
To the news editor:
Thancks. I really think you
write pretty good, too, so dont’
feel two bad when, theirs no news
At bates. yOu cant help it. I think
their is alot of good stories in the
paper in the most part somtime’s.
Like they say, “You cant maik
new’s, only report us”, they said.
May be somthing more good will
hapen later. W’e’1’1 sea.
— Jon Poorman
Copy edator

Shirts
Dear Mr. Fetter:
Your shirts are ready.
— One Hung Ho Laundry
Peking

Corrections
Due to a typographical error in
last week’s edition, The Bates
Lempoon incorrectly stated in a
story titled “Cardigan resigns after
pub vote” that the dean of the col¬
lege had left his position. The arti¬
cle meant to say that the Women’s
Awareness bake sale will be held in
Cheney House on Tuesday of next
week.

and commend Jean on the fine
work she has done in the last
eleven months as president.

Because of a reporting oversight
in a recent Lempoon, Bates Foot¬
ball Coach Webbed Harrison was
not quoted at all. We apologize to
Webbed and his family for this un¬
fortunate mistake.

On November 14, 1927, The
Bates Lempoon incorrectly iden¬
tified the third man on the left in
the photo on page 2 as Charles A.
Lindberg. In fact, the figure stan¬
ding is then-Bates Football Coach
Dusty DuRoss. We don’t know
who the woman is standing with
Mr. DuRoss, but we think it’s Mrs.
Lindbergh. It’s been bother us ever
since, and we just wanted to set the
record straight, in case you were
confused. Hey, that’s better
already. Thanks.

In The Lempoon for January of
last year, then-junior Jean Longwind was incorrectly identified as
the winner in the Representative
Assembly elections. In fact, Longwind placed a distant third. We
apologize to the RA for this error

We would also like to take this
opportunity to retract paragraphs
three through five of column four
on the seventh page of the last
Lempoon. Paragraph six should
read “the” instead of “a.”
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Registration revamped again
By Jewels Vacuous
Staff Reporter
“There simply isn’t enough red
tape in the system yet,” according
tcLJantes W. Cardigan, dean of the
college. “Bates students have it too
easy.”
Cardigan released this statement
yesterday after informing other
administrators about his decision
to again alter the registration pro¬
cedure for limited enrollment
courses. Cardigan said he feels the
current registration process “does
not yet adequately expose students

Students awaiting papal permis¬
sion.
to the true essence of a
bureaucracy,” and because of this,
he intends to make the new limited
enrollment procedure “as confus¬
ing and frustrating as possible.”
A memo, also released yesterday
from the Office of the Dean of the
College outlined the new limited
enrollment process that will be put
into effect during next semester’s
registration period. According to
the memo, the procedure will vary
according to the course desired.
Under the new system, students
who wish to enroll in Political
Science 217, “The American
Presidency,” will have to obtain a
signature from President Ronald
Reagan. Similarly, students who
wish to take Political Science 222,
“The American Legislative Pro¬

cess,” will be required to procure
two-thirds majority of the United
States Senate and House of
Representatives.
Students signing up for the 8 am
session of “Introductory
Psychology” will have to seek out
and obtain direct permission from
either renowned psychologist Dr.
Joyce Brothers, or from any
descendant of Sigmund Freud. In
order to enroll in “Contemporary
Moral Disputes,” students must be
baptized by Moral Majority leader
Jerry Falwell.
Enrollment in foreign language
courses requires students to travel
to the country in which the desired
language is spoken and obtain the
signature of that country’s leader.
For example, students who would
like to take “Elementary French”
will need permission from French
Socialist President Francois Mitterand. Those interested in “In¬
termediate Russian” will have to
report directly to Soviet leader
Leonid Brezhnev, or a designated
substitute.
Religion 236 requires benedic¬
tion by Pope John Paul II; “In¬
troductory Philosophy” requires a
signature from any descendant of
Confucius; and “Music Survey”
calls for permission from Elvis
Costello.
Finally, in order to take
Astronomy 101, students must
make an excursion to any planet in
the solar system and bring back
rock samples.
When asked his views about the
enrollment procedures, Bates
football coach Webbed Harrison
said he has always been strongly in
favor of “any practice that results
in total anarchy.”
Cardigan stressed that the aim
of the new set of procedures is “to
create a bureaucratic an at¬
mosphere as possible,” in an at¬
tempt to “create more confusion
than has occurred even in past
registration periods.
“Eventually,” he added, “we’ll
have our students so mixed up that
they’ll actually believe they’re do¬
ing this for the good of an educa¬
tion.”

Need a college degree
to get that job
but can't afford one?
Now you can.
Inexpensive degrees requiring no work,
time or in¬
telligence are available by mail now.
Just send a check for $1.98 to
Dean of the College
Colby College
Waterville, ME
or drop off the money next time you’re at Bean’s.

Forget about it
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Batesboy
_Entertainment for Persons_

View from the top
We have got to tell you that
when this week’s BATESBOY
Batesmate of the Week first came
to us and said she would like to
pose, we had our doubts. On
paper this girl seemed like a real
granola type; the claimed to be in
support of women’s rights,
homosexuality and bureaucracies

like theme houses and awareness for two years,and as Muffy says,
forums. You know what? We were ‘No one knows what goes on
wrong. Under that matronly behind closed doors.” Believe us,
demure lies a seething, vital Celestial B. is all women. If you
woman just yearning to make the don’t believe us, just look at the
right man happy. Very happy.
photographs.
Muffy Branmuffin has been see¬
ing college students in her office

— Dina Sliver
Editor, BA TESMA TE

Batesmate Data Sheet
Name:

A 'Mfbffi.

Ambition :

/r/UftftX/,
U.UUiL

7

<y

Turn-ons:.

Turn-offs:

/Vtu., lL/UTL u'fffX'L,_

(fUrastrnq O'u.

Qdxd-pi^

Favorite Foods:

LSl/lfl/ntyUj: 7’Js_

Preferred

Performers:_

Perfect

BTC A/ual XajC
Favorite Pastime:

C

7UlfL

Lt'itsfy do

Evening:.

$Ad/imy>sA, 7<yo/u7rUf&L^
Secret:

y

77

_

The Batesboy Interview

The making of a radio big-timer
Exclusive Interview
by Thom Van Nah
The regal setting of the lawns of Alumni House is
second only to the presence of a huge, lavisly-tooled
coat-of-arms bearing the inscription “WRBC—The
Big Rock.”
The station itself, housed in Alumni House, is
adorned with the memorabilia of a day long gone to
radio, but the framed radio scripts, well-preserved
equipment and portraits of ’RBC (then ’RJR) greats
of the past, lend a certain timelessness to the “now
media.”
On a Sunday afternoon in late September, as sum¬
mer’s soft breezes turned to crisp autumn air,
BA TESBOY paid a visit to the man behind the now¬
whirling radio station. That man is, of course, Spike
Masta Bettis, the tall, bearded, devil-may-care
general manager, pilot and Bates boy. In his studio
offices in Lewiston and then later on his yacht moored
off his homeland of Sparta, Greece, BATESBOY
talked with Spike Masta Bettis.
BA TESBOY: Do you guys smoke a lot of grass to
get hyped up for the show or are y’all into the purer
forms of meditation?
Masta Bettis: Piss off.
BB: Good recovery; we often throw out a smartass
line just to make sure we’ve got you on the ball.
MB: I can understand that. A drink?
BB: No, thanks. But just for the record, who pays
for the booze and the furniture and the artwork and
the women? Though you’re well-known for your
lavish tastes, has it been feasible to bring them to this
little Lewiston hideaway?
MB: To answer your question, Bernie does. Bernie
Plumber, my business associate, is the guy who signs
the checks. We’re both big believers in the saying, “it
takes money to make money.”
As for'your second question, it’s sex.
BB: Sex?
MB: Sex. Plain and simple. Oh, I’ve heard the crap
about providing a public service and duty to a jour¬
nalistic ideal. It’s all a big pile of BS. The reason
WRBC is so successful is that we’ve faced facts. We
pump negawatts of sex-related new wave sound into
the airwaves every day. Our DJs all have deep, rich
voices, cleaned and lowered by special effects, until
we sound “down” and sexy. We’re sharp and clean
and very slick. And so’s my office. And we have
booze and furniture and we look good cause we sound

sooooo good. Yaaah.
BB: Any chance of going stereo?
MB: No way. Bernie won’t go for it.
BB: Let’s talk a bit about your staff. A lot of peo¬
ple say you’re just a figurehead, that you don’t really
work that hard. They say you just ride on the laurels
of your staff. That you fly and stroke your beard and
look tired but that you really don’t even know how to
find ’RBC on the dial. They say you act smart and
smug, but you couldn’t even make public service
carts. They say . . .
MB: They’re a great bunch of boys, always kidding
around. You have to understand that to be in the
entertainment business, you have to have a big ego.
The staffs always into back-stabbing. I call it a staff
infection. Take our programming man, Joe B.
Hallway. It was his idea to change the call letters. A
change like that takes a lot of brains and balls. Mostly
a lot of balls. So he has to come across as a bit of a
loudmouth. As for me, I’m quiet, not so hung upon
the image thing. Hell, I only wear the flight jacket and
air force hat ’cause the guys really like it.
BB: You say “boys,” but I know you mean “boys
and girls.” Isn’t Jane Farout on your staff?
MB: You bet she is. We’ve got a colored fellow,
too. And I’ve always thought a few of the boys were a
bit fay. We’ve met our quotas.
You know, we look at our listernership in two
ways. Jane Farout appeals to our FM-oriented
listeners in Page and Roger Bill. She can get away with
talking through her nose and sniffing every so often.
For our jazz sound, we throw Eric “Cement Jungle”
Hillo at ’em. Then, for an AM news audience, Danny
Piercing works with Laurea Bowan-Pray, the man
who was blessed with a voice, to hit the big campus
issues.
BB: What about sports?
MB: We’re big there, now, too, with Mike Eclair
and Big Johnny Sweatgland doing color and play-byplay. Sweatgland comes from Wisconsin or North
Dakota, I think. So the guy knows sports.
BB: And you’re an ABC affiliate now?
MB: We use ABC Contemporary News. Joe B.
worked it out. A guy named A1 B. Carter runs a little
15-watter in Poland Springs and we tape into his news
service. Sounds bigtime, anyway.
BB: One last question. I keep hearing about these
two guys and can’t get a hold of them. I guess they us¬
ed to work here: John Ailme and Billy Sucker.
MB: Never heard of ’em. Sound like has beens.
The radio world is full of them, you know.

Arts & Entertainment
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The Music Beat

The year's
best singles
Here are my choices for best
single of the year:
“Stand and Deliver" Adam and the
ants. CBS Records.
There’s nothing quite like a
band that has lead and .rhythm
drums. This tune is about as close
to the mainstream as the Ants can
get. It’s a high energy song and sur¬
prisingly danceable once you get
the basic beat. Peculiar, yes; bor¬
ing never. Nice costumes, fellahs.
“The Breakup Song” The Greg
Kihn Band. Beserkely Records.
Greg Kihn’s first American top
40 hit is power pop at its best. It’s
basic stuff with a catchy riff and a
crisp, lean sound. One of those
songs that inexplicably catches on.
“Start Me Up” The Rolling Stones.
Rolling Stones Records.
Just give me some of that oletime “Tumbling Dice” rhythm. It
was good enough for Mick Taylor
and its good enough for me. The
best Stones single in years signals a
rejeuvenated, inspired return to
the live stage.
“Every Little Thing She Does Is
Magic” The Police. A&M
Records.
Representing the new Police
sound, this tune is a dreamy con¬
fection of swirling synthesizer tex¬

tures and an irresistable calypso
beat. This group is one of the most
talented and vital newer groups to
hit the rock scene in recent years.

The Most Obnoxious Single
to Make it Big Award
Bette Davis Eyes” Kim Carnes.
EMI-America.
I’m sorry, but a female Rod
Stewart jut does not cut the cheese
as far as this review is concerned.
It is a cute idea for a song, but Ms.
Carnes voices moves me like the
sound of five sets of fingernails
scraping down the chalkboard
simultaneously.
The Singing Dolt Award
“Eugene” Crazy Joe and the
Variable Speed Band. Casablanca
Records.
A big hit with people of all ages
with a meager sense of humor, this
effort is remarkably horrible. It
does go to show, though, that
there is success waiting for the
musically retarded.
The Cheap Ethnic Joke Award
“Shaddup You Face” Joe Dolce.
Ugh! This guy must be as soft as
a baby’s behind. That this vinyl
turkey even hit the airwaves more
than once at any radio station baf¬
fles the mind. “Whasta matter for
you, anyway, eh?”
- Richard R. Regan

Adam Caper in “Degrees.”

John Kenkins and dancers. Student/Scarpaci.

“Degrees” a far from shoddyproduction
by Margaret Orto
Staff Reporter
“Degrees," produced by the
Robinson Players and The Theater
Department, written by Griffith
Braley and directed by William
Tucker, Schaeffer Theatre, Dec. 4
and 5.
“Degrees,” written by junior
Griffith Braley and directed by
senior William Tucker made its
debut Dec. 4 and 5 in Schaeffer
Theatre.
The play, which deals with the
disillusionment of the theater,
stars David Connolly as John
Stewart, director of a failing play¬
house. Stewart is a man who seeks
control over his situation but, like
his failing playhouse, is also losing
a grip on reality. It seems everyone
around him is usurping his power.
In an attempt to rectify his
playhouse and reassert his authori¬
ty, Stewart asks an old actor
friend, Preston Searsmont, played
by Tim Lea, to perform for his
company. In auditioning, it
becomes apparent that Searsmont
has lost some of his former talent.
Still not wanting anyone to
question his authority, Stewart
fires his young and amibitious
right-hand man, Zack. He also
argues with one of his dancers
when she makes a suggestion for a
new dance.
Stewart will not confront his
dried-up talent and does not feel
he has accomplished much in his
professional life. He persecutes the
other characters as they remind
him of something in himself which
he has lost. Connolly presents the
tension within his character
superbly.
The curtain is never drawn and
the set remains the same
throughout the play. The sense of
theater constantly surrounds the
audience, as the action takes place
in the entire auditorium.
The play is serious throughout
but interspersed with witty one
liners. John Jenkins as “Q,” the
dance instructor, appears least af¬
fected by Stewart’s ravings and
flippant gestures and remarks are
tossed back and forth between he
and his dancers, especially in the
first act.
Adam Caper as the Young Man
and Meg Emley as the Young
Woman both come to the play¬
house in the middle of this crisis.
The Young Man, dressed in army
attire and carrying a gun
throughout, meets his counterpart

in the Young Woman who also
seems to have been affected by,
and is hostile to society. Although
excellently acted, especially in one
scene when they were alone on
stage, these two characters are
puzzling to the overall unity of the
play.
The choreography of the last
scene is the most dramatic of the
entire play, and the music

throughout is well-selected and
reminds the viewer that he is in a
playhouse. Saws and drills are
often heard in the background.
Both playwright Braley and
director Tucker, whose work on
the play was submitted as a senior
thesis, are to be commended on
the production of “Degrees.” The
script had many interesting
technical effects and the play was

professionally prepared. No one
can accuse writer or director of a
shoddy or hurried production.
The play is entered in the
American College Theater Festival
competition under the “new plays”
category. If chosen over the one
other area play in this category it
will travel to Providence, Rhode
Island, the weekend of Jan. 30.

English prof returns
from semester of travel
by Patty McAndrew
Staff Reporter
“Certain cultures activate my
imagination,” said John
Tagliabue, English professor and
poet. “I’m especially fond of Hin¬
du and Buddhist art.” Tagliabue
returned last month from a leave
of absence, which he took to travel
the world.
Tagliabue spent many years
abroad, living and teaching in
countries such as Italy, Japan,
Spain, Brazil and Greece. He has
written a few books, and since he
came to Bates 28 years ago,
Tagliabue has had over 14,000
poems published in several
magazines.
His trip overseas began with a
two-month stay in Bellagio, Italy.
Tagliabue received a Rockefeller

grant to write in this village, close
to his place of birth. Each year a
few writers, artists, and sculptors
throughout the world are invited
to this scenic spot of work.
Tagliabue wrote most of his poems
in a chapel high on a cliff. He com¬
mented that the scenery was some
of the most beautiful and idyllic he
had ever seen.

festival of lights.
Another recollection of his trip
was the breaking of dawn on the
Ganges River. Tagliabue was over¬
whelmed at the sight of hundreds
of people in prayer along the river.

In October Tagliabue went to
India for the first time. He said he
had always been interested in In¬
dian art and poetry, and had been
planning a trip for some time.
Tagliabue also said he had many
unique experiences while traveling
through India. His trip purposely
coincided with many of the
festivals held in the autumn. One
which particularly impressed the
professor was the Diavli, or

Proposals Made Again

Is it you that I hear with me, unknown person,
for whom I write,
with whom I write; you must be known the same
doubts, woijdering whether
you should give it all up, stop suddenly like a sea gull
in flight, the mind
became immobilized, stunned; the sea is too vast and cold;
you shake your head in the
corner of the asylum.
The futility makes up brothers on the strets of Calcutta.
We could list the wars, make an epic
of the names of the dead. But
it is this voice that somehow is also my voice which I
hear while the poem is being written
that continues to contribute to the upkeep; the remembering
of each other as if the Elysian Fields
gives propensity for continuity.

— John Tagliabue
Asia House Collection

Professor John Tagliabue.
File photo.
An event which Tagliabue said
struck him as amusing was the
time he rode through the streets of
Delhi on the back of a motorcycle,
bypassing a few elephants and
camels. Along with travelling
through the country and writing
poems, Tagliabue gave several
poetry readings. He met poets
from India and other foreign
countries.
Tagliabue said he hopes to
return to India someday, but “ther
are still many places I am interest
in visiting for the first time.”
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Other colleges
will attend
by Richard R. Regan

A ns Editor
Groups from other New
England colleges are expected to
attend this year’s Bates Winter
Carnival, which gets under way
Jan. 14.
Among the additions to the
schedule this time around are a
roller skating party, a punch mak¬
ing contest and a hypnotist act.
The theme of the event, sponsored
jointly by the Chase Hall Commit¬
tee (CHC) and the Outing Club
(OC), is “the golden age of
Hollywood.”
Thursday Kick-Off

The annual torch run from
Augusta will signal the beginning
of the celebration. It will begin at
10 am and finish up with a run
through Commons at 5 pm. At 7
pm an ice-skating party and bon¬
fire will be held on a (hopefully)
frozen
Lake
Andrews.
Refreshments will be provided by
the CHC. There is no admission
charge.
Thursday at 9 pm marks the first
Bates appearance of “Hot
Acoustics”, otherwise known as
Gary Bertz and Alice’s Violin. The
duo is one of the hottest musical
acts on the national college scene.
The appearance will be their first
date in the New England area
following a stint in Florida. The
group has played at UMass and
Connecticut schools with amazing
success, featuring an unusual
brand of rock with Gary on guitar
and Alice on the electric violin.
They promise to get Winter Car¬
nival off to a hopping start at Fiske
Lounge. Admission is $1 and the
event is BYOB.
Thursday also marks the begin¬
ning of the film festival. Spon¬
sored by CHC in conjunction with
the Film Board, this years selection
features a variety of quality
movies. “Excalibur,” “Sergeant

York”, “Oklahoma,” “The Sting”,
“My Darling Clementine,” two
Charlie Chaplin short silent flicks
and the Three Stooges are includ¬
ed. Admission to the movies in the
Filene Room is $1 per showing.
Friday Fireworks

The Snow Sculpture contest
commences on Friday. Any house
or dorm may enter, the only re¬
quirement being that the work
must repreent some aspect of the
theme. They will be judged on
Sunday by members of the OC.
On Friday afternoon the CHC
will sponsor a punch making con¬
test. The first 10 groups to submit
recipes will be given enough sup¬
plies to make a punch for 50 peo¬
ple. The creations will be judged
by the CHC taste-testing commit¬
tee, which may or may not include
special guest tasters. The winning
recipes will be served as part of the
refreshments for the Winter Car¬
nival Ball on Saturday night. Pun¬
ches may be either alcoholic or
non-alcoholic.
Friday night will also mark the
arrival of Pat Metheny to the area.
The Concert-Lecture Committee,
along with the CHC is sponsoring
this event. Metheney is a highlyacclaimed jazz guitarist whose
many accomplishments include
being the youngest member of the
faculty at the Berklee School of
Music in Boston at age 19. This
will be one of the major musical
events of the year, held in the
Lewiston Junior High School
Auditorium across the street from
JB. Admission is $3 for students
and $6 for the general public.
A Sensational Saturday

For those hardy and slightly
weird Bobcats, cartoons and beer
will be featured in the Rand lower
lounge on Saturday morning.
Other breakfast foods will be of(Continued on page 28)
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Postponement of musical
leaves some disillusioned
ing a rational decision.”
Timothy Vigue, ’83, who was to
be stage manager of the February
Last month’s decision to musical, said the Theater Depart¬
postpone a Robinson Players ment had suggested the Robinson
musical, which was to be schedul¬ Players postpone the production
ed for February, left several until short term. Every short term
students disappointed and con¬ the department puts on one or
cerned about the lack of com¬ more and gives academic credit to
munication between the college’s student participants, he said.
performing factions, according to Usually, the project is supervised
by Andrucki or Paul Kuritz, assis¬
various sources.
tant professor of theater. Because
According to Martin Andrucki,. the two professors will be away
assistant professor of theater, the during the short term, there will be
Robinson Players had a produc¬ no one to teach the course.
tion slot scheduled for February,
“The Robinson Players were
and were seriously talking about thinking about making this
doing a musical comedy. At the musical a course that would give
same time, the college choir was credit. Nothing is definite yet
planning to do a concert version of though,” Vigue said.
“Carmen.” In mid-March, the
Andrucki said that during short
Theater Department had schedul¬
ed a play called “The Caucasion term there will be fewer students
but more time, and still significant
Chalk Circle,” also a musical.
“Bates is a very small college competition for talent.
“There is only so much we can
with a small singing and acting
pool,” said Andrucki, “and it was do. We would want to try harder
being faced with three potentially in the future to coordinate plans
large productions. The Robinson between the Robinson Players, the
Players looked at the demand that Theater Department and the
“Carmen” and “The Caucasion Music Department,” he added.
Chalk Circle” had on the talent “People were dissatisfied with the
pool. It was just a matter of mak¬ lack of coordination. It’s probably
by Julie Vallone
Staff Reporter

as much a fault of the Theater
Department as anyone else, as far
as communication is concerned.”
Griffith Braley, ’83, had plann¬
ed to direct the February produc¬
tion. “The theater is known for
having high level of energy,
frustration, anxiety and pressure
that must be dealt with. This is just
a matter of talking things out and
understanding each other,” he
said.
Braley said he felt the postpone¬
ment of the musical was a necesary
move. “It wouldn’t have been
feasible at this time,” he added.
“I think everyone was a little
disappointed,” said Vigue. “I guess
I was kind of looking forward to
being stage manager.”
According to Vigue, the inci¬
dent involved “a lack of com¬
munication. The Theater Depart¬
ment has been having forums
about every two weeks so that
everyone knows what everyone
else is doing,” he said. “The theater
groups are talking within
themselves, and hopefully that will
help.”
Neil Holmes, ’83, chairman of
the Robinson Players, added that
plans to do the musical in short
term had not been definite.

Junior Sharon Saltzgiver performs in Modern Dance production,
Dec. 1 in the new gym. Student/Scarpaci.

Four lecture at faculty series
Last month’s faculty lecture
series opened Nov. 16 with
Political Science Professor Garold
Thumm’s “A Political Scientist
Views the Rightest Movement.”
Thumm divided conservatives
into “traditionalists,” who want to
maintain traditional moral at¬
titudes even against their own in¬
terest, status quo conservatives
who stress stability as a value in
itself and institutional conser¬
vatives, who see institutions and
procedures as more important
than people.
He termed the new right move¬
ment more populist than
aristocratic, identifying six major
grups of members.
Thumm saw chauvinistic
patriots as anti-international to the
point of isiolationism and law and
order activists as favoring strict
law enforcement and severe
penalties. Libertarians, he said see
least government as best govern¬
ment and “voodoo economists”
depend on faith, rather than em¬
pirical evidence.
Regarding single interest
groups, Thumm commented “ one
of the reasons this movement
looks so new is that our training in
American history is a bit weaker
than it should be.”
The Moral Majority, Thumm
said, regards itself as the upholder
of the rights of the community and
disregards the constitution and the
Supreme Court.
Floyd Rutherford, who
graduated Bates earlier this year,
returned to give the second lecture.
“Liberal and conservative titles
are misleading,” Rutherford
began, although admitting that the
two groups have had traditional
positions on government interven¬
tion.
During the 1960s, he said, focus
changed from governmental in¬
tervention to personalized social
issues such as drug use, abortion
and civil rights. “These special in¬
terest groups,” Rutherford said,
“create problems for the two
political parties. Candidates no
longer have to work their way up
through the political hierarchy,
but need only to support a special
interest group in order to receive
the necessary campaign funding
and support.”

Rutherford also noted a shift in
individual activists. Concrete
questions and running for reelection, the basic concerns of the
old-style politician, are gone, he
said, as new style activists emerged
seeing politics as an interesting
field rather a family tradition.
Simultaneously the emphasis on
policy shifted to issues, Ruther¬
ford added.
In the third presentation,
English Professor Lewis Turlish
gave what he termed a “mainly
autobiographical” lecture on
“Lionell Trilling’s Liberal Im¬
agination Revisited.”
Turlish, quoting from a barrage
of books, said that in many ways
Trilling was caught between a con¬
servative lifestyle emphasizing
social commitments and a liberal
ideology emphasizing a person’s
inner struggles.
Turlish continued, saying that
some authors’literature is seen as a
part of this liberal ideology and as
a “demand for life as pure spirit”
and a disenchamnment with
politics.
However, he said, occasionally
Literature and politics meet as in
the case of George Orwell, whose
“political lucidity” was, according
to Trilling, the result of Orwell not
being a genius even though he was
highly perceptive.
The final lecture, given by Liz
Tobin, instructor in history, was
titled “Political Radicalism in the
1960s, or Why I Marched on
Washington.”
Tobin began her lecture by
noting that “the sixties have
developed a really bad reputation”
as a period of “mindless youthful
egotists,” and described three
strands of the “movement.” These
three, she said, were civil rights,
student rights and anti-war ac¬
tivism, each developing from the
preceding as the decade prog¬
ressed.
Tobin claimed that 1960s
methods of protest were largely
peaceful and that violence was
limited to a minority. She added
that the 1968 Democratic conven¬
tion in Chicago was a radicalizing
experience, as it showed “the
hypocrisy of convention, the
hypocrisy of the system.”

Tobin noted the negative side of
the 1960s student protests as
threefold. She charged that emo¬
tional rhetoric was too often ac¬
cepted as analysis, that violence
among anti-war activists was
tolerated and that there was too
great a “belief that a solution could
be found easily, the problem solv¬
ed immediately.”

Tobin identified the legacy of
the 1960s activism as also three
fold. She noted that for a minority
political radicalism became allimportant, that protests for social
change were being continued
through changed methods, such as
academics and that there were
several accomplishments. Among
these, Tobin said, were increased

civil rights for blacks, more
students freedoms, and end to cen¬
sorship and the end of the Vietnam
War.
(This report was complied by
senior reporters Jon Skillings and
Gail Fons and staff reporters Mark
Lewis and Gail Johnston.)

_Campus Briefs_

Colby may introduce honor code
COLBY
PROFESSOR
RICHARD MOSS, a member of
the Education Policy Committee
Subcommittee on Academic
Honesty, recently said, “ college is
the beginning of a new stage of
socialization. People at Colby are
socialized into accepting an at¬
mosphere of cheating.” Moss
made these remarks amidst a move
by Colby College to instigate an
honor system. Moss went on to
say, “ look, there are two theories
on the philosophy of education.
We can either view students as
dishonest little cretins, or we can
say that given the proper at¬
mosphere, education might even
be enjoyable. Rules and regula¬
tions promote the former. We
want to see more of the latter.”
Members of the subcommittee
were united in their feelings that

the new honor system would take
three to four years to fully
develop. For their system they are
using examples set by Haverford
College and Wesleyan University.
Deviating from the traditional
honor system, Professor David
Strage emphasized that “ at Colby,
if you see someone cheating, you
are under no obligation to report
the incident.”
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE
CAMPUS has recently been
alarmed by two reported attacks
on female students. The most re¬
cent occurred on Sunday morning,
Nov. 22 slightly after 3 am . A girl
leaving a party was accosted by a
collegeaged male, who wrestled
her to the ground and put his hand
over her mouth. The victim bit his
hand and kicked him in the groin,

COME JOIN US FOR OUR

OPEN HOUSE

i Es Tan Buenn!
mexican Restaurant
Formerly "Sooth of tho Border”

DINING-TAKE OUT
l997 Sobottus Street, Lewiston 783-6015
! Now Open Every Day!

while suffering minor injuries
herself. Three and-a-half weeks
earlier, another female student
was raped by a male student. Ac¬
cording to the dean’s office,
disciplinary action was taken
against the student and his is now
on campus today. Replying to
members of the Feminist Alliance
who suggested that the seriousness
of rape warranted expulsion or
suspension, Dean Nancy Mclntire
said, “you’re assuming that the ac¬
tion the Dean’s office took con¬
doned the rape. After looking at
the incident we acted. Disciplinary
action may range. It might be a
warning. The dean also has the
power to put the student on proba¬
tion. It’s a judgment call.” Mcln¬
tire said that the victim did not
wish to pursue legal action against
the male student.
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_ArtsDates_
Coffeehouse features musical duo
Burton and Tapper, the
dynamic flute-guitar-and-vocal
duo from Boston, will perform at
a coffeehouse in Fiske Lounge
tonight at 9 pm.
Keith Burton and Stephen Tap¬
per have been performing together
for five years and have played in a
variety of colleges and clubs in
almost 20 states. Their repertoire
includes songs by Billy Joel, Steely
Dan, James Taylor, Dan Fogelberg and many other song groups.
Tapper, a graduate of Bates and
the Berklee School of Music, and
Burton, a graduate of Brown
University, have both been writing
songs for several years, wowing
audiences all over the country with
their widely varied selection wh ich
includes some electronic music ar¬
rangements.
Burton and Tapper are sure to
impress the Bates audience when
they perform tonight. It should be
an evening of excellent song and
music that should definitely not be
missed.

Films
Friday, Dec. 11, 7 & 9 pm —
“Animal House,” Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall.
Saturday, Dec. 12, 7 & 9 pm —
“Animal House,” Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall.
Sunday, Dec. 13, 8 pm - “Animal

House,” Filene Room, Pettigrew
Hall.
Friday, Jan. 8, 7 & 9 pm —
“Apocalypse Now,” Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall.
Saturday, Jan. 9, 7 & 9 pm —
“Apocalypse Now,”.Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall.

Sunday, Jan. ■ 10, 8 pm —
“Apocalypse Now,” Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall.
Concerts
Saturday, Dec. 19,2 pm & 7:45 pm
— “The Magic of Christmas,”
Portland Symphony Orchestra,

Portland City Hall Auditorium.
Sunday, Dec. 20, 3 pm — “The
Magic of Christmas,” Portland
Symphony Orchestra, Portland
City Hall Auditorium.
Friday^ Jan. 15, 8:15 pm — Pat
Metheny, Lewiston Junior High
Auditorium.

Bates Dates
Friday, Dec. 11, 7 pm — Bates
Christian Fellowship, Skelton
Lounge.

Monday, Jan. 11, 6:30 pm —
Chase Hall committee, Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall.

Friday, Dec. 11, 9 pm —
“Snowball,” sponsored by Page,
Smith Parker, Chase Hall.

Monday, Jan. 11, 7:30 pm —
Campus Association, Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall.

Sunday, Dec. 13, 10 am — Friends
meeting, Alumrti House.

Tuesday, Jan. 12, 11:15 am —
Math department luncheon,
Costello Room, Commons.

Sunday, Dec. 13, 4 pm — Roman
Catholic eucharist, Father Morin,
College Chapel.
Sunday, Dec. 13, 6:30 pm — Col¬
lege Worship, College Chapel.

man table, Rowe Room, Com¬
mons.
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 5 pm Computer Assistants meeting,
Room 15, Commons.
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 5:30 pm Russian table, Rowe Room, Com¬
mons.

Tuesday, Jan. 12, 5 pm - French
table, Room 15, Commons.

Wednesday, Jan. 13, 5:30 pm —
Spanish table, Costello Room,
Commons.

Tuesday, Jan. 12, 5:30 pm — Ger-

Wednesday, Jan. 13, 6:30 pm —
Outing Club meeting, Alumni

Gym.
Thursday, Jan. 14, Noon —
Physics Society luncheon, Costello
Room, Commons.
Thursday, Jan. 14, Noon — Lun¬
cheon Seminar on Admissions
Policy with Dean of Admissions
William Hiss, Rowe Room, Com¬
mons.
Thursday, Jan. 14, 5 pm —
Japanese table, Costello Room,
Commons.
Friday, Jan. 15, Noon — Biology
council lunch, Room 15, Com¬
mons.

Winter Carnival — a look ahead
fered. Fifty cents is all that is re¬
quired.
The Outing Club will be holding
its Winter Olympics from 10 am
until 4 pm. This year teams from
other schools will also be here to
compete. Students who wish to get
a team together must sign-up in the
OC booth between Friday Jan. 8
and Wednesday Jan. 13.
At 10 am, traying and tobog¬
ganing races will be held on Mt.
David. At 1 pm a cross-country
ski-race will commence near
Hathorn. The snow snake will be
held on Rand Field a 1:30. At 2 pm
Rand will be the scene of the
snowshoe relays. The cross¬
country skiing obstacle course
begins at 2:30 and 3 pm is the time
for the dog trek pull. Chase Hall
will be the scene of an awards
ceremony. Among the other
schools expected to attend this
year are Bowdoin, Colby,
Amherst, Williams and UMaine.
If outdoor fun is not the name
of your game, then maybe roller
skating is. CHC is holding a roller
skating party at a nearby rink from
3 to 5 pm. Buses will be available

for those who need transporta¬
tion. The cost for the transporta¬
tion and the rink time is $2.
Saturday night brings an even¬
ing of excitement and class. A
Winter Carnival Ball will be held in
Chase Lounge from 9 pm to 1 am.
Entertainment will be provided by
the sensational Roomful O’Blues.
The upstairs lounges will feature a
soft night-club atmosphere in one
room and a rocking dance floor in

the other. An open bar will be
available in the Den, and punches
will be provided upstairs. Dress for
the occasion is requested to be as
classy as possible, so ladies, get out
those long gowns you’ve been
waiting to use and men, get those
suits drycleaned. The cost of ad¬
mission is $4.

Sunday Wind-up
If you were thinking about

Quality Market
Large Selection of Wines & Beer Kegs

miss this unusual arid exciting
show to be held in Chase Lounge
at 8:30 pm. Admission is $2 and
the event is sponsored by CHC.
Rmember, the film festival will
be funning continuously from
Thursday through Sunday even¬
ing.
This year’s Winter Carnival pro¬
mises to be the most exciting
weekend of entertainment of the
entire school year. There is such a
variety of events that everyone
hould find something to enjoy.

Thursday, Jan. 14 — Torch run
from Augusta to Bates, 10 am to 5
pm. Skating party and bonfire, 7
pm, Lake Andrews. “Hot
Acoustics,” 9 pm, Fiske Lounge,
BYOB plus $1.
Friday, Jan. 15 — Film festival
continues. Snow sculpture contest
(all day). Punch making contest, 4
to 6 pm. Pat Metheny, 8:15 pm,
Lewiston Junior High School, $3
students and senior citizens, $6
general admission.
Saturday, Jan. 16 — Film festival
continues. Cartoons and beer
breakfast, Rand Lower Lounge, 8

am, 504. Winter Olympics: traying
and toboganing, Mt. David, 10
am; cross country ski race,
Hathorn, 1 pm; snow snake, Rand
Field, 1:30; snowshoe relay race,
Rand field, 2 pm; cross country ski
obstancle course, quad, 2:30; dog
trek pull, 3 pm. Awards ceremony,
4 pm. Winter Carnival Ball, 9 pm,
Chase Hall, $4.

Maine’s

Sunday, Jan. 17 - Film festival
continues. Snow sculpture judg¬
ing, noon. Ski trip to Sugarloaf or
Wildcat. Russ Burgess, hypnotist,
Chase Lounge, 8:30 pm, $2.

Largest JEAN Shop

BAREFOOT
TRADER
Always
40°7o to 60°/c OFF

— Full Line Of—
Groceries Baking Needs Newspapers

On Everj Peir Of

JEANS CORDS CHINOS

*Open to Suggestions*
8-10:00 Sun.-Thurs.
8-Midnite Fri.-Sat.

sleeping through Sunday, forget it.
The snow sculpture judging will be
held at noon. If that doesn’t excite
your fancy, then maybe an all-day
ski-trip to either , Sugarloaf or
Wildcat will. The OC is sponsoring
this event at a reduced rate to be
determined. The actual site is also
to be announced.
I
Sunday night will bring with it
the arrival of Russ Burgess, a na¬
tionally known ESP and hypnotic
specialist. You will not want to
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